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CHAPTER I

CONNWNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY

Communications systems will be different in the Year 2000 than they are today, but the degree of

difference is unknown. Technology, laws, and public acceptance will influence the direction that

communications systess go.

People will still cry, laugh, eat, sleep, pay taxes, and have birthdays in the Year 2000--just as they do

today. However, the jobs at which they work, the places in which they work, the houses in which they live,

and the way in which they learn say be quite different--partially due to technology. Specifically,

communications technology will greatly change careers and personal lives between today and the Year 2000.

The Electronics Age--in fact, the NICRONICS ABE, prevails in business and society today. For the east

part, individuals are alsost totally unaware of the influence that cosmunications technology has on their

personal lives and careers. History will record this decade as the age in which the cosputer, satellite

cossunications, television, reprographics, typewriters, and telephones were integrated into altegs using

sicronics (miniaturized electronic) systems.

Only a small part of existing technology has been put in practical use for business, industry,

government, and personal lives. This lack of use is partially due to lack of creativity in designing

practical applications, lack of demand by potential users, and lack of finances to support research,

developsent, and marketing. Soso technological advances are delayed because investors in older systems want

to recoup investments before financing new technological systems.

The Year 2000 is several years away; yet it is less than a nanosecond (one billionth of a second) away

in terms of historical perspective. Predictions about the Year 2000 appear in scenarios by experts in sany

fields; notably, the Club of Rose's futuristic studies about world environments and the United States' GLOBAL

2000 REPORT TO THE PRESIDENT (Darney. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1980). The latter

o
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study focuses on trends and predictions in oorld population and income as well as resources such as food,

fisheries, forests, water, nonfuel minerals, and nergy. It discusses the environmental consequences for each

by the Year 2000.

Today's demand for up-to-date information has created.a need for faster means of gathering, processing,
.

and analyzing data as well as for easier storage and retrieval when needed. Hence, the computer era and the

'office of the future° are teamed together.

INFORMATION PROCESSINS AS A SE6MENT OF THE MORK FORCE

A four-segment view of the work force trends from 1840 to MO graphically displays the increasing ratio

of information processing workers within the labor force (Figure 1). The four seeeents of the labor

force--agriculture, industrial, service, and information processing occupationshave changed in proportion

over the years.

The proportion of the labor force engaged in agricultural occupations dropped frogs 40 percent in 1860 to

less than 2 percent in 1980. The proportion engaged in industrial occupations rose from 18 percent in 1860 to

an all-time high of 40 percent in the 1950s; since then the proportion has been steadily decreasing until

industrial occupations made up approximately 20 percent of the labor force in 1980.

The proportion of service workers in the labor force has been somewhat erratic and has fluctuated up and

down from 18 percent in 1860 to 30 percent in 1980. The proportion is on a sharply rising trend now and is

expected to continue to rise.

Information processing, however, is the segment showing the most dramatic change. The proportion of

workers in these occupations rose from only 5 percent of the work force in 1860 to nearly 50 percent in the

1980s. The demand for information in the fore of business statistics, demographic information, earketing

analyses, literature searches, global statistics, and news broadcasts appears to be constantly increasing.

DATA IS 6ENERATED MORE RAPIDLY, ON MORE SUBJECTS, AND IN GREATER DETAIL THAN EVER BEFORE. lut such data is

useful only if it is readily /WIWI in a form that can be easily assimilated and swiftly analyzed.

In addition to the increasing proportion of information processing workers in the labor force,

comparisons can be made between the workers' productivity and the capital investment for equipment and

t.) 1 1
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machinery for various types of workers (Table 1). Capital investsent for a farm worker was $35,000 in 1990,

$25,000 for the worker in manufacturing, and only $2,000 for the office worker. The increase in productivity

during the 1970-1980 rlecade was 55 percent for the farm worker, 90 percent for those in manufacturing, and

only 4 percent far the office.

FIGURE 1

FOUR-SECTOR A8GRE6ATION OF THE WORK FORCE, 1860-1980

(U.S. lurtau of Labor Statistics)
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Consequently, the need for improved information processing is multiplying yearly. Comeunications

technology oust advance to met this need. Four major technologies are involved: computers,

telecomeunications and telephones, reprographics, and word processing.
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TABLE!

COMPARISON OF CAPITAL INVESTMENT DY INCREASE IN PRODUCTIVITY FOR THREE TYPES OF WORKERS

(U.S. larvae of Labor Statistics)

.m.w..Nlom=.0..a.m.ma...m.
Capital Investment Percent of

Type of for Equipment and Increase in

Worker Machinery, 1,79$ Prodmctivity,

1970-1tO0

ab.111.INNIMM*.111100.11.1011100.1MMINNION MIMIONIDINEMINMMOID

Farm Norker $35,000 55

Manufacturing 30,000 tO

Worker

Office Worker 2,000 4

MIWIIII.M.* =AMY.

*Other sources estimate these figures at $55,000 for the farm

worker and $30,000 for the blue-collar worker.

Infornation processing combines technologies into systees by using telephones, coeputers, video displays,

facsimile machines, printers, televisions, and keyboards to provide a wide variety of services.

Technological advances involve analog and digital transmission of data, sound, aed video in meows.

More technological changes are coming --and at a faster pace than ever before! Therefore, vocational

educators must nove swiftly to sett today's challenges and to prepare for the future.
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1

THE CHALLENGE

Communications technology is an integration of four major areas --data processing, word processing,

! telecommunications, and reprographics. Comeunications technology includes coaputers, word processors,
t

satellites, television, telephones, and printing/copying processes.

Technological changes occur very rapidly, particularly in the computer and electronics areas; in fact,

they seem to multiple yearly and grow more complex. Therefore, we oust explore the potential of these

communications technologies and their effect on vocational education in a threefold approach:

(1) identify trends in the four technologies

(2) make predictions for the Year 2000, and

(3) identify implications relating to vocational education

Vocational educators and leaders lust use these data to prepare for the Year 2000 in terms of program

planning, teacher preparation, and curriculum development.

The computer is the focal point of the Nicronics Age. The coeputer links the other technologies

together. The distinctions between the four technologies are blurring in the practical world; in fact, they

may disappear by the Year 2000.

Education for and about computers is essential; cosputer awareness is essential for Ill ages--young and

old. Information about careers involving computers must be broadcast far and vide for the computer touches

all careers. Many office workers will be users of these machines; thus their training is essential. Other

workers from engineers to service workers rill also have direct Job contact with the computer through a

terminal, a microcooputer, and a hose computer. Others will be indirectly involved with the computer and may

not even know that there is a connection between it and their jobs or personal lives.

METHODS AND PROCEDURES

Futuristic scenarios are developed from a careful study of the past and a review of current data to

determine trends. Then extrapolation processes and expert opinion are used to predict the future. The data

and information provided here will aid vocational educators in preparing for the future.

1 -4
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Much of the data was obtained fros individuals who are highly respected in a technological area: they

represented a pool of expert thought, often of a highly technical nature. A four-purpose questionnaire was

designed (Appendix A) and mailed to individuals who were considered 'experts' in at least one of the

technologies. These experts were selected because they (a) held an office in a professional organization

related to one or sore of the technologies, (b) were president or chief scientist of a sajor equipment firm,

(c) held a governmental position or were managing a federal agency related to one or sore of the technologies,

or (d) held a faculty appointment at a university recognized for its research/teaching programs in sole phase

of cosmunications technology.

Each expert Nis asked for predictions about data processing, ward processing, telephoning,

telecommunications, and reprographics in-three ways: predictions about innOvative applications in one or

all technologies, (b) predictions about technological inventions in one or all areas, and (c) thoughts about a

'futuristic dream' and opinions about major blocks to its achievement.

In addition, and a most isportant item, each expert was asked to nominate specific resources and other

experts with futuristic views. This particular ites identified futuristic experts from the respondent's own

technological area and was most helpful in identifying resources for other project activities.

Literature searches were conducted both manually and via computers. There were over 950 databases

available in 1980, sore than double the number in 1978. Many were very specialized although there is a great

deal of duplication asong some databases.

The computerized library systems at the University of Kentucky and Ohio State University were used for

searching the four database considered most pertinent to this study:

ERIC Education Research Inforsation Center

PSYCH Social sciences and psychological resources

N6MT Business and sanagesint areas

NTIS National Technical Inforsation System

The library computer system at Ohio State University was used to update the ERIC and PSYCH searches

monthly. In addition, current journals representing different segments of communications technology were used.

5
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Interviews were scheduled with a few selected individuals; reactions to presentations at conventions and

in seminars were used in developing a number of the implications.

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES

The Year 2000 is nebulous, an unknown quantity; yet soee aspects are within the realm of predictions.

More technological inventions exist today than are in practical use. Others will be forthcoming as creative

ideas and technology linkages occur. Nany inventions on the drawing boards today will be in widespread use by

the Year 2000; sou will disappear if they are not accepted by users.

The coeputer has existed for several decades; it has been used extensively in scientific research and in

large businesses. Only in recent years, however, has the computer become a viable option for small business,

for instructional purposes, and in the home.

Many technological inventions were so exceptional that they produced draeatic societal changes in a

relatively short period of time. Other inventions that seemed 'useful' at first were unsuccessful because

they were not assimilated by society. Furthereore, some technology was not considered 'useful and little or

no application was attempted, soeetimes due to lack of financial resources.

It say be appropriate to review several 'unbelievable' inventions from the transportation and

communications areas.

api HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVETRANSPORTATION.

In 500,0008C a person traveled on foot and averaged 15 miles a day; at that rate the person needed

several hundred thousand years to go around the world. ly 99,0008C a person could travel by foot the same 15

miles a day or could go by canoe about 20 miles a day; he or she would live in a valley or by a lake. By

1300AD big sailing ships could carry a person 170 miles a day by sea, but on land the person could travel only

20-25 miles a day using a horse and carriage. No one considered it possible to cross a continent or an ocean.

The ajority of the technological advances in transportation technology occurred in the last 50 years,

however. In 1850 travelers in a covered wagon took 166 days to go from the Atlantic to the Pacific Ocean. In

1860 the same trip took 60 days by stage coach and the traveler would be black and blue at the end of the

trip. By 1870 the traveler could go from coast to coast by train in just eleven days; by 1923 the same
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journey took just over a day (26 1/2 hours) by plane. By 1975 the time to go from coast to coast was reduced

to just five hours by jet. Unbelievably, in early 1981 the Space Shuttle Orbiter crossed the nation in just 8

inutes (Inlight , National Space Institute, March/April, 1981, p. 8).

The automobile vas introduced in this century and it has become a 'necessity.' It has had both a 'good'

and a 'bad' effect on society. It affects how far we travel to get to our jobs; it is a way of entertainment

and a symbol of independence for young people; and it is a contributor to city slog.

AN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE - -COHMUNICATIONS

Coamunications technology has changed dramatically also and has had a profound effect on business and

society today. Since the advent of the computer in the 1940s, entirely new colounications systems have

evolved integrating the cooputer with several other major technologies.

Historically, communications systems have moved fro word of outh to sooke signal systeas,

handwritten anuscripts, typewriters, and high-speed copiers. Telephones, television, and computers are now

joined together in satellite cosmunication systeos. Such systeos have reduced the size of the world to that

of the head of a straight pin. Current comounications technology actually involves the integration of a

:weber of 'separate' technologies based on a series of inventions over a several year span:

1820 Telegraph and Babbage different:al engint

1880s Telephone, Hollerith card, and typewriter

1920s Teletypewriter and electric keypunch

1920s Facsimile service

1940s Computer

1950s Direct distance dialing, airline reservation

system, and data phone service-

1960s VATS (Vide Area Telephone System) and TELESTAR

(first satellite used for coamunication

1970s Microprocessors (fourth generation computer)

-4- 7
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Many types of inventions in cossunications technology and cosputer technology have evolved on a

continuous time line frog 1930 to 1980; they are expected to continue to sultiply in number and grow in

cosplexity until after the Year 2000.

Technology such as the satellite telecommunication systes sakes it as easy for a person in Lexington,

Kentucky, to place a phone call halfway around the world to Paris, France, as it is to call Paris, Kentucky,

just 20 files away. Unbelievable as it say sees, the speed of satellite cosmunication makes it possible to

send the entire Bible halfway around the world in just FOUR SECONDS.

A number of twentieth century developments became cosmonplace in a relatively short time--the telephone,

autosobile, television, television service, cable television, and the computer. Twenty years in the future,

that is, in the Year 2000, we say have and use products that are 'unbelievable' in today's world. Much has

occurred in the past twenty years, as illustrated by this quotation:

Had someone told you in 1962 that the 20 years ahead would bring you portable cosputers, videotape

achines, digital watches, sicrowave ovens, birth-control pills, supersonic passenger planes, and

test-tube babies, you sight have had doubts. Had soeone told you in 1962 that the next tso decades

would bring you heart and kidney transplants, oon walks, spacecraft on Mars and Venus, discovery of

DNA, satellite broadcasts, a Polish pope, an Israeli Jerusalem, a resigned U.S. president, you sight

have scoffed. (Wallechinsky, David; Wallace, Amy; and Wallace, Irving. THE BOOK OF PREDICTIONS.

New York: William Morrow and Company, Inc., 1980, p. 462)

OVERVIEW

The cosputer has been instrumental in the development of communications systess and in providing the link

between processing data and transmitting it at high speeds over telephone and telecommunications systems.

Word processing equipment, printers, facsimile sachines, and copying achines are also tied into the

electronic communications systems.

Vocational educators must be aware of the future perspectives in these areas and plan now to prepare

teachers, administrators, and workers to seet the challenges from now to the Year 2000.

Facts and projections about the four sajor technologies are needed as a basis for making predictions.

Then implications will be drawn from these data.
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CHAPTER II

FACTS AND PROJECTIONS

Computers fors the link between other coemunications technologies --the telephone, satellites, word

processors, printers, and reprographics equipment. Cosputers control networks, process data according to

prograsmed specificiations, and distribute the results in both electronic and/or paper for. Coeputer

technology is applied to sany different tasks.

The computer has decreased in cost and in size but increased in perforsance. In 1955 a sainfrase (big)

coeputer cost several sillion dollars. Today's prograssable calculator, which is small enough to fit in one's

hand, perforss the same functions at higher speeds than the 1955 cosputert yet it costs less than $200. In

1955 the mainframe computer took up a 25- by 40-foot room and required strong floors and air conditioning.

Today's electronic calculators with the sage capabilities are often as seall as a business card and only a

little thicker. Furthermore, the time needed to learn to be a computer 'user' has decreased sharply.

CRAY-1, the world's most powerful cosputer, is capable of executing SO million operations per second; it

is worth about 44 million and is expected to be obsolete in about five years. The new S-I Mark IIA

Multiprocessor, reputed to be ten times as powerful as CRAY-1, is currently being developed at Lawrence

Liversore Laboratory in California with soney supplied by the United States Navy. The CRAY-2 has a

32-million-word memory and a cycle time of 4 nanoseconds in contrast to CRAY-1's 1-million-word sesory and

I2-nanosecond cycle tilt.

A 1981 advertisesent aptly paraphrases the computer industry's unbelievable strides in productivity and

perforsances

If the auto industry had done what the computer-has done in the last 30 years, a

Rolls Royce car would cost 42.50 and get 2,000,000 miles per gallon.

Each of the sajor technologies (from computers, telephones and telecossunications, word processing and

the automated office to reprographics) shows growth in sales, applications, and usage. Facts and projections

about each technology reveal the rapidity of change. Furthereore, there is a blurring of technologies.
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COMPUTERS IN BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY

igegding for business data processing continued to rise in 1980 despite a mild recession, according to

International Data Corportation (COMPUTER INDUSTRY FORECAST, 1975-1980). They predicted an annual dollar

growth of 12 to 14 percent until 1985 in mainframe, minicomputer, small business systems, and desktop

computers although the number of mainframe computers is expected to dip a little then. However, services,

software, terminals, and coemunications industry sectors are expected to grow at a faster rate (COMPUTERVORLD,

7/15/80, p. 83).

Cost is generally used as a rough determinate of a computer's size and category:

Microcomputer Under $3,000

Minicomputer 43,000 - $150,000

Supermini $150,000 - $400,000

Mainframe Over $500,000

The concept of a 'local area communications network' (that is, a system of compatible computers, computer

peripherals, data terminals, and office equipment such as typewriters or word processors and copiers) has been

enhanced by development of 'Ethernet,' a cooperative standardized network by Digital Equipment, INTEL, and

XEROX Corporation. This network (and others) is unique in that terminal access to the line is random, thus

speeding up computer access and eliminating waiting time until one user is completely finished (ADMINISTRATIVE

MANAOEMENT, February, 1981, pp. 13-14).

'Global' markets for computers have generally been without governmental regulations and financial

support, especially in the United States. Companies within the electronics industry itself have developed

products and systems independently; in fact, U.S. companies protect their independence fiercely in policy

setting, research and development, production according to specified protocols and standards, and marketing

plans.

Distributed data processing (DDP involves using a lain computer that serves as a processor to

geographically separated smaller computers) is expected to lore than double from 1980 to 1913 in Western

Europe because its countries have devised common protocols, which are different than those in the United

States (COMPUTERWORLD, 3/3/80, p. 73).

2u
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Approximately 3,500,000 small computers are expected to be installed in the United States by 1984; of

these, 375,000 will be small business computers and the rlesainder will be desktop computers or microcomputers.

In contrast, only 236,000 such computers were used in 1979. International Data Corporation also noted that

the difference between the two sizes of computers is becoming harder and harder to distinguish (COMPUTERNORLI,

9/1/80, p. 54)

The use of the small 'desktop computer' is expected to expand worldwide with the greatest expansion

occurring from 1980 to 1985 in the business and professional user area, followed at a much lower expansion

rate (and share of the market) by homeowners and hobbyists, scientific users, and educators (FORTUNE, 10/5/81,

p. 60).

Many personal computers are being purchased by Fortune 500 coepanies for executives or departments--often

without the knowledge or approval of the data processing division. Marketing efforts for microcomputers have

traditionally been aimed at hobbyists; however, the trend is shifting to marketing thee to the consuner at

home, small businesses (2.3 million companies with fewer than 10 esployees exist in the United States in

1980), middle managers (estimated at 15 million), and an estimated 2.5 million technical or professional

individuals (BUSINESS WEEK, 12/1/80, p. 91).

One of the biggest obstacles for the personal computer and seall business market has been the cost of the

printer. Therefore, high-speed, nonimpact printers for business will become an important market factor by

1984. Dot-matrix printers are used for many types of printing Jobs now; however, dot-eatrix printing has not

been considered 'acceptable quality' for business correspondence or major reports up to this point.

Many executives do not type antionsider it 'deseaning secretarial work.' Therefore, desktop computers

for executives have not been widely accepted. Furthermore, many executives have had insufficient training to

use the desktop disputer for analysis. XEROX recently introduced a desktop work station for the nontyping

executive, one in which the executive touches a pictorial representation of the Rea on the computer's video

screen "menu rather than keying in coemands on the keyboard.

The 'executive workstation' (described variously by different experts) is actually an electronic

management system that is part of an 'electronic' executive desk. The movement to the executive workstation

is branching in two different directions:

21
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A desk with a microcomputer desigred to store and search appointments and address

lists, to dial phone numbers automatically, to access stock prices and news

bulletins, and/or to access databases and information as desired by the executive.

The microcomputer will usually include special function keys, 'touch screen senus,

and possibly voice activation for easy use by those who do not like to type or ust

computmrs.

A desk with a microcomputer supercontroller that serges data, voice, video

picturephone, and facsimile channels with various peripheral equipment that is part

of the company's network. -Typing and cosputer skills say be required.

Although the idea of the executive workstation was announced in 1980, no units were actually shipped

during that year. However, one industry report predicted that 46,000 units at 46,000 each will be shipped by

1983, that 267,000 units at $3,500 will be shipped by 1987, and that 1,260,000 units at $2,000 will be shipped

by 1990 (MODERN OFFICE PROCEDURES, May, 1981, p. 82). If so, then approximately 30 percent of the executives

in the nation will have electronic workstations by 1990.

Problems may arise when the data processing functions of a company are 'decentralized' through a ODP

(Distributed Data Processing) system according tu PPRO (Public Policy Research (rganization, as cited in

COMPUTERWORLD, 4121/80, p. 5). These problems include:

Hoarding of data and services to boost one's own political power within the

organization

Nore difficulty in managing

Rising costs of installing and maintaining decentralized systems

Stimulation of computing activities (often underestimated from 20 to 100 percent

Rising demand for data processing specialists at decentralized sites

Rising costs of systes malfunctions and problems at one site affecting the

entire system

Poor comprehension of the system resulting from poor documentatiom and lack of

training

Additional and different problem: say arise as the proliferation of desktop computers (of various brands,

capabilities, and sizes) occur.
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SMALL BUSINESS COMPUTERS: USERS AND USAGE

2 - 5 Year 2000

The sale of the small business computer- -the minicomputer --(defined as being priced above S3,000 and

under $150,000) is expected to GROW at a 30 to 35 percent annual rate from 1980 to 1984; the 'microcomputer'

(under $3,000) is expected to grow at more than a 50 PERCENT ANNUAL RATE (MODERN OFFICE PROCEDURES, Septeeber,

1980, p. 108).

Furthersore, there are sore than 4 million small businesses with fewer than 200 employees (and with more

thin 6 illion offices in hoses) to fore an attractive earketplace for seall business coeputers. However, the

cost of selling seall computers to the so-called 'me and pop arket can be an expensive proposition.

Therefore, equipsent cospanies entering the mall business coeputer sales arena are trying new

distribution systess - -either setting up their own retail stores or service centers or selling through

independent chain stores such as Sears and Roebuck, Computerlasd, or Montgoeery Ward.

Both microcomputers and the coeputer terminals are becoming lore "intelligents; that is, they are easier

to use, understandable, transportable, easy to saintain, adaptable and compatible, and upgradable. The

computer is becoming more 'consumer oriented' in nature.

COMPUTER APPLICATIONS AND SOFTWARE

Computer applications are divided into five major areas: (1) financial and banking, (2) accounting,

(3) payroll and personnel, (4) manufacturing, and (5) insurance. Others, such as scientific applications and

educational ones, are few in comparison to the total number now.

Accounting and payroll/personnel applications mere most prevalent in 1980 (40 percent) but are expected

to decrease nearly 10 percent by 1905. Coeputer applications in manufacturing and other areas, especially

education, are expected to increase froe 35 percent of the total applications in 1980 to nearly 50 percent by

1985.

This growth in the software market is generally attributed to two factors: (a) a trend to using

computers for sore specialized, different problems, and (b) increased sales of micron:touters to a broader

spectra' of people, businesses, and schools (COMPUTERWORLD, 11/16/81, p. 11).
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Two recent surveys provide comparable information about the number of small businesses who use computers

and how they use them (COMPUTERWORLD, 10/17/80, pp. 67-68). According to Venture Development Corporation,

25 percent of small companies using computers were service ones, 21 percent were in manufacturing, 18 percent

were wholesalers or distributors, and 10 percent were in retailing.

Similarly, Management Information Corporation reported that nearly 50 percent of the computer buyers were

small companies that made under $5 million annually. Of these companies, 28 percent were in the services

industry, 22 percent were in manufacturing, 14 percent were in wholesaling with 8 percent in retailing, 5

percent in finance, and 2 percent in transportation.

Both surveys reported on the 'types of applications' used on the small businesses' computers (Table 2).

The three areas that were reported to be the fastest growing were word processing, electronic eail, and

graphics applications; many accounting processes were already computerized.

TABLE 2

PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS BY TYPE OF SMALL BUSINESS COMPUTER APPLICATIONS

Type of Application

VDCI

(Percentage)

.11,

MICIr

(Percentage)

Account Receivable 58.6 70.2

Billing/Invoicing 52.6 59.5

Payroll 51.3 57.4

Inventory Control 50.7 46.8

Accounts Payable 50.0 57.4

General Ledger 48.0 57.4

Mord Processing 18.4 NA

Electronic Mail 5.3 SA

Graphics 8.6 NA

Sales Analysis NA 53.2

Manageeent Information NA 40.4

Cost Analysis NA 29.8

*COMPUTERWORLD, 8/25/80, p. 3

**COMPUTERWORLD, 10/27/80, p. 68
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Although these surveys reported that small businesses in various industrial categories used coeputers,

another highly relevant fact must be considered. In 1980 many (82 percent) of the small businesses still

performed their data processing manually IFocus Research Systems, Inc., 1900 survey as cittd in SMALL

COMPUTERS FOR SMALL BUSINESS, TIME Marketing Research Report No. 2207, June, 1980, p. 18/.

COMPUTERS IN MANUFACTURINS

The computer is emerging as a tool in controlling manufacturing. U.S. experts predict that:

By 1990, 25 percent of the plants with fever than 1,000 workers will be using

computer-aided manufacturing (CAM), . . . .

Computers will generate 50 percent of the paperwork needed to produce or manufacture

assemblies as early as 1187 . .

Computers will generate 50 percent of the manufacturing plans IComputer-Aided

Design--CADI to build parts or asseeblies by 1190 . . . and that CAM will reduce by

one third the manual activity in process control development, . .

Magnetic and optical/laser scanning will be used by 10 percent to identify parts for

inventory control, . . . .

It will be 1995 before programmable robots will be used in automatic assembly for 20

percent of the small batch production industry (DELPHI, p. 9)

Robots and microprocessorsi that is, robots with artificel intelligence, are eeerging as a viable concept

in manufacturing. With the microprocessor they are reprogrammable and multifunctional; some can now 'see' and

'touch.' Tireless, sore precise, robots work 95 percent of the time in contrast to a human's 75 percent

productive time. Advanced eodels are equipped with vision and tactile-sensing systems to do an entire

assembly of operations rather than just one function.

Most robots are in factories but other tasks have been tried, such as shearing sheep, catching

correct-sized fish from a tank, processing fruits and vegetables, washing dishes, and serving coffee.

TRENDS IN COMPUTERS

Computers sill continue to advance in capabilities and processing speed. They will continue to decrease

in size and increase in capabilities at the same time.
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Court battles between larger companies over competition, legalities and laws, and regulations will

increase, especially in terms of thc Following:

Transmission of data (enhanced by computer processing) versus 'basic service only' by

AT&T (American Telephone and Telegraph) and other regulated monopolies

Standardization of protocols, particularly as they relate to 'networks' and satellite

transmissions

Security procedures, particularly in banking and industrial espionage

Social justice and invasion of privacy issues

Copyrighting of software programs

Computer crime

Software programs will be produced far more applications and will become more saohisicated; yet they will

be more readily understandable to the average person.

Traveling to reaventions will decrease as telecommunication facilities become available in sore hotels

and motels, conventions centers, and homes; however, most people attend conventions for both information and

socialization reasons. Therefore, many associations will continue to hold conventions but the members will

have the option of attending in person or via telecomsunications.

Covuters will be sold to sore small businesses, homeowners, and educational institutions than ever

before. This trend will continue at an ever-increasing rate until the 1990s.

CospetiticA in the manufacture and sale of small computers will flourish as the price of components

decreases and as sore companies, including foreign ones from such countries as Japan, enter the marketplace.

The competition will help the customer as companies add sore and sore features in order to outstrip

competitors.

Computer technology will shift from heavy reliance on the silicon chip to other technologies such as

fiber optics and Josephson connections; the former is practical now for some industries and the latter is

rapidly nearing that point.

Compuier technology will be uniquely adapted for the handicapped in such areas as:

a/ voice communications for those who cannot speak

bl workstations for the visually impaired or blind
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c) controls for prosthetic limbs

d) cossunication tools for the paralyzed person

Young children's acceptance of coeputers will be overwheleing but middle-age asd older adults will

continue to view cosputers with reluctant acceptance. Sose people will refuse to use thes at all.

THE TELEPHONE AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS

The telephone in the IllOs is more than a telephone--and it will be vastly changed by the Year 2000. The

telephone, a meson tool in today's hoses and businesses, has changed little since its first days. Yes, the

style of the instrusent itself has changed fros hanging on the wall to a desktop model, from bulky wooden

boxes to slisline plastic eodels to Snoopy contraptions, froe basic black to decorator colors. Yes, the

switchboard changed fros hand-plugged connections to push buttons to computerized switching, froe a few to

hundreds of lines, from operator-assisted calls to Direct Distance Dialing, and fro, simple billings to

cosputerized statesents that give the tise called, the nusber of inutes in the call, the number called, and

the type of charge made.

Satellite transsissions (and computer and television technology) have a tresendous influence on today's

telephones. In the IVO decade alone, the telephone systee changed more than it did in the preceding SO

years. Features now available include:

--Touch-Tone dialing (essential far entering digitized data to computers)

--automatic redial

--two-digit dialing of special numbers

--asplifier (so no handset needs to be held)

--paging

--key systems

--internal communications

--door-lock control and burglar and fire detections

--private-line, long-distance telephone service (MCI's Execunet, Southern Pacific's

Sprint V, 1TT's City-Call, and Western Union's Metro I)

9PJ
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--Picturephones (videophones)

--eobile phones

2 - 10 Year 2000

--telephone answering machines with a multitude of features such as voice-activated

recording devices

--'Space Phone (Zenith Radio Corp.) uses a color television set as an extension

telephone for incoming and outgoing calls with a feature for screening incoaing

calls

--call forwarding

--data transmission between computers

--electronic mail

--teleconferencing

--selective 'do not disturb' restrictions

Individuals and coepanies may now buy their phone equipment rather than renting it fron the telephone

company.

International calls may be placed using direct distance dialing, and the rates are decreasing rapidly.

Tk2 telephone on a business desk, and even in many homes, may house other gadgets such as clocks,

calculators, timers, and asplifiers for handfree conversations. In the home the telephone may be in antique

French decor or be hidden away in an ornate wooden box.

A

MAJOR TECHNOLOGICAL BREAKTHROUGHS

The telephone will have an ever-increasing isportance in communications. The telephone is the contact

betNeen computers, copying machines, word processors, televisions, and telecoemications networks in addition

to the usual human -to -human contacts. The development of the necessary telephone tools occurred over the past

century or so (Figure 2); sore technological advances are predicted before the Year 2000.

Several isportant breakthroughs have contributed to the enhanceeent of the telephone: digitized data in

coding and transmission (even voice transaissions) and fiber optics technology. These technological

breakthroughs are making new communications links possible, such as those needed for electronic funds

transfers.

9
0
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FISURE 2

DEVELOPMENT OF SERVICES IN COMMUNICATIONS --INTEGRATED VOICE AND DATA APPLICATIONS

1850 1920 1950

Telegraph
Telephone

Telegraph Radio/Stereo
Telegraph Telephone Text-comm. (Telex)

Radio 'Picture-comm.
Television
Wireless Teleph.

Telegraph
Telephone
Radio/Stereo
Text-Comm. Telex
Picture-Comm.
TV/color
Wireless Teleph.
Data-comm. (Datex)
Broadband-comm.
Two-way radio
Conf.-Telephone

1980 1990

Telegraph
Telephone
Radio/Stereo
Text-Comm. (Telex)
Picture-Comm.
TWColor
TV/Satellite
Wireless Teleph.
Data-Comm. (Datex)
Broadband-Comm.
Two-way radio
Conf.-Telephone
Teletext
Videotext
Cable-TV
Office-Teletype
Conference-TV
Telecheck
Tele-Copy/Color
Electronic Mail
Cable Text
Telenews
Backchannel TV
Online Pers. Comp.

. Picture-Telephone.

....
.......

.........
Telegraph
Telephone
Radio/Stereo
Text-Comm. (Telex)
Picture-Comm.
TV/Color
TWSatellite
Wireless Teleoh.
Data-Comm. (Datex)
Broadband-comm.
Two-way radio
Conf.-Telephone
Teletext
Videotext
Cable-TV
Office-Teletype
Conference-W
Telecheck
Tele-Copying

...
....

date.

'Integrated Voice and Data Applications, ITT TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONCEPTS SERIES, Volume V, p. 1, no

2
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DIGITAL VERSUS ANALOG TRANSMISSIONS

Digital data can be transmitted electronically in on-off pulses and thus it can be transmitted readily

over ordinary telephone wires or by satellite. In fact, such data transmission is almost instantaneous.

Analog data, !weever, such as data-voice messages, cannot be transaitted in the sass technical way because the

voice messages require a continuous (rather an on-off) pulse. The differences in the number of bits required

for the different types of nessages are given in Figure 3. The typical computer message sent in digital code

requires only 500 bits: an entire page in text sent in computer code (1,200 characters) requires 10,000 bits.

Consider the bits required for voice (analog) sessages in relation to sue of the newer services:

1) A voice message of codebook words

2) A typical flip chart

3) A typical electronic fund transfer

4) A typical airline reservation

5) A coded request for library document

6) A fire or burglar alarn signal

Thus, when the tecnological breakthrough in converting voice tones to digitized data was made, it openet

up a new era of communications. Digital transnission networks are superior to analog ones for the following

reasons:

letter transmission quality

Nigher transmission rates with lower error contest

Greater privacy through encryption

6reater reliability, lower costs, smaller weight, and size of systens using

integrated circuits

Greater economy for voice links of intermediate length

Economy and compatibility between digital transmission and digital switching

Compatibility with new transmission links

Compatibility of voice and data

Future integration of more and different services

3 o
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FINK 3

NUMBER OF BITS REQUIRED FOR TYPICAL MESSAGES

Typo of Messag No. of Bits Red.
Brief telephone voice message 1 Million
"Vocoder- telephone voice message 100.000
Page of text in facsimile form 200.000
Page of text in computer code
(1.200 characters) 10.000
Typical inter-office memo (600 letters) 3.000
Typical telegram (15 words) 400
Newspaper photograph 100.000
High-quality color photograph 2 Million
A color television frame 1 Million
Picturephone frame mow
Computer transaction (typical) 500

'Analog and Digital Techniques in Telecommunications,' Volume III in ITT TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONCEPT

SERIES, p. 12, no date.
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FIBER OPTICS TECHNOLOBY

The fiber optics network has greater transmission potential than telegraph (at 200 cycles a second),

telephone (3,000 cycles a second), color television (4.6 million cycles). Fiber optics transmission can

exceed one billion cycles per second, which is 200 times the capacity of color television. Thus, the

transmission of data, voice and other sounds, and video will be no problem in a hoee wired with fiber optics

rather than the copper wire of the present telephone network.

Recently IBM built a silicon chip on an experimental optical receiver. This feat is expected to lead to

eore economical use of fiber-optic data comeunication links between computer systems with larger capacity and

greater speed than possible through the copper wires of today's telephone systems:

For example, a fiber optic communications cable is being tested for use in ocean environments by Bell

Labs. Fiber optics networks already carry telephone calls in Nest Berlin, Chicago, and Montreal; by 1984 the

Bell system will use such networks in the Washington-Boston corridor.

!imagine a system (Figure 4) that can carry 672 different two-way phone conversations at the use tile!

And believe it or not, fiber optics technology is used in the Saxon plain paper copying machine that is only

12 1/2 inches high!

Red tape and finances say retard the growth of the fiber optics telephone networks. First of all, should

the telephone company, cable televisioo, or the government develop the systee? Second, what happens to the

telephone industry's present copper wire system? Indeed, sow underdeveloped countries without a telephone

system may well be able to support a fiber optics network before highly developed, industrialized nations

convert to it.

ELECTRONIC MAIL TECHNOLOGY

New technology that digitizes voice input akes it possible to store voice eessages for later use; thus

electronic sail is possible. Fierce competition exists between government-regulated monopolies and private

coepanies, such as the U.S. Postal Service with ECON, American Telephone and Telegraph with Tolman, Western
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FIGURE 4

A FIBER OPTICS PHONE CALL

A fiber optics phone call
1 Vibrations from the callers
voice activate a microphone device
in the phone's mouthpiece, caus-
ing a fluctuation in an electrical
signal.

Fluctuating
electrical signal

Year 20, )

2 The fluctuating electrical signal is transmttted over regular wire
phone lines to the local switching office, where the signal is coded into a
numerical computer language and combined with 671 other phone
signals into a single pulsating electrical signal.

[> Coder C> Pulsating
electrical signal

El Light I
wa. source

This is one example of how a typical fiber optics phone system could work.
It's not the only way.

[>. Detector
Pulsating

...AAA/to
electrical signal

3 The pulsating electrical signal is used to control almost 45
million pulses a second in a bright, narrow bum of light emitted by
a tiny laser. The light pulses are fed to a single, hair-thin optical
fiber, several dozen of which might be bundled together to form a
cable.

4 The fiber cable connects the transmitting switching office with
another switching office that serves the receiver of the call.

3 At the receiving switching station each fibers light pulses are
fed to a detector, which converts the light into electrical pulses. The
pulsating electrical signal is separated into the individual phone

Decoder
Fluctuating

electrical signal

Source: Illinois SO Telephone Co.

calls. The signal is also decoded from the computer language into a
fluctuating signal. The fluctuating signal for each individual phone
call is a reproduction of the original signal created by speaking into
the phone.

II The fluctuating electrical signal is sent from the switching
station to the receiving phone by regular phone fines.

Reprinted frog MODERN OFFICE PROCEDURES, October, 1980, p. BO, and copyrighted 1980 by Penton/IPC
subsidiary of Pittway Corporation.
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Union, Seneral Telephone with Telenet, Southern Pactific Comeunication Conpany with Datapost, and Tyenet. The

technological use of telephone and coaxial cables versus satellite transmission further complicates the issue.

By 1983 electronic mail (store-and-forward voice switching) will be available from AT&T for about 30

percent of the nation's telephones with an additional 25-30 percent of the telephone subscribers able to

obtain similar services from independent operators (International Data Corp in INFORMATION HOTLINE,

July-August, 1980, p. 10).

NEED FOR ELECTRONIC MAIL. Most existing coseunication contacts are requests for routine types of

information that do not require person-to-person contact. A 1970 NASA study lists the demand trends for

transmission of various types of records from 1950 to 1990 (Figure 5). Furthermore, Martin (FUTURE

DEVELOPMENTS IN TELECOMMUNICATIONS, Second Edition. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1971,

p. 266) estimated that nearly 75 percent of the mail currently sent through the.post office between

businesses, homes, and governmental agencies could be handled by electronic sail.

ECONOMICS. The driving force behind electronic mail is economic in nature. As personnel costs have

increased (and information processing is a labor-intensive activity), the cost of electronics has decreased

(Figure 6). Thus electronic mail is a high priority for 1910.

At the same time the cost o4 an electronic mail sessage decreased from $1.50 in 1977 to 75 cents in 1980.

The cost is expected to decrease to under 50 cents by 1913 (INFONORLD, 10/27/80, p. 27). Furthermore, a

computerized data transmission takes fewer bits per message than many other types of transmissions. As a

point of cosparison, the cost of a traditional letter, according to Dartnell Corporation, rose fros $4.77 in

1978 to $6.07 in 1910.

Electronic sail systems are designed to encompass the hapdlimg of messages before and after

transmission: research, drafting, editing, addressing, reading, filing, and forwarding. The handling of

messages is labor-intensive and therefore makes up the larger portion of the cost.
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FIGURE 5

DEMAND TRENDS FOR TRANSNISSION OF RECORDS

(from a study of satellite uses coesissioned by NASA)

Year 2000

Type of Record Formula t

Stolen vehicle information

Facsimile transmission of 'mug

fingerprints, and court records

Stolen property information transfer

Motor vehicle registration

Driver's license renewal

Remote library browsing

Remote title and abstract searches

Interlibrary loans

Remote medical diagnosis

Remote medical browsing

Electrocardiogram analysis

Patent searches

Checks and credit transactions

Stock exchange quotations

Stock transfers

Airline reservations

Auto rental reservations

Hotel/motel reservations

Entertainment reservations

National Crise Information Center

National Legal Information Center

cases/yr x 10E3

cases/yr x 10E6

cases/yr x 10E3

items/yr x 10E6

items/yr x 10E6

accesses/yr x 10E6

searches/yr x 10E6

books/yr x 10E6

cases/yr x 10E6

accesses/yr x 10E6

cases/yr x 10E6

searches/yr x 10E6

trans/yr x 10E9

trans/yr x 10E9

trans/yr x 10E6

pass/yr x 10E6

reserv/yr x 10E6

reserv/yr x 10E6

reserv/yr x 10E6

trans/yr x 10E6

trans/yr x 10E6

1950 1960 1970 1980 1990

160 320 820 1950 4600

2 4 7 13 25

430 880 1700 3500 7000

49 74 110 164 245

38 48 60 75 90

0 0 low 5 20

0 0 low 8 20. .. low 40 100

0 0 20 60 200

0 0 20 60 200

0 low 20 60 200

6 6 6.5 7 7

11 25 56 135 340

0 0 1 2 4

290 580 1200 2500 4900

19 62 193 500 1400

0 low 10 20 40

. .. 25 50 100

100 140 200

0 0 6 20 70

0 0 low 5 30

tE '= exponential (10 raised to the power of 6, for example)

NASA Contract NAS2 -5369, 1970.

FEATURES. The electronic mail service is different than that of telex or facsimile transmissions as

these two are only accessible if the person is at the office with the receiving equipment. However, the

electronic mailbox is accessible from offices, homes, or out-of-town locations via the telephone.
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FIRE 6

DRIVINB FORCE BEHIND ELECTRONIC NAIL

Cost

Note: Personnel costs are
increasing on an
average of 22%
annually, while the
cost of electronics
is declining at 7%
per year.

Time

'Integrated Voice and Data Applications, Volume V of ITT TELECONNUNICATIONS CONCEPT SERIES, p. II, no

Jo
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A multitude of features are available depending on which electronic ail system is installed; they

include:

Procedures for checking accuracy of data and answers

Unlimited aessage storage for any period of tise

Passwords so that only the user can access appropriate files

Messages classified by the sender in four Nays - -urgent (put on top), private (read

only to named recipient), registered (let sender know that recipient accepted

delivery of aessage), and time delivery (deliver message after, before, or within a

specified date and tine period)

Electronic directory available but requests to be unlisted art possible

Advanced calling whereby sender sends the same message to a nusber of callers by

simply keying in the telephone nusbers (for apilications in advertising, sending

announcements of meeting times, collection notices, price-change notifications,

sales)

ACCEPTANCE DY WORKERS. Managers, professionals, and secretaries who utilized ARPANET (Advanced Research

Projects Agency Network, a network between the U.S. Department of Defense research centers begun in 1972)

seemed to accept electronic mail transmissions quite well. Managers appeared to like the network more than

the secretaries did; the network increased the long-distance communication usage, increaced productivity,

decreased tine on the telephone, increased liking for the Job, and increased a feeling of status. Managers

also cited the increased flexibility of hours as a feature of the electronic sail network.

Some other countries have electronic mail systems in place and operating effecively on an experisental

basis between major cities (Figure 7) also.
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date.

FIGURE 7

ELECTRONIC NAIL SERVICE

Electronic Mail Service
Name al
Servr.e
Country)
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deliver
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TELECOMMUNICATIONS

The use of satellites for data transeission is a comon practice today, especially for large cospanies

with international sales forces, for governeent-to-governeent coesunicatioo as well as television

entertaineent. The nueber of satellites increases yearly while the cost of data transeission decreases

(Figure S).

date.
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Furthermore, the cost of Earth Stations (required to receive and send data to satellites) has C.reased

and is expected to decrease more as technologically advanced roof stations become sore viable (Figure 9).

The marketing of data processing services has been economically feasible for several years. Data

pm:essing companies in Nem York are able to sell midnight-to-0 a.s. time to French firm that are open at

that time because of the difference in time zones.

date.

FIGURE 9
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There are a nueber of international concerns, however, as a nueber of nations are developing prototype

coemunications systems. The policies and problees of interconnecting these systems globally falls into two

areas of concern: (1) policies related to transborder data flow (discussed later), and (2) specifications for

equipment standards that are needed if nations are to link together the different systees and networks for

worldwide communication.

The Consultative Committee for International Telephone and Telegraph (CCITT) is a forum for eember

countries of the United Nations to study telecomeunications equipment and recommend standards in design and

operation. For example, agreement has been reached about standards for facsimile equipmnent that falls in

Group 3 (equipeent that sends a letter-sized page in about one minute) in the following ways: ill the size of

paper the equipment handles, (2) the way the document is read by the scanner, (3) the type of code that is

used, (4) the eethods and speeds at which the information is sent, and (3) the protocol by which the two units

establish contact.

CONPETITION AND TECHNOLOGY

Businesses now spend about $30 billion annually for telephone and other electronic communications

services. The demand for newer services (high -speed data transmission and video-conferencing) is expected to

increase 20-40 percent each year until 1986 while the conventional telephone services will experience only a 8

percent growth rate. By 1990 the total demand for communications services is expected to be sore than $150

billion (BUSINESS MEEK, 4/6/81, p. 90).

The value of electronic coemunications becomes readily apparent when the level of competition is

explored. More companies and countries are involved in developing viable systems in an effort to be first.

Competition in TECHNOLOBY exists today between traditional 'copper wire' telephone systees, fiber optics

systems, and satellite systems. Controversy about 'enhanced services' (adding value to data transmission by

processing the data during transmission), particularly if offerred by AT&T (a eonopoly although a regulated

one), has been devisive; in early 1982 AT&T agreed to divest itself of regional telephone companies if it

could offer the enhanced services in the future and if it could keep its long-distance network.
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The PRIVATE-LINE LONG-DISTANCE AREA is also a very competitive one between AT&T and privately owned

companies such as Satellite Business Systems. SIS (owned by IBM and COMSAT, short for Communications

Satellite Corp.) plans a network of 20 satellite earth stations to link 150 metropolitan areas that will offer

cut-rate telephone service, perhaps as early as 1982.

Competition for selling the COMPUTER-CONTROLLED PBX SWITCHBOARDS for handling both voice and data

transmissions is keen betaeen telephone equipment suppliers and data processing sanufacaturers. The new CPBX

(computerized switchboards) rust handle data processing, text and facsimile transaissions, oral conversations,

and stored voice messages. Competitors build in various features such as codes for speed dialing of

frequently called nuabers, automatic redialing when a line is busy, routing of outgoing long-distance calls to

least costly routes, and displaying the name of the caller (after retrieving it from the PBX's coaputerized

directory).

Five years ago AT&T held more than 80 percent of the PDX market but held only 54 percent of the 1980

market. Rolm now holds 11 percent, Northern Telecom holds 10 percent, Seneral Telephone i Electronics holds 5

percent, Mitel holds 4 percent, International Telephone and Telegraph holds 3 percent, and foreign companies

and others hold 13 percent (BUSINESS WEEK, 4/13/81/, p. 122).

Soae information processing cospanies are marketing specialized LOCAL DISTANCE NETWORKS (LONs) for

connecting office equipment in branch offices. Although these networks cannot handle voice transmissions,

they transmit coeputer data faster than the PBX.

The Brookings Institute attributed 45 percent of the U.S. productivity gains since 1975 to technology,

with one third of that gain coming from cosputers. The next major step must come from improved coemunications

in tiee-saving applications, better service, speedier equipment, creative innovations, and better-

organization.

Technological interference may create problems for all types of coamenications systess as more solar

power satellites are developed for operation in the Year 2000. No one yet knows how all these 'space'

communications systems will operate in the sale atmosphere.

Companies updating computers and coasunications systems in the 1980s face the dilemma of making decisioes

to build systems around telecommunications (satellites) or coaxial cabling (today's television systee).
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However, Dranscomb, IDN vice president and chief scientist, predicted the increased use of fiber-optic

distribution networks locally and satellites for long-distance circuits (CONPUTERWORLD, 6/2/80, p. 45).

Branscomb identified two major challenges for the future: (1) consistent interfaces to permit attacheent of

other equipeent to the transmission facility, and (2) international equipment standardization covering

interconnections from different manufacturers.

When telecommunication systems operate smoothly, they are extreeely useful; but problems do occur and

they are extremely disruptive. Problems say include equipment that functions sporadically, the necessity of

having a backup system during a total breakdown, a need to change organizational structure for using the

system effectively and efficiently, and the need for speedy service.

Investment in telecomounications will bypass traditional telephone copper-wired networks in areas lacking

such systems now. An example is the USSR with only one telephone per 13.4 citizens versus the United States

with one per 4.3 citizens. Arthur D. Little, Inc., predicted that the worldwide telecommunications equipment

market will sore than double by 1990 with Asia setting the pace. Five countries (USSR, Japan, Korea, China,

and Turkey) plan heavy capital investment in telecommunications (CONPUTERMORLD, 918180, p. 75).

A shortage of satellite data comeunications facilities may occur by 1984 even though several companies

have plans for launching sore satellites. In April, 1981, there were 15 major competitors offering various

types of such services.

ELECTRONIC NEWSPAPERSTELETEX OR VIDEOTE7T?

Mho will offer 'news' in the feure? Mho will control it? The telephone company, the newspaper

industry, the television industry, or perhaps the cable television company? The newspaper industry lay

compete with all of these because of transmission of news content via television, satellites, and telephones.

Nho will make editorial decisions about Nhat will be transmitted, about information gathering related to

viewers, and about new areas such as electronic shopping and electronic classified ads?

Will the electronic newspaper be based on teletex (one-way transmission systems as used in Europe) or

videotext (two-way, interactive systems as used in the United States)? Set Figure 10 far a list of such

systems.
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FIGURE 10

TELETEXT SYSTEMS
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The United States has the lead in videotext systems, mostly in experimental form. Columbus, Ohio, is the

site for an interactive system in which the hose audience can respond during the middle of game shows by

pwshing a button on the hose console; the cable television's computer reads and reports the scores to

individual questions and later identifies the winner.

TRENDS IN TELEPHONES AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS

The telephone is i vital link in electronic communications now; it is a link between computers,

satellites, cable television, word processors, and printers. Its iuportance is rising dramatically as the

demand increases for services such is electronic banking, electronic newpapers, and electronic shopping.

NORD PROCESSIN8 AND THE AUTOMATED OFFICE

Information processing is typically centered in an 'office' setting. 'Information processing' involves

collecting, analyzing, and storing data in meaningful and accessible ways. The computer has speeded up the

processing of data and may be the cause of a massive 'information glut' in the office also. The computer

serves is a tool in handling paperwork and information problems by incorporating systems such is data

processing, word processing, electronic filing, electronic mail, computerized reprographic processes,

computerized telephone systess, document processing, and time management aids, to nage a few.

ECONOMICS AND LABOR

Office workers, one segment of the information processing labor force, made up 29 percent of the total

workforce in 1976; that proportion rose to 43 percent in 1980 and is expected to surpass 50 percent by 1985.

The office is the most labor-intensive area in business and government. Seventy percent of its cost is

directly attributable to labor while only 30 percent is attributed to equipment. Office costs represented

nearly 30 percent of the total business casts in 1980 and they are expected to rise to more than 50 percent by

1985.

4 5
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Costs associated with STORIN8 INFORMATION (filing records, that is) are tremendous. For exasple, a

standard 4-drawer file cabinet costs about $300 a year if update and maintenance times are included. In

contrast, a computer's disc file storing the same amount of information costs approximately $13 a year; that

cost is expected to decrease significantly in the next fey years. Consequently, electronic filin, systems and

database anagesent are important dimensions in automating the office.

The REPROSRAPHICS FUNCTION in an office is often difficult and slow in comparison with the electronic

capabilities of computers and word processors. Impact printers providing letter-quality printout are

especially slow; dot matrix printers are used for more applications each year. Research are currently

underway to incorporate laser beams and instantaneous photocopy processes in high -speed, letter-quality

printers. Jet-spray printers are extremely fast and are available today.

Of the $123 billions spent in the United States on office systems in 1980, $36 billion was spent on the

telephone, $32 billion on office data processing, $30 billion on office systems support labor, $26.2 billion

on text processing, and $2 billion on office furniture. Of the $26.2 billion spent on text processing, $8.3

billion was spent on reproduction, $6 billion on postal delivery, $3 billion on paper, $2.3 billion on word

processing, $1.2 billion on typewriters, $1 billion on electronic ail, $0.9 billion on icrographics, $0.6

billion on calculators, $0.6 billion on ailroos equipment, and $1 billion on iscellaneous itess such at

answering systems, dictation machines, and many other items (Panko, Raymond R. 'Integration in Office

Automation: Are We Putting the Cart Ahead of the Horse? COMPUTERWORLD, 9/11/81, pp. 13-20).

Typically the office has been viewed as the centralized communication and processing function of a

business; it has also been considered an 'overhead expense' and has been subsidiary to the production and/or

service elements of the business. Management (located in the office) organized and coordinated the policy

making and planning, marketing, and accounting functions for the company, often with inadequate or out-of-date

data.

Today greater emphasis is placed on coordination of increased amounts of data and information from both

internal and external sources. However, creating, processing, retrieving, and selecting pertinent data has

become nearly impossible because of the vast quantities available. Keeping such data up to date and in
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usable, accessible form is overwhelming unless the processing, storage, and retrieval systems are fast and

provide speedy and easy access to users.

As noted earlier, productivity in the office has not decreased drastically but neither has it INCREASED

to keep up with the demand. Adding workers at an increased expense is no longer a viable solution.

Therefore, installation of TECHNOLOW is viewed as one method of increasing office productivity. Two

other aspects need equal or perhaps even greater emphasis: (a) key training and (b) improved operations or

eethods of doing the work. Simply inventing a new machine is insufficient if it is used by workers with the

same degree of skill as before and if the work procedures remain the sue.

People

Training Procedures

In 1980 there was one word processor or electronic typewriter for every five secretaries or typists in

the United States; BY 1985 THE RATIO IS EXPECTED TO BE ALMOST ONE TO ONE--ONE ELECTRONIC NORD PROCESSOR FOR

EVERY SECRETARY OR TYPIST (U.S. Department of Commerce, FORTUNE, 10/5/81, p. 18).

OFFICE AUTOMATION SYSTEMS

Communications technology is tied to efforts to automate the office in order to increase productivity and

efficiency and to decrease costs. Past efforts to increase productivity in the office usually centered on

time-and-motion studies, workflow systems and procedures, and the electrification of the office. While all

these methods are still used, greater emphasis is placed on installing electronic, computerized equipment in

the office.

SUBSYSTEMS. There are a series of relatively new subsystems available for office autoeation today. Some

have been used for several years; others are just beginning to be incorporated. A fey are still in the

17
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research or prototype stage; often the linkage between the subsystems (or between equipaent manufactured by

different companies) is missing. The subsystess are:

Nord processing

Optical Character Recognition (OCR)

Data processing

Reprographics

Micrographics

Comeunications by facsimile and teletype

Graphic systems

Teleconferencing

Electronic ail

Computerized phototypesetting

Voice-activated sytems

Data processing systems have been used for years for financial recordkelping in all large and most

eedium-sized coepanies. Small companies are beginning to automate their financial recordkeeping functions

also because of the increasing availability of small inexpensive cosputers that are easy to use and have

software available.

DIFFICULTIES. The office is a difficult place to automate as there are few standard procedures. The

increasing size of procedures manuals testifies to the difficulty of setting and aintaining such procedures.

Furthermore, the number of errors, inconsistencies, and exceptional cases ultiples the additional clerical

and administrative labor costs.

For example, at one time invoicing was a relatively simple task because there were only a limited number

of odels, perhaps four odels of Product X. However, as optional features were introduced to give the buyer

flexibility, difficulties sultiplied. Product X may still have only four basic andel§ but each one ay be

purchased with as any as SO optional features, each one adding to the purchase price. The opportunity for

errors in pricing, shipping, and billing multiplied as each option was added.

Another difficulty in automating the office is found in the DATA ENTRY AREA. Typewriting manually (even

on electronic achines or computer keyboards) is still estimated to be about three keystrokes per second (or

36 words a minute) according to IBM (COMPUTERWORLD, 912100, p. 14). Therefore, electronic offices and any

electronic distribution systems are limited to the weak data entry link. Great efforts are being expended to

perfect other data entry eans, including voice-activated computers.
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The need for office autuation has becoee so important that the American Productivity Center in Houston,

Texas, is undertaking an extensive office productivity study called 'White Collar Productivity Isprovesent'

(BUSINESS WEEK 312181, p. 49). The types of office automation to be studied include data processing, word

processing, coesunication processing, task processing, augsented managesent, and corporate control systems.

Office automation systems, to be fully productive, must be user-proof; they sust be easily understood by

the 'average' office worker. Both equipment and data must be safeguarded against misuse and errors lade by

'unsophisicated' and 'sophisicated' users. Therefore, office systess sust incorporate these features:

Be user-friendly (easy to use).

Be physically cosfortable to use (ergonosics).

Be 'hybrid° (have both data processing and word processing capabilities).

Involve communications systees (access to distributed systems and electronic networks of all

types).

Have management support capabilities (electronic sail, graphics, calendars, tickler files,

etc.).

Incorporate unbundled software and training.

Incorporate new distribution channels (retail outlets, office equipsent stores, direct sales).

Have spelling (dictionary) capabilities for proofreading ease.

Include specialized applications software, such as NESTLAN and LEXIS databases for the legal

field.

PERSONNEL. Approaches to increasing office productivity focus on two levels of personnel: support

workers and anagesent. Office automation attempts to make work easier, process it faster, report it sore

clearly, and make it more readily accessible for both levels.

The first efforts toward electronic office automation were labelled the 'office of the future' and were

mainly involved with improving the productivity of only the support workers, the clerical and secretarial

personnel.

The 'office of the future' concept featured word processing equipment. The total system involved

automating as much of the dictation, transcription, filing, and reprographic process as possible using

electronic equipment. The word processing function was often placed in a center; it involved the processing
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of words from dictation into the typed form and often involved reproducing the material in quantity.

Text-editing, lemory typewriters were first used; then visual display units were introduced. They were used

to eliminate much of the routine retyping of reports.

A preliminary analysis in 197, called 'Project Impact,' a three-year study of the benefits of office

automation by the Electronics Systems Division of the USAF Systems Command, indicated that clerical workers

can save 60 percent of the time previously allotted for clerical tasks while professionals doing clerical work

could save 50 percent. The office automation system incorporated a mainframe computer and local networking

via Mitrenet. Various brands of word processors were connected to the network, and OCR and graphics

capabilities were included (FORTUNE 10/5/81).

Although efforts to automate the support workers' tasks are Nell underway, the process of automating

NANAGERIAL/PROFESSIONAL workers' tasks is only beginning. Many managerial workers resisted doing clerical

work if it involves typewriting or keyboarding. However, the increasing eerger of computer/typewriting

capabilities into 'desktop computers' is meeting less resistance from the eanagerial group. Electronic

workstations are expected to rise, as mentioned previously. In fact, eany large companies are installing

these eachines in wholesale lots in addition to their mainframe coeputer and in place of 'dumb' terminals

(those that only display inforeation as contrasted to 'intelligent' ones that permit the user to enter and

process data also).

Both managers and professional workers as well ts the clerical and secretarial staff are involved in four

major functions that may or may not involve operating equipment: writing-related activities, reading-related

activities, meetings, and coaeunications/travel. However, the type of involvement and the amount of time are

quite different for the two levels of personnel. For example, the eanager spends about 35 percent of the tiee

in Nriting-related activities while the secretary spends only about 18 percent of the time. Both spend time

in writing but the manager's time also includes calculating and dictating (FORTUNE, 10/5/81, p. 72).

Furthermore, the same types of contrasts are apparent in other activities as well: 22 percent of the

anagers' time and 13 percent of the secretaries' time was spent in reading-related activities; 18 percent of

the managers' time and 9 percent of the secretaries' time was spent in meetings; and 14 percent of the

managers' time and 24 percent of the secretaries' time was spent in communications and travel (including the

5
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telephone). Secretaries spent nearly 40 percent of their time in operating equipment in contrast to managers

spending only 10 percent of their time in the same Nay.

Therefore, efforts to automate the managerial functions oust be constructed to FIT THE TASKS AT THAT

LEVEL,

Booz Allen and Hamilton conducted a managerial and professional productivity study in 1980 to determine

how knowledge workers spent their time (Gehring, FORBES, 3/30/81, no page). About 300 professionals in 15

major U.S. corporations were interviewed. Each one carried a device that 'beeped' at 20-minute intervals; at

the 'beep' the person recorded the task being doing at the time and rated the importance of the task on a

scale of one to ten.

The managers and professionals in the Booz Allen and Hamilton study spent only 29 percent of their tile

on 'thought 'ark' activities with 13 percent of their time in document creating, only 8 percent reading, and 8

percent analyzing. The managers and professionals spent 46 percent of their tiee on items that were

considered 'less productive work,' which included seeking information, waiting or idle time, organizing work,

expediting, and/or seeking people.

In addition to the AMOUNT OF TINE managers spent on meetings and less productive activities, the project

attempted to determine the cost of various types of communications activities. The bulk of such costs in

these offices were related to 'eanual' items: face-to-face meetings, 40 percent of the total cost; telephone

calls, 30 percent; and eail, 25 percent. Data communications (video and image or facsimile coebined)

accounted for only 3 percent of the total comeunications cost (Behring, FORBES, 3/30/81, no page).

Coemunications technology (electronic systems, that is) may assist in increasing productivity at the same

or lower cost at sole point in the future. Face-to-face settings via teleconferencing rather than traveling

to meet in person may becose practical as soon as such facilities becoee eore commonplace in sotels and

hotels, offices of large companies, and conference centers.
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Technology applications in offices and for managers include the following:

Nord processing services for creating, editing, and printing of coaplex docueents as well as

correspondence.

Document storage and retrieval with computerized indexing and searching by single words or

Mole texts.

Electronic mail Or cOrrISOOOdlOce systems.

Maintenance of appointment calendars with automatic reminders and the ability to prepare lists

of pending tasks.

Automatic generation of memoranda on critical dates.

Processing of information through various modes of input, such as character recognition, speech

and voice recognition, and keyboard typing.

Storage and retrieval of information by voice, handwriting, microfilming, and facsimile

scanning as well as by keyboard typing.

Nigh-quality, high-speed printing in imeediate vicinity and/or in remote places.

Mathematical calculations and updating of data files and/or transactions.

Scheduling of seetings and appointments.

Memory and automatic dialing of telephone numbers, forwarding and recording calls

automatically, and setting up conference calls.

Teleconferencing for outings with both voice and video support.

Financial managesent support such as general ledger, inventory, custoeers' failing lists, sales

and production reports.

A survey by FORTUNE indicated that information processing workers at all levels from the president of the

company to the secretary will be using electronic workstations by 1915. The SARI survey of Fortune 100

companies found that features such as integrated data ind word processing access, coeputer -based. message

networks, privacy controls, and graphics *ere vital functions in the electronic workstation (FORTUNE,

10/5/111/p. 50).

NETNORKINO. Increasing eephasis is now centered on LONs (Limited Distance Networks). These networking

systems link together word processors, computers, copy and facsimile machines, printing presses, and files.

They may be linked within the same building or between locations within ten miles. About 90 percent of all

business information is distributed within half a mile, according to some experts.

52
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Larger companies established specialized networks in the 1970s; in the 1980s LDNs will be installed by

more smaller companies. Twenty percent of the larger companies (those with over $500 million in sales) had

LDNs in contrast to only 14 percent of those with sales between $101100 million, only 9 percent of those with

sales between $10-l00 million, and 6 percent of those with sales under $10 million. The increases in LON' in

the future, therefore, will occur most often in the smaller fires (FORTUNE, 10/5/81, p. 56).

THE MERGER OF DATA PROCESSING AND NORD PROCESSING

The distincticm between word processing and data processing has blarred as word processors acquire

calculating functions and database access; in fact, the distinction between a word processor and a

microcomputer is rapidly disappearing.

The coapetiticm between equipment manufacturers contributes to the increase in features on both the word

processor and the microcomputer. New nases in 'typewriting' equipment appeared in recent years: Nang, Exxon,

Xerox, Lanier, Sony, to nape a few. Manual typewriters are rapidly disappearing; electric ones are

disappearing, too. In fact, THE ELECTRONIC TYPEWRITER MAY DISAPPEAR BY 1985; IT NILL BE REPLACED BY A

MICROCOMPUTER.

The merging of data and word processing functions incurs problems related to the capabilities of the

electronic equipment as well as the format used in storing and accessing data, especially in formatting and

editing commands used with the various machines.

Networking for distributed data procetsing (DDP) say use existing phone lines for quick, easy access to

networks. However, the current phone switchboards carry only certain types of signals; they cannot carry

video signals or very high-speed data rates. Therefore, some companies are installing cceputerized

switchboards that handle digital as well as voice signals and at a speed that is useful in east office

applications. A few companies (and most office buildings under construction now) are installing coaxial cable

networks to carry all types of data, including voice and video.

Furthermore, the distinction between word processing and data processing functions has becose volatile;

the question of manageeent responsibility for both areas becomes important. Should there be two managers,
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or only one? If only one, should the person have a data processing or a word processing background? Is it

possible for one person to have both?

As the data and word processing technologies serge, a new type of manager sty be in order. Job titles

found in current advertiseeents include information processing manager, director of office technology, MIS

manager, director of office productivity improvement, inforeation resources aanager, director of DP/MP, and

director of iniormation technology. Most eeployers expect these managers to have a broad background and

experience in eanageeent principles, husan relations, telecomeunications, text and data processing, earketing

strategies, accounting, operational procedures, and systees analysis. Sou coepanies require the eanager to

have an electronic engineering background, especially if a new systes is being installed.

REPROGRAPHICS

Reprographic technologies involve all types of copying machines and printers. They perfore important

functions in the electronic office. Technologies developed in recent years include the electrophotograOic

process of which the xerographic system is the principal type, ink jet printers, and plain paper copiers.

These processes have greater versatility, higher production speeds, and sieplified operations for the user

than the impact printers.

Copiers are smaller in size, pore powerful in producing goad copies, and sore reliable than ever before.

In fact, copying technology may be too good in some respects as the machines can reproduce checks that are

cashable, dollar bills that will fool some change-eaking machines, postage stamps that look real, and even

drivers' licenses. Consequently, the copier industry is developing new products and techniques. Inks that do

not reproduce are used in the 'eissing dots' technique on checks; checks come froe the printer with dots of

different sizes. Mhen the smaller me in a special ink do not reproduce, the gips spell out 'void' on the

copy.

Printers are expensive, especially letter-quality ones and those that reproduce in color. Many

letter-quality printers are impact machines involving eechanical parts; they are slow and usually require sore

service.than noniepact ones.
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Dot matrix printers are faster, print bidirectionally, and are less expensive than the impact printer.

However, companies have not accepted the dot matrix appearance as acceptable for correspondence yet. The dot

matrix printers are used extensively, however, for addressing bulk mailings, in-house reports, and other

materials.

The ink jet printing process is a nonimpact technology and is extremely fast. It produces high-quality

material and is gaining in popularity.

The newest and fastest printing technology uses light in the form of laser beams. This process enables

the computer user to design logos, forms, characters, and syebols on the computer screen and then print them

(each one an original) using a laser beam. One company introduced an electronic printing system in 1910 that

is 40 times as fast as typical word processor printers and can send or receive a page of text in three

seconds. It combines word processing printing, electronic mail, resote computer printing, and direct copying

features into one unit. Business forms are created electroncially, stored in digital form, and then converted

to printed images by a laser scanner providing resolution of 90,000 dots per square inch (quality comparable

to offset printing).

Demand for color reprographics in both the copier and the printer technologies is extremely high,

especially as the computer's graphics capabilities increase. Color is available in four major types of

printing techniques--dot matrix, impact, nonimpact ink jet, and color camera.

The computerized, electroaic world incorporates reprographic technology in several ways:

PHOTOTYPESETTING. Nord processors are available with special options for phototypesetting; they have

access to literately hundreds of type styles and type sizes, even foreign language fonts. These machines may

be connected directly to the printing presses so that material is typed only once.

COPIERS. Nord processors can be connected directly to copying machines via (Ms so that the typist may

simply use the word processor to convey the typeNritten text directly to the copier (in the same building or

across the nation) and specify the number of copies needed.

FACSIMILE SYSTENS. Facsimile systees use telephone lines and telecommunications systems to convey

printed and handwritten material from one place to another rapidly and in exactly the same form as the

original.
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COMPUTERIZED REMOTE PRINTING. A combination of technologies enables the editorial offices of

publications such as the NALL STREET JOURNAL and TINE to prepare material in a New York office, send it by

satellite to printing presses in another region of the nation or world to be printed locally. Such a process

Saves postage and freight, saves time and typesetting costs, and akes it possible to include regional news

without difficulty.

ELECTRONIC FILING AND MICROGRAPHIC TECHNOLOGIES

Information storage, especially important in view of the tremendous amounts of information being

generated yearly, ust change to wet the challenges of the electronic age. Electronic filing uses the

computer to store and retrieve information on magnetized discs and tapes; micrographic technology uses film to

capture the printed image froa paper (or directly from the coeputer memory).

Both electronic filing and icrographic technology have advantages and disadvantages. The micrographic

approach is best for archival records, graphic materials, documents requiring legal acceptance, and corporate

histories; it is less expensive than the electronic filing process. On the other hand, electronic filing is

best for detailed indexing, query systems, time-sensitive information, and data manipulation. These

distinctions say blur as technological advances occur in the next few years.

MICROGRAPHICS. Micrographic filing systems have existed for many years. However, enhancements are

continually eeployed to keep such systems viable in the electronic age.

Computer Output Microfilm (COM) technology produces digitally processed information in microfilm or

microfiche form at a faster speed than a computer can print the information on paper. When coebined with

Computer Assisted Retrieval (CAR), the icroforms are linked to the indexing and searching capabilities of the

computer. Thus, documents can be randomly accessed and be viewed either on a separate viewer, on the computer

terminal locally, or at a resote site. If needed, a COM recorder can make a duplicate of the document.

A new development called Computer Input Microfilm (CIM) makes it technologically possible to digitize

microfilm. Then an OCR (Optical Character Recognition) scanner is used to input (transfer) microform data

int,7, the computer.
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Another development sakes it possible to update sicrofile thus extending the applicability of sicrofile.

Updating (that is, annotating, dMeting, altering) becoses a relatively simple process when technology is used

to re-activate sensitized @atrial in the original file. This updating capability enables a company to revise

manuals and other archval saterials without duplicating and re-indexing sicrofils files.

VIDEODISCS OR OPTICAL DISCS. The videodisc (also called optical disc) is another form of storage that

cosbines sound, video, and cosputers for radon access by laser bus. At present, the videodisc 'records'

(they reseeble stereo ones in size and shape but do not hive grooves) art a one-time recording and are limited

in usage to saterials that do not need continually updating. They are, however, useful for relatively stable

inforeation, such as training programs and education, archival files, and pereanent data. Although they are

expensive to deve.op, their main advantage lies with the computerized randos access to any of the 54,000

tracks containing slides, ;lotion files, and sounds. Thus the user can develop individualized 'progress' fros

the available saterials. The process of using video in combination with data and sound is a highly desirable

feature of the videodisc.

ELECTRONIC FILTH. The sicrographic process and electronic filing system, as well as the videodisc

process, are in competition as the information storage eethod of the future. As cosputer power, reliability,

and costs decrease, the electronic filing process will probably dominate the field; hosever, sicrographic

systems thrive on the business world's dependence on paper (in the U.S. alone, the banking industry processes

and icrofiles about 32 billion checks per year with expectations of a 5-7 percent increase per year until the

Year 2000).

Digital optical discs (such like the consumer videodiscs) may replace sagnetic tape and discs,

particularly for data storage, archival information, geological figures, and computer graphics applications.

Costs for these types of storage are less than other fires and they are all considerably cheaper than the

proposed sagnetic bubble usury.

There are over 950 databases (computerized files) available to the cosputer user presently; in addition,

every company with a computer is involved in the database managesent of its own records.

Noy databases are accessible in the reference rooms of public libraries, by purchase from cosmercial

fires, through meebership in specialized groups (i.e., the horsebreeders' association), or from the
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government. Each database is a storage of information; the computer is used to search the indexed materials

using dates, 'dictionary' word! supplied in the database's thesaurus, and cross references of terms in a

matrix fors. Care is needed in developing the index to such databases as well as in developing a query to

retrieve data. Otherwise, volum:nous amounts of data (often unrelated to the specific topic) are retrieved.

The NUT database, for example, indexes items from over 282 periodicals (plus new books); a partial

listing appears in Figure 11.

FIGURE 11

PARTIAL LISTING OF JOURNALS IN THE MONT DATABASE

AACSII
ABACUS
AOCA BULLETIN
ACADEMY OF MANAGEMENT

JOURNAL
ACACIEFAY OF MANAGEMENT

JouRNAL PROC.' EDINGs
ACADEMY OF mAPIAcEENT REVIEW
ACADEMY OF mood TING SCIENCE

JOURNAL
ACCOUNTANCY
THE ACCOUNTANT
THE ACCOUNTANT S MAGAZINE
ACC0uNTING ORGANIZATIONS

a SOCIETY
THE ACCOUNTING JOURNAL
AccouNTING Atm BUSINESS

RESEARCH
ACCOUNTING Foram
ACCOUNTING REVIEW
ACROSS THE BOARO

IFOrKlm CommAce Board Ramo
ADHERENT
ADMINISTRATION AND SOCIETY
ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT
ADMINISTRATIVE SCIENCE

QUARTERLY
AQvANCED MANAGEMENT JOURNAL
ADVANCES IN CONSUMER RESEARCH
ADVERTISING RESEARCH FOuNDATION

PROCEEDINGS
ABE TRANSACTIONS
AKRON BUSINESS AND ECONOMIC

REVIEW
AMERICAN BUSINESS LAW

JounNAL
AMERICAN ECONOMIC REVIEW
AMERICAN MARKETING ASSN.

COMBINED PROCEEDINGS
'AINALS OF ECONOMIC a SOCIAL

InEMENT
LETIN

-A

CREDIT a FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT

DECISION SCIENCES
DEFENSE SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT

REVIEW
THE DIRECTOR
DIRECTORS I BOAROS
DISTRIBUTION WORLDWIDE
DUN a BRADSTREET REPORTS
DUNI REVIEW
EASTERN FINANCE ASSOCIATION

PROCEEDINGS
ECONOMIC JOURNAL
THE ECONOMIST
EMPLOYEE BENEFIT PLAN REVIEW
EMPLOYEE RELATIONS
EMPLOYEE RELATIONS LAW

JOURNAL
ENGINEERING ECONOMIST
ESTATE PLANNING
EUROTAONEY
EUROPEAN JOURNAL OF OPERATIONAL

RESEARCH
EUROPEAN JOURNAL OF MARKETING
EXECUTIVE
FEDERAL RESERVE BULLETIN
FINANCE
FINANCIAL ANALYSTS JOURNAL
FINANCIAL EXECUTIVE
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
FINANCIAL PLANNING TODAY
FINANCIAL REVIEW
FINANCIAL WORLD
FORBES
FORTUNE
FUTURIST
GAO REVIEW
GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTANTS

JOuRNAL
GOVERNMENT EXECUTIVE
GOVERNMENTAL FINANCE
GROUP AND ORGANIZATION STUDIES
HARVARD UUSINF
HUMAN REA." "T
-*MAI'

JOunNAL OF BUSINESS
ACMINNISTRATION

JOURNAL Cr LIMINELiS
COMMUNICANGN

J7URNAL Or RUSINEss FINANCE
UFD ACCOUNTING

JOURNAL OF OUSINLSS RESEARCH
JOURNAL OF COLLECTIVE

riEGOTIATIONS
JO.ANAL OF COMMERCIAL EIANIL

LAIINOAINLGJOUN OF COMMON MARKET
STLDIES

JOURNAL OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS
JOURNAL OF CONSumER RESEARCH
JOURNAL Cc CONSUMER CREW

TAANAGETAEra
JOURNAL OF CONTFTAPORARY

BUSINESS
JOURNAL OF CORPORATE TAXATION
JOURNAL OF ECONOMICS AND

JOBUURSNINAEL"OF ECONOMIC ISSUES
JOURNAL OF ENTERPRISE

MANAGEMENT
JOURNAL OF ENVIRONMENTAL

ECONOMICS IL MANAGEMENT
JOURNAL OF EUROPEAN INDUSTRIAL

TRAINING
JOURNAL OF FINANCE
JOURNAL OF FINANCIAL ANO

OUANTATIVE ANALYSIS
JOURNAL OF FINANCIAL ECONOMICS
JOURNAL or GENERAL MANAGEMENT
JOURNAL OF HUMAN RESOURCES
JOURNAL OF INDUSTRIAL

ECONOMICS
JOURNAL OF INTERNATIONAL

BUSINESS STUDIES
JOURNAL OF MANAGEMENT
JOURNAL OF TAANAGEFAEF
JJOOt juRANNAALL OOFF kM,AARRKKEETT!N

JOURNAL OF FAONEY
ANO BANKING

"AL OF THE
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The database user has several options for the output, depending on the individual system. All references

may be printed on the computer screen for immediate access or printed out at the source and mailed to the

user. The user may specify bibliographic information only or ask for an annotation for each reference.

'Computerized libraries' such as the Online Computer Library Center in Columbus, Ohio, makes information

retrieval such easier than doing a manual search of the library's card catalog. In the OCLC, Inc., system, a

maximum of nine characters from the subject, title, and/or author art typed on the computer terminal; the

cosputer searches the card catalog and prints out the number of references available, the names of the first

ten books, the name of the author, and the copyright date. If none of those listed look promising, the user

may request the printing of another ten items. If any title does look promising, the user asks for sore

information; the computer supplies the name of the publisher, where the book is housed, availability (whether

it is out of the library, on reserve, or missing), and reference number.

Information storage and retrieval involved in videotext and teletext systems are available in

experimental form in many parts of the United States, Canada, and in some European countries as Oreat Britian

and France (see earlier figure). Videotext standards are used in Canada and the United States for the sost

part. They involve two-way, interactive communications between television users and computers via coaxial

cable. They offer information services to hoses and businesses and may include graphics and textual display

features needed by advertisers.

Teletext standards followed in European countries involve only one-way transmission of inforsation over

broadcast frequencies; they do not typically include the two-Nay, interactive capability.

Regardless of the videotext and teletext standards, both systems involve computerized databases of

information such as neis itees for electronic newspapers (including all news reported but not necessarily

printed in today's newsppers), advertising (Sears and Roebuck's catalog in an experiment in Washington, D.C.,

and Cincinnati using vidediscs and the customer's home television screen), and telephone directories (that

supply the name of the merc)iant handling specific products and even giving the address of those in the same

geographic area), to nase a few.

Companies such as CBS, Inc., and American Telephone and Telegraph Company are conducting free experiments

in the videotext area. Some of the sore widely known interactive computer services include the four used in
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this project and the Dow Jones Stock as well as The Source and CompuServe. both of which are sellers of

information services.

Some firms, such is CompuServe, Inc., are selling computer memory to owners of microcomputers who want to

have greater electronic filing capacity that is available on their own equipment. CompuServe, Inc., offers

both computer timesharing, information services, and access to various databanks.

Encyclopedias ire a fore of information storage on paper. Recently, Arete Publishing Coepany, publisher

of ACADEMIC AMERICAN ENCYCLOPEDIA, put its entire 10-million-word contents on computer tape. Then they

conducted an experiment with 200 participants in Columbus, Ohio, who used modified hose television sets to

retrieve information. Other publishers are contracting with various news retrieval services for use of their

encyclopedias in electronic form.

The Columbus test participants commented on the lack of sound while reading from the TY screen;

consequently, sound such as bird calls or even speeches by Winston Churchill, for example, may be incorporated

in future tests. Source Telecomputing Corporation of McLean, Virginia, is considering the use of the Bible on

electronic systems, also.

COMPUTER 6RAPHICS

Computer graphics functions have applications in many areas; namly, eechanical design (CAD/CAN),

electronic design, business graphics, drafting and cartography, control and scientific areas, animation and

art, and others. The expected market share by 1985 is judged to be highest in the CAD/CAN area while the

greatest growth in applications between now and 1985 lies in the business area.

BUSINESS GRAPHICS applications have been relatively low in usage among small businesses; yet they are

increasing in all types of usage within business. The market share of computer graphics is expected to

increase to over 50 percent in the business area within the next five years.

Of the 144 companies surveyed by International Data Corporation, 85 percent used business graphics for

management presentations, 59 percent for financial planning, 45 percent far sales presentations, 37 percent

for PERT/scheduling charts, 26 percent for product planning, 23 percent for forms generalization, 22 percent

for sales targeting, 21 percent for inventory and production monitoring, and an additional 12 percent for
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portfolio analysis. Basically, about 60 percent of the applications were slated for decision making support

for top and iddle managers (COMPUTERWORLD, 2/23/81, p. 10).

CAD/CAM, two computerized aids involved in mechanical design, eliminate such tedious and routine work for

draftsmen and engineers. CAD (Computer Aided Design) is basically the drafting and analyzing of designs

(bridges, tools, auto parts, buildings, etc.) via computer graphics using a visual display computer screen.

Drawings can be structured; changes can be lade rapidly and can be eliminated just as rapidly. Drawings can

be displayed in three dimensional form and can be rotated on the screen for checking by the viewer.

Computers are programmed to 'test' the designs, subjecting them to electronically simulated temperature

changes, mechanical stresses, and other conditions. The CAD aids in determining if all the parts in a model

fit together. Also, the computer is used to program factory machines to produce the parts.

Graphic display of 'tests' of equipment already constructed can pictorially present the results of test

calculations that may summarize as much as 300 pages of computer printout.

Architectural plans, car designs, bridges, computilr models, all are possible using computer graphics and

software programming.

CAM (Computer Aided Manufacturing) forms the other half of anufacturing applications involving the

computer. That is, the computer is used to control production machines in many ways. For example, cutting

achines (and others) are controlled by microprocessors; robots are programmed and reprograseed to perform a

variety of routine industrial tasks.

Computers are used to produce more computers. In fact, silicon chips are turned into computers using the

computer to control the actual etching of the circuits on the chip.

DRAFTING AND CARTOGRAPHY APPtICATIONS are much easier using computer graphics. Drafting involves

detailed drawings that often need some minor change; when the computer is used for such graphics, the drawings

can be changed easily while also maintaining the original version.

Some cartography applications involve using computers and video aerial photographs for collection and

analysis of digital data. Much sore complex and much ore accurate saps can be drawn from these analyses; the

aps can be developed in such less time, also.
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Computer graphics are used in CONTROL AND SCIENTIFIC SETTINGS to pictorially display production line data

in charts, line drawings, and other forms. The computer records data but, even ore important, the cosputer

ay actually control the input of chemicals into the manufacturing process in sole instances.

Computer graphics are used to provide ANIMATION and are used in various ways in CREATING T. Computer

graphics, either through video camera input or by software programing, are now widely used in video

production services for the film and television producers. Some of the applications include logo design;

animation of images with complex patterning, zooms, and rotations; sequential animation for slide

presentatian; and scrolling of artwork designs to create soods. In fact, such of the advertising on

television uses digital image productions for special effects.

ANINATED SIMULATION of landscapes is another area that uses computer graphics, an area led by Charles

Csuri, professor of computer science information and art education at Ohio State University. Three

dimensional items such as trees, buildings, hills, and streets are used to improve the realism of present-day

flight simulators for training pilots. The amount of detailed programing to simulate a tree is enormous;

thus, huge data banks of graphics are built for future use. Imagine designing the various types and colors of

tree leaves for all seasons, arranging them on different shaped trees of various sizes, simulating their

positions in a high wind, or after a big snowstorm!

Computer animations are involved in many of the 1970s motion films requiring special effects including

creatures from other planets and traveling in space.

Artists use computers to design paintings and statues. By sieulating groups of objects on the computer

screen, the artist can anipulate them to determine balance, coloring, and unity without developing multiple

sketches. Sculptors design three dimensional versions of statues on the computer; then they rotate the image

to detereine the best form in terms of ass, plane, shape, volume, edges, shadow, and reflected light.

One sculptor combines computer graphics with information about the aging process to produce pictures of

individuals that illustrate the effects of age on that individual.

Computer animation has been applied to gamecin recent years; both the speed of the computer and the

interest instilled by animation and color have contributed to their success. Will educators use these same

tactics to ake learning more interesting? sore effective?
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Even though computer graphics applications are increasing, problems do exist that restrict Nider use:

1) User-friendly softmare is not widely available.

2) Data in mainframe cosputers are not almays in a form that can be manipulated easily by the

available graphics software.

3) Little or no capacity is available to store charts Nith the ability to continually

manipulate, update, and interpret data in different Nays.

4) Difficulty of merging data from various files to build charts Nith varying difficulty

levels.

5) Some difficulty regains in transferring graphics from the computer terminal to a 'usable'

format, such as paper, transparency, and printer.

6) The recent emergence of color capability presents new problems.

Computer graphics has many applications today, and sore appear to be eeerging each day. This area

promises to be an extremely ieportant one in the future.

VOICE SYNTHESIS TECHNOLOR

Researchers have experieented for a number of years with voice synthesis in attempts to develop both

effective speech recognition and speech output capabilities using the computer.

SPEECH OUTPUT. Although speech output is difficult to program on the computer, experimenters have

had sore success Nith it than Nith speech recognition by the computer. Voice recordings can be played upon

signal from the coeputer. Speech synthesizers 'manufacture' speech by (a) putting together sounds or phonemes

(the smallest slice of a word) or (b) text-to-speech through conversion of alphanumeric characters to speech.

The phoneme approach produces an unnatural speech which is difficult to understand by the untrained person.

Speech output is possible through a $3 silicon chip that can recite a vocabulary of 200 words.

'Talking' calculators and foreign language translators are two examples of speech output applications.

Speech output via the computer is also used in telephone order entry systems, telephone access

systems, reading machines and terminals for the blind, communicators for the verbally impaired, and

computerized dispatching. They are found in the area of electronic entertainment in talking card games, chess

games, and even video games.
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In the telephone order entry systems, the computer is combined Nith a 12-button, touch-tone

telephone, and a Port-a-Tone keypad. The customer keys in the order on the touch-tone telephone and each step

is verified verbally by the computer before the caller goes on to the next step. The customer is informed

immediately if an invalid product code has been entered or if any item is out of stock. Order entry is

speeded up because there is no need to retype the order or the invoice and billing; there are fewer errors and

customers knoN immediately if merchandise is not available.

Machines of all types are beginning to talk to users; cars inform the driver verbally when gasoline

or service is needed; vending machines announce Nhen they are not working or if the customer did not insert

enough oney; a computer announces the new telephone number if a caller dials a number that has been changed;

and clocks announce the time.

The OCR scanner technology has been combined with voice synthesizers to 'read' to the blind;

point-of-sale terminals in grocery stores, for example, announce prices as they read the magnetic bar codes on

each item.

Speech output from computers may aid nonreaders in coping Nith information as well as aid those

readers Nho are saturated Nith visual confusion.

SPEECH RECOGNITION. Speech recognition (vocal input) by the computer is a more complex problem.

The computer must recognize words and sounds regardless of regional accents, mispronounciations, speech

defects, and other speech impediments. Further complications are inherent in the English language syntax and

Nord spellings. Words such as 'there' and 'their' have the same pronounciation, for example.

Voice input devices can recognize and react to a relatively small number of words when they are

pronounced separately. They have mainly been developed to aid the handicapped person Nho has little or no

physical movement.

Continuous speech, however, is more difficult for the computer to recognize. In 1180 an IBM computer

transcribed a speech based on a 1,000 word vocabulary and read at a normal speaking pace with approximately 91

percent accuracy (COMPUTERWORLD, 6/9/80, p. 51).
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Xerox, Wang, and Matsushita are experiienting with speech recognition, as are others.

Voice-activated typewriters from one or sore of the many competitors in this area say appear as early as 1983

(WORD PROCESSIN6 REPORT, 10/1/80, no page).

Voice input technology is in its infancy stage but it ay have an increasingly important role in the

computerized Year 2000.

SUMMARY

The technology related to communications has changed rapidly in recent years; in fact, it has changed

so fast that there is probably a 20-year gap between the technology and its applications in widespread use.

At the same time technology continues to progress at a rapid rite. The Year 2000 promises to be an extremely

exciting beginning for the twenty-first century.
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CHAPTER III

CRITICAL ISSUES AND SOCIETAL EFFECTS

Communications technology is shrinking the distance betNeen Nidely separated places. Computer power and

satellite linkages are providing new services in more quantity to more people than ever before. The effect on

society--and various segments of it--may be both positive and negative, however.

The dramatic changes in communicatons technology in recent years are miniscule when compared with those

expected by the Year 2000. These technologies have far-reaching social implications. The associated policy

issues may be grouped into three categories:

Issues regarding technology and its social control through regulation

Issues related to industrial applications of technology, such as electronic mail and

electronic funds transfer systems

Issues concerning access to information and the general effect on society

The computer-integrated communications systems are gigantic and they are expanding rapidly. The United

States (as Nell as other highly developed countries) is so large and so complex a nation and so involved in

international concerns that it can no longer be run with pencils and notepads. Yet the collision between

legitimate need of public and private institutions for information about people and the inherent rights and

privileges of the individual must be avoided. Hence, there is an ever-increasing concern about the conflict

of computers and individual privacy.

The societal effect of the caaputer is a broad topic; hence, only a few selected factors will be

discussed here. Generally speaking, these factors are directly related to one or sore of the technologies

under consideration. These factors include:

Electronics and consumer finances

Health issues related to terminals

Freedom of information and right to privacy

Computer vulnerability

Applications and gadgetry

Transborder data flow
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The glut of information may be eind-boggling for ouch of society. Experts estimate that early in the

twenty-first century, coeputers will have access to over 100 trillion words. And these speedy computers will

fit in a briefcase and be able to read, digest, and present conclusions to 100,000 books a second.

ELECTRONICS AND CONSUMER FINANCE

The electronics age, involving highly computerized communications technologies, affects consumers in

various financial ways; nicely, via credit cards, 'memory' cards, electronic shopping, electronic funds

transfer systems, and electronic retailing techniques. Some of these are rather widely accepted now while

others are offered only in experimental earkets at the present time.

THE CREDIT CARD

The current U.S. credit card was issued a nueber of years ago as the first step in a 'cashless society';

yet only 3 percent of all transactions in 1980 involved the use of a credit card. Furthermore, credit

transactions created voluminous stacks of paper and actually resulted in higher consumer costs in the long

run. Bad checks and stolen credit cards contributed to higher costs, also.

In order to reduce losses from stolen credit cards and to prevent purchasers from exceeding credit

ratings, erchants call the issuing bank for verbal approval of all purchases over $SO when the customer

attempts to use a credit card. This procedure is tedious, expensive, and time consuming for both the seller

and the purchaser.

Therefore, the day of 'floating oney' is about to disappear. The customer's practice of sending a check

through the ail or giving one to a erchant with the expectation that it will not reach the bank for several

days--a floating loan, in fact--has virtually been eliminated due to electronic funds transfers between banks.

Also, the 'no-interest loan or floating oney that accompanies charge purchases (payeent can be postponed

almost 60 days if the customer times the purchase and payment carefully) will disappear.

Several new developments related to consumer finance have been developed recently; others are in the

experimental stage now and will be in place in the next few years.
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General Telephone Company offers erchants and credit organizations a Micro-Fone, a computer terminal

linked automatically to a telephone line. Credit cards are inserted at the time of purchase at a store; the

agnetic strip on the back of the card is read by the machine and the credit verification is available in

approximately 10 seconds. Time spent in dialing the agency and waiting for oral vertification is eliminated.

In 1981 MasterCard issued an 'affluent' credit card having a inisum credit line of 0,000 and with no

present spending limits, thus eliminating the time-consuming task of checking credit ratings by phone. The

card is granted to those with incomes over $30,000 and is honored at sost places that the regular MasterCard

is accepted. The nearest competition is the American Express 'gold card' with a irtime credit line of $2,000

which is usable at a lieited number of establiseents (WALL STREET JOURNAL, 319181, p. 30).

The MasterCard II, another development, looks like a credit card but acts like a check; the purchase is

deducted directly froe the customer's bank account as the serchant runs the card through a special machine at

the time of purchase.

Today's credit cards have magnetic strips that hold information. This agentic strip also allows the

user to use a cosputer tersinal in the 24-hour banker. A thief with some electronic knowledge and an

inexpensive reader can read these agnetic strips. Also, the magnetic strip can be damaged accidentally as

any magnet can erase or alter the information.

The machines for reading the chip cards cost only $100, much less than a terminal and on-line computer

time. Yet by 1981 on-line terminal banking was widely used in the United States; thus banks and merchants may

find it uneconomical to switch to the emory card system in the future.

In recent years the problem of stolen or lost credit cards triggered the growth of credit card 'listing'

services. For an annual fee, a person ay list all of his/her credit cards; such companies provide services

such as credit card registration, toll-free numbers to call if cards are stolen or lost, notification of all

card issuers within 24 hours, automatic requests for replacement cards, theft deterrent labels, change of

address notification, and emergency cash and airline tickets for eembers mho are away from home when cards are

lost or stolen. Many household insurance policies now provide coverage for lost or stolen credit riAls for a

small fee.
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However, questions about the SECURITY OF INFORMATION within the credit card listing service itself say

also be a problem if the company has unscrupulous workers or if outside callers attempt to break the codes.

Consumers nationwide may be able to access cash and travelers' checks at any automated bank teller

achine at any financial institution using Visa and MasterCard plus PIN (a Personal Identification Number) at

those banks using the Electronic Funds Transfer System (MIS WEEK, 10/28/81, p. 29). Eventually the automated

teller achines ay provide access to sore than one bank from remote locations.

PRIVACY OF INFORMATION is a ajor concern within the consumer finance area. Collection of data to

determine credit ratings and disclosure of that information to subscribers and/or governmental organizations

without the knowledge or consent of the individual is and will continue to be a serious concern. Policies and

legal regulations are needed to ensure equity in granting credit to all regardless of race, sex, and/or

nationality. At the same time the need for such types of information by lending institutions, businesses and

merchants, and the government oust be balanced against the rights of individuals; consumer safeguards must be

aintained, too.

THE 'MEMORY' CARD

The new 'smart' card--the 'memory' card--say be the answer. In effect, no credit is available in the

current sense of the word. There are two versions of the emory card in existence today. In the United

States the memory card mill carry 'credit rating' information and 'accounts while the European sesory card

will actually carry 'electronic cash.'

In the United States the customer's sesory card will be inserted into the store's reading machine (which

is connected directly to the bank) and the money is transferred electronically at that time. The emory card

actually holds a computer chip and say carry 20-30 accounts in its memory. The user needs only the one card.

When a transaction is ade, it is recorded on the card; the holder of the card can insert it into a hose

terminal, a store's terminal, or a bank terminal and can see that the transaction was made. Problems do exist

with this new technology. The semory card can carry only 200 transactions at this tise and then a new card

is needed--at an additional cost. The chip cannot be ade larger or the card becomes too thick to be inserted

in present reading achines.
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A different type of 'memory' card is used in other countries. The memory card (which has various other

names such as 'chip' card, 'intelligent emory' card, or the 'electronic checque book') is being pioneered in

Europe, primarily in France. The French version is called 'Innovatron' and is issued by CII Honeywell Bull,

Inc. It contains a uniquely designed icroprocessor chip imbedded in a plastic card. When this card is

inserted in an inexpensive transaction achine at the bank, the oney is electronically recorded on it (in

contrast to the card containing only credit rating information as used in the United States). However, the

oney on the emoy card does not collect interest as it does when the oney is in the bank.When the card is

used to ake a purchase in a store, the oney is transferred from the customer's card to the merchant's.

Safety easures built into the Innovatron system include the fact that the card (1) cannot be duplicated

or reproduced (it disintegrates if an attempt is made); (2) is not subject to forgery because it is a unique

component without parts; (3) is inalterable--resists time, weather, and voluntary attempts to modify it; and

(4) is inviolable--needs a specific reading device and/or knowledge of the PIN (key). This reference PIN

akes the card self-defensive; for example, it permits only so any errors in entering the card and then the

card destroys itself. In the future these 11K-memory cards ay include a fingerprint or voiceprint far

identification purposes.

Newry cards far other uses say be such sore viable and practical as there is no existing systes. These

uses ay include emory cards used as health care and medical history cards, car maintenance records, military

identification in place of dog tags, rationing cards for gasoline if needed, season tickets to sports events

or fine arts performances, library cards, passports, telephone call cards, and personal employment records.

Electronic cards may be used as 'keys' (also called 'chip-keys'); those offered by batakey, Inc., have an

integrated circuit in the plastic. These keys, with part of a computer program on them, are used to control

access to computer rooms and the computer itself; they are considered more secure than the traditional

password systems.

The chip-key is also used as a hotel room key because this type of key can be altered at the front desk

without coemunicating with the computer as is the case with present wired electronic lock systems.

Car rental firms are also considering the chip-key because its emory can hold more customer data than

any conventional credit card.
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ELECTRONIC SHOPPING

The communication link between cable television, telecommunications, telephones, and computers sakes

'electronic shopping' possible from one's home or business. Electronic shopping is initiated using two

different approaches: (I) customer initiation or (2) seller initiation.

In the customer-initiated approach the customer phones the seller and tells them vocally or by typing on

the home computer the type af product desired. The seller then calls up from the computer files both pictures

and descriptions of several models. These models are displayed on the customer's cable television set; the

models may be rotated so that the customer sees all sides and a salesperson say demonstrate the use of the

product. When the customer has made a decision, he/she keys in the number of the item, the quantity wanted,

and his/her bank account number; the computer (via the cable television's computer) would already have the

customer's name and address.

In the seller-initiated approach, advertisements appear on cable television much as 'spot' commercials do

now; however, they may be on a separate 'sales' channel. Catalog numbers and a telephone number will be

included so that the customer can contact the seller and order the product in somewhat the same manner as

explained above.

The French have developed in electronic shopping system that combines an electronic telephone directory

terminal and a one-way video system that is called Teletext. Electronic message service will be included so

that users can compose their OM eessages and send letters and graphics for a fee of about 12 1/2 cents for 5

minutes of 'connect' time. The Teletext system offers an electronic shopping service using the telephone

company and La Radoute, the largest mail-order retailer in France. The delivery system is unique as La

Redoute deposits merchandise any place in France overnight in special microcomputer-controlled lockers in

metro (subway) and railway stations. The customer uses Teletext to find out the locker number in which the

merchandise has been deposited and uses his/her La Redoute credit card to open the locker (COMPUTERWORLD,

10/20/81, p. 1, 4).
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ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFER SYSTEM (EFT)

The EFT systes has existed in the banking industry itself for a nusber of years, but it involved

transfers fros bank to bank. Extensions of this systes to customers has occurred in recent years and offers

various features; nasely,

24-hour bank service via automated teller machines

Pre-authorized transfers especially in three areas--payrolls, utility bills, and

social security payments

Pre-authorized rent payments in apartment complexes

As the use of electronic shopping and 'memory' cards flourishes, EFT applications say grow until society

does indeed approach the 'cashless' level.

Concern is often expressed by consusers and professional bankers about the EFT system, however. Most

concerns deal with privacy of information, 'trust' in the system that it will not make errors, and the problem

of security. Many people express a need for 'tangible evidence' in the fors of paper that a transaction has

taken place. For example, some banks attempted to reduce costs by not returning cancelled checks to

customers; most bank customers have opposed this option so far even though they have the option of requesting

copies of essential checks.

The question of legal responsibility in case of error or crisinal activity within the EFt systes is still

to be resolved, also.

A personal identification device called BM was recently introduced by Micropad, Inc., for use with

'electronic funds transfers and security area access. The unit compares written signatures with reference data

stored in a computer or on a magnetic card; in other words, it cospares signatures.4 It may also be used for

cosputer data base and file access violations and authorizations for virtually any computer action.

ELECTRONIC RETAILIN6 TECHNIQUES

A decade or sore ago UPC (Universal Product Code) scanners were introduced in grocery stores with

predictions that they would be in widespared use before 1960. However, installation costs, service and

reliability problems, and customer nonacceptance forestalled such widespread use. Recently a new generation
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of such scanners was developed, and an upsurge in their use has occurred. The UPC scanners are more accurate

and more dependable. Furthermore, printers have been attached so that customers receive a detailed printout

by brand name or product name; the price for each item is also recorded.

Nearly all large department stores, supermarkets, and fast-food stores have converted to electronic cash

registers and/or PCS (point-of-sale) terminals. Even the smaller retail stores are making the conversion

since many wholesalers offer automatic inventory replacement based on the computer capabilities built into the

POS terminal. These terminals aid in maintaining inventory records, analyzing cash flow and sales, and

processing of charge account purchases.

The PCS terminal is expected to be combined with EFT (electronic funds transfer) systems by 1990.

Hicropad's OSIGN device (described earlier) may be a very important part of the POS/EFT process in order to

check on authorized signatures.

Two additional features are available now but they may or may not receive widespread acceptance:

6Positalkee (National Cash Register) terminal, which is equipped to read prices

aloud as they are scanned

A holigraphic scanner (I8H) that can read product codes within a 180-degree field to

make checkout time faster as the clerks do not need to take time to turn the products

over so that the scanner can read the UPC graph.

The UPC scanners are currently in use in the Atlanta airport to read the destination far each piece of

baggage. The computer sorts the luggage by special tags that the airline representatives sticks to each piece

as it is checked in.

HEALTH ISSUES

Three major health issues are directly related to the use of computers terminals, microcomputers, and

word procesors:

Eyestrain, headaches, and possible radiation effects

Ergonomics, the designing of equipment for the user's health and comfort

Stress
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Charges lade by workers that VDTs (visual display terminals) cause cataracts and other health problems due

to radiation have not been substantiated in current research studies. Problems associated with eyestrain and

headaches have produced experisental research for redesigning both the VDTs and furniture. Marking conditions

have also been reviewed and changed in same cases. Keyboards are detachable so that the operator does not

need to stare directly at the screen; different colors and different levels of brightness and contrast are

being tried to achieve better readability.

Ergonosics experts have concentrated on designing everything from the VDT and keyboard to the

furniture--tables, desks, swivel stands, and chairs. Lighting, vibrations, and noise levels are undergoing

re-evaluation in relation to computers, Nord processors, printers, and other electronic equipsent.

Stress on the job includes work pressure, conflicts with supervisors, and the inability to alter one's

own routines. Consequently, redesign of jobs is receiving greater attention.

A number of topics concerning human considerations have been identified in relation to on-line computer

terminals and Nord processing centers: (1) user acceptance, (2) time factors, (3) hardware factors, (4)

length of communications, (5) system sensitivity, (6) errors and error messages, and (7) symbiosis (working

together in close association). User acceptance factors are concerned with (a) pressure (the fast feedback

leaves some workers with the fear that they should respond equally fast), (b) a 'peephole' effect fros seeing

only a small part of the whole, and (c) a 'fishbowl' effect fros working at terminals where others can view

the work.

THE MIRED HOME

Today's home is relatively simple in its use of electronics; however, the potential for a highly

sophisticated electronic hose exists today. Some homeowners have installed several sicroprocessors for

special applications but few have installed 'complete' systess.

The 'electronic' home provides opportunities for convenience in personal living; but more isportant, it

offers much more opportunity for educational and career applications. Many of these are described in detail
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by James Martin in TELEMATICS SOCIETY: A CHALLENGE FOR TOMORROW (Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1981, which was first

published under the title THE WIRED SOCIETY in 1978). Alvin Toffler wrote about the 'electronic cottage' from

HOMES AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Just as the telephone connected the home to businesses, schools, governmental offices, and other homes,

the 1980s hose is connected to telecommunications via cable television. In the 1940s few homes had

television; by 1980 nearly 100 percent of the 100,000,000 hoses in the United States had television. By 1980

almost 50 percent of the hoses in the nation had cable television; by 1990 nearly 100 percent are expected to

be 'wired' to cable television (Martin, James. FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS IN TELECOMMUNICATIONS, Second Edition.

Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1979, P. 136).

Although the telephone system is an interactive, two-way communication system, it carries only voice

transmissions and digital data. Its use for video transmissions is not feasible (see Chapter 2). However,

cable television systems include channels of transmission capable of handling all types of messages--voice,

video, digital and analog. Cable television is controlled by computer and thus can be an interactive, two-way

system involving voice, video, and both digital and analog data. It has great potential for many innovative

uses.

PERSONAL COMPUTERS

In order for the cable television to work as a two-way, interactive system, the homeowner must have a

input device for entering data and responding to the sender. Most often, this device will be a special piece

of equipment supplied by the cable television station with a series of buttons. However, a personal computer

serves as a much more flexible input device and as a storage device for collecting data from outside sources.
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The personal computer (a microcomputer) first appeared in 1975 and was geared to the electronics

hobbyists. However, by 1980 many of the microcomputer manufacturers were gearing their machines to the

'average' person, the professional person, the homeowner, and the small businessman.

Dataquest Inc. predicts that the $800 million in sales of personal computers in 1980 will rise to over $4

billion in sales by 1985 (8USINESS WEEK, 9/28/81, p. 78); these figures include all sales to business,

technical, education, hose, and hobby areas.

Thus, more homes will have access to more information than ever before, will be able to support more of

the electronic control devices that are currently appearing on the market, and will have a point of contact to

consumer and governmental resources, educational facilities, and businesses.

TYPES OF SERVICES AND PRODUCTS

The home with its computer, cable television, and telephone system will be able to access many types of

services and products (adapted fros Martin, James. TELEMATICS SOCIETY: A CHALLENGE FOR TOMORROW. Englewood

Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1981, pp. 124-127), including

PASSIVE ENTERTAINMENT

Radio

Many television channels

Pay television

Dial-up music/sound library

PEOPLE-TO-PEOPLE COMMUNICATIONS

Telephone

Telephone answering service

Voicegram service

Message sending service

Telesedical services

Psychiatric consultation

Access to elected officials

INTERACTIVE TELEVISION (two-way communications between home and source)

Interactive educational programs

Interactive television games

Quiz shows (such as 'The Magic Touch shos in Colutbus, Ohio)

Advertising and sales
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Television ratings

Public opinion polls

Audience-response television

Public reaction to political speeches and issues

Bidding for serchandise on televised auctions

Betting on horse races and other sports

STILL-PICTURE INTERACTION

Computer-assisted instruction

Shopping

Catalog displays

Advertising and ordering

Consuaer reports

Entertainment guide, city information, traveling advice and directions

Boating and fishing information

Sports reports

Weather forecasts

Hobby inforeation

Book and literature reviews

took library service

Encyclopedia

Computer dating

Real estate sales

NONITORIN6

Fire alarms on line to fire service

Burglar alaras on line to police

Resote control of heating and air conditioning

Remote control of cooker and stove

Water, gas, and electricty meter reading

Television audience counting

TELEPHONE VOICE ANSNERBACK

Stock market information

Weather reports

Sports information

Banking

Medical diagnosis

Electronic voting

HOME PRINTER

Electronic delivery of newspaper/sagazines

Custosized news service

Stock market ticker

Electronic sail

Message delivery

Text editing; report preparation

Secretarial assistance

Customized advertising
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Consumer guidance

Information retrieval

Obtaining trasnportation schedules, travel advice, and maps

COMPUTER TERMINALS

Income tax preparation

Recording tax inforeation

Banking

Domestic accounting

Entertainment and sports reservations

Restaurant reservations

Conputation

Investment comparison and analysis

Investment eonitoring

Work at hose

Access to coepany files

Shopping information, price lists, and coeparisons

Job searching

Vocational counseling

Obtaining insurance

Obtaining licenses

Medicare claims

Eeergency sedical information

Yellow Pages

Dictionary, glossary, thesaurus

Address records

Diary, appointsents and minders

Message sending

Dialogues with other homes

Christmas card and invitation lists

Housing, welfare, health, and social information

Many of these services are available to the hoseowner today. The stock market information is available

through commercial sources. Companies such as The Source and CompuServe offer many of the others. In sone

cases, the service is available to the homeowner by simply buying a piece of relatively inexpensive electronic

equipment. However, other services are still in the experimental stage, with a few only on the drawing board

now. Many more types of services may be offered; the only limitation is creativity and the gap between it and

the technological application.

COMPUTER MAGAZINES

One barometer of the increasing interest in computers, and especially the microcomputer for home use (as

will as in small businesses), is the number of magazines that provide information about them. They include
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COMPUTERWORLD

BYTE

DATAMATION

MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS

COMPUTER DECISIONS

COMPUTER SYSTEMS NEWS

INFORMATION SYSTEMS NEWS

DATA COMMUNICATIONS

COMPUTER BUSINESS NEWS

INFOWORLD

THE COMPUTING TEACHER

CREATIVE COMPUTING

DESKTOP COMPUTING

ELECTRONIC LEARNING

COMPUTE

EDUCATIONAL COMPUTER

PERSONAL COMPUTING

RECREATIONAL COMPUTING
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Other publications are published for specific brands of eachines or for specific software programs (SATN

for on-going support of VisiCalc, a program frau Software Arts, Inc.). General publications, such as TIME,

FAMILY CIRCLE, and NEWSWEEK, carry news about computers aleost daily. Alsost every specialty and trade

magazine carries at least one article in each issue that deals with computers or some phase of electronic

communications.

Thus, the homeowner reads about computers almost daily and at the same time acquires career-related

information from various sources. Students at elementary, secondary, and collegiate levels are learning about

the computer and using it in ever-increasing nuebers.

WORKING AT HOME

One phenomenon has occurred as hoeeowners acquired microcoeputers--some workers can now perform their

work it hole. In fact, some companies have experimented by providing workers with the microcoeputers and with

permission to work at hose.

These alternate work stations provide some unique advantages: (1) The worker has more time and saves

money by not coseuting. (2) The worker has sore flexibility about when the work is performed (in some cases).

(3) They permit handicapped individuals to work without physical travel. (4) Specialists can work wherever

they are (perhaps in California) and work for firms in other geographic (perhaps New York) locations,
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especially important when some types of workers are difficult to find. (5) They sake part-time work more

profitable for the worker.

There are some disadvantages also in the alternate work stations of working at home: (1) Managers have

difficulty in supervising workers at home. (2) It is difficult to communicate about complex, highly detailed

tasks. (3) The lack of personal contact with other workers causes loneliness if one works by oneself all the

time. (4) Some managers have failed to accept the concept and some workers feel that those who are at home

are 'not really working.'

Nevertheless, some companies have experienced success with programmers and with word processing

operators, for example. Other applications are likely to be successful in the future when attitudes change

and when such experiments become more prevalent.

ELECTRONIC LEARNING

The same concept of working at home may be applied to 'learning at home.' This topic will be discussed

in detail later.

COMPUTERS AND PRIVACY

Individual rights must be balanced with societal needs; individuals have a right to privacy and to

freedom of information. However, the computer integrates telephones, telecommunications, electronic files,

word processors, databanks, company records, governmental records, and even criminal records.

Therefore, a series of policy questions concerning privacy, security, and confidentiality must be

considered--a task that is very complex. Only the questions will be identified here.

There is a basic difference between the concepts of 'privacy,' 'security,' and 'confidentiality.' These

differences must be considered when policy decisions are made.

Privacy involves the belief that the individual has a right to determine how information about oneself

is used or communicated to others; that such information is properly protected against misuse; that it is

protected against unwelcome, and/or unfair use; and that there is no excessive collection or dissemination of

such data.
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Security involves protection in a computer-based system (including the hardware, personnel, and data)

against deliberate or accidental damage or against giving the data to an unauthorized person(s).

Confidentiality implies that sensitive data be protected against theft or isuse and that it be

disseminated only to duly authorized persons or those who have a right to know.

OWNERSHIP OF DATA AND INFORMATION

Policy decisions oust be made about the ownership of information. When data gets into the computer, oho

owns it? The individual identified in the information? the person or company supplying the information? the

owner of the computer?

Who owns the data (such as entertainment shows beamed over satellites) that flows across borders

(referred to as 'transborder data flow")? Is it owned by the originator who beams it t, the satellite? Is it

free to anyone who has the equipment and resources to recapture the communication? Does it belong to the

government of the land over which it travels? Does it belong to the intended purchaser?

Who owns the messages sent over electronic mail systems? the originator? the sending system? the

receiver? Who owns the data and information that originates from PDS terminal transactions? Does a

department store, for example, own the data about customer credit transactions, or does the customer maintain

the right to such information? Does the store aintain ownership of the electronic data concerning inventory

records that arise from PDS terminals and includes software for automatically reordering merchandise?

LARGE SCALE TRACKING SYSTEMS

Policy decisions about large scale tracking systems and individual rights have favored the latter in

recent years. 'Matching of data from one federal database to another has been prohibited; however, societal

needs and governmental rights are beginning to gain grounds. For example, should welfare payments to families

with issing parents (fathers, for the most part) be matched to social security numbers and employers' reports

in an effort to sake the missing parent support his/her family? Should bank accounts be matched to income tax

reports to ferret out offenders? Should credit ratings be matched to income tax reports? Should welfare
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paysent rolls be matched to social security records, income tax statements, federal payrolls, and bank account

records?

POLITICAL DECEPTION BY CONFUTER

Should politicians be able to disclose only parts of their beliefs based on a computerized analysis of

the audience to which they are talking (based on census tract data, city directory data, established

sociopolitical categories--and even cable television analysis of viewing patterns? If electronic voting from

the home becoses a reality, who controls the household-by-household analysis of voting results?

CRIMINAL JUSTICE

A bilance betueen individual rights and societal needs is needed in the criminal justice system.

Questions arise about who has access to data, removal of unfair or unsubstantiated information, and the way

data is collected about and from suspects.

AREAS OF CONCERN

Perhaps a series of questions will best illustrate the areas of concerns and some suggested solutions.

The known policy considerations are complex, and others are yet to be discovered:

Should databank operators be licensed at the federal/state level?

How should a balance be maintained in a total tracking system (following an individual from

birth to death) between individual rights and societal needs?

What ways and policies are available to purge, seal, and retain information?

Is there a need for a universal identification such as the Social Security number? What are

the inherent dangers and how can they be handled?

How will errors be handled?

Who owns the data and information?

The 1970s era ushered in some guidelines for balancing societal and individual needs; by 1980 some of the

legislated actions appeared to favor individual rights as sore and more frauds in the welfare and social
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security systems (especially fathers who fail to pay family support and the increasing numbers of fraudulent

welfare payments) were discovered.

Truth verification technology such as polygraphs and voice stress analyzers has been developed, but their

adoption has been slow in criminal justice systems and other areas for many reasons.

CONPUTER VULNERABILITY

Computers are vulnerable in three ways: ($) breakdowns, (b) criminal acts, and (c) security. Each way

has a definite effect on business and society.

BREAKDOWNS

Malfunctions or unreliable operations are infrequent for the most part; but when they occur, they are

highly disruptive and expensvie. Therefore, computer users must maintain a 'backup system. Compter

designers continue to work to devise fail-safe systees in the meantime.

CRIME

The potential for computer crime has expanded greatly, with the average dollar loss over twenty times

greater in 1980 than in 1970. In fact, experts estimate that only one in 100 computer-related crimes are ever

detected, that only three in 20 of these are reported, and that only one in 33 of those reported are

successfully prosecuted. Therefore, only one in 22,000 computer-involved criminal acts are successfully

prosecuted. The FBI reported in 1979 that embezzlements without the aid of a coeputer averaged $23,000 while

those that were computer-assisted averaged $430,000 (COMPUTERWORLD, 12/8/80, p. 5).

Business frauds are directly related to computers due to (a) low-cost personal compeers, (b) soaring

numbers of students and others who are learning how to use coeputers, and (c) the large number of employees

who now can or will soon be able to access computers through remote terminals.

Illegal access to data trInseitsion methods (such as teiephone wires, microwaves, satellites) may involve

stealing proprietary information, inserting fraudulent messages to transfer money from one bank account to

another, and inserting fraudulent credit ratings.
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Banks are not now insured against third-party wiretap frauds and therefore they have a huge potential

risk for high losses in the EFT systems.

Employees are stealing valuable computer time for personal use--making track bets, playing games, and

conducting personal business.

The typical computer criminal is probably a white-collar worker, a trusted individual who is intelligent,

appears to be a hard worker, and is not directly involved in computer operations anagement, programmIng, or

systems analysis (COMPUTERWORLD, 11/2/80, m. 21). He is most likely white and between the ages of 19 and 30,

has no criminal record, and is more dedicated to his profession than his company, according to crime

authorities (COMPUTERWORLD, 2/9/01, p. 24).

Several criminal electronic tricks already have special names and appear in COMPUTER CRIME CRIMINAL

JUSTICE RESOURCE MANUAL, which was authorized by the U.S. Department of Justice:

TROJAN HORSE: Slipping extra commands into a coeputer program; when it is run by

someone else higher up, the instructions are automatically triggered.

SUPERZAPPIN6: Penetrating a computer by activating its own esergency master program.

SCAVEN6IN6: Searching through stray data or garbage for clues that eight unlock

other secrets.

PI66YBACKIN6. Riding into a system after a legitimate user.

Other electronic tricks carry navies such as 'data diddling,' 'logic bombs,' and *salami technique.°

Sow protections against computer crime do exist and others are emerging. Researchers in Florida tre

attempting to develop a computer-based OCR (Optical Character Recognition) techniques for identifying

typewriters (printers) used in embezzlesent, blackmail, and fraud. There are, however, over 2,000 typewriting

fonts in existence.

There are a number of cosputer -related crises that occur around coeputers, including such activities as:

Moving to a competitor firm and taking the ex-employer's trade secrets

Collecting welfare payeents in two states or at two addresses in the saw state

Copying your employer's software and then going into one's own bmsiness

Selling of one coepany's trade secrets to another

Matching welfare recipients to the state's payroll
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Breaching access to packet-switching networks and damaging the user's files (as two

Canadian high school students did over DATAPAC)

Using large data files to spot consumers especially susceptible to unscrupulous sales

pitches

Exploiting of consumers by financial service providers

Stealing a person's credit profile for charging aerchandise

Selling of good 'credit ratings' to those with poor ones

Embezzling large sums of soney (Wells Fargo Bank case in early 1,01)

SECURITY

Computer security (that is, its physical safety) has many facets, including (in order of importance

according to Sullivan, CONPUTERVORLD, 121)1180, p. 21) dishonest esployees, fire damage, water damage,

external attack, and destruction of files by eeployees who are fired.

Computer designers and users are struggling to devise ways to secure both the cosputer hardware and its

use, especially its software programs and the data files. Different levels of protection are needed. The

cosputer needs to be protected fros casual entry by unskilled persons and/or skilled technicians. Sore

important, it sust have protection against accidental disclosure of 'secure' information, against entry by

persons who stand to gain financially, against well-equipped crisinals, and against organizations with sassive

funds. SOW COMM StisUres involving security are:

Physically protect coeputer rooss with guards, private locks, sagnetic -card access

systees, voice identifications, and/or thusbprint recognition.

Use software to restrict cosputer access and simplify cosputer audits.

Use hardware to encrypt or scramble data transmissions.

Develop secret passwords for cosputus and relate -access terminals to restrict

access; after the person has access to the cosputer, limit the access to certain

files and/or only to perform specific functions.

Separate functions (prograsser not alloyed access to files, for example).

Design auditing controls fitted to computers:
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Cross check computer files with vendor-payment programs to determine if service

or product Nis actually delivered.

Build in separation of eeployee duties.

Use audit trails back to individual making transaction.

Maintain a log on everyone who accesses each file.

Isolate individuals with above-average overtime payeents.

Highlight an abnormal nueber of correction entries which often signal a computer

fraud.

Develop emergency recovery plans --that is, backup computer facilities that can be leased in case a

catastrophic event cripples the company's computer. Develop operational procedures that emphasize a

balance of checks and counterchecks that are coseonly used in accounting systems.

Good techniques are available now; however, soee companies do not believe that it is necessary to

incur the additional expense. As users and criminals become ewe knowledgable about computers, new and

lore sophisicated security procedures will be necessary.

SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS AND 'GADGETRY'

Nueerous applications of the computer and other communications technology have been cited throughout

the previous sections; these applciations ranged from busines applications to scientific ones. Literally

thousands of others have appeared in recent years; sole have practical use while others are 'gadgets la

contrivance that say or say not be useful). Sovietises the 'gadgets' have sparked the.imagination of

others and practical uses are developed. At any rate, a number of items are listed here --only time mill

tell whether they are useful or merely gadgets:

UPC-type codes stuck on baggage at an air terminal so that the computer can sort

it for the correct flight.

EDUCATION USA NEWSLINE --a computer network to provide same-day news and

information for educators at electronic speed (from EDUCATION USA) to aid in

lobbying and for supporting teachers' strikes.

Si-lingual computer terminals using Arabic symbols as well as English-type

letters.
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Electronic nostage scales that are programmed to provide instant rate coeparisons

between postai service and UPS costs, to change rates when postage rates increase,

and automatIc recordkeeping of ell postage spent.

Computerized cosmetic choices. Customers respond to multiple-choice questions posed

by tne computer about race, age, eyes, condition of heir and complexion, and

preferences for clothing. The computer prints out on paper any one of 5,000 possible

combinations for makeup according to clothing color preferences; it flashes pictures

of how the customer eight look if cosmetics were used as suggested.

Computers help coaches train athletes by analyzing tiny details of their performance

using high-speed film of motions and then analyzing thee by computer.

Voice recognition applications--

Tell the microwave oven what to do--hov many minutes, what temperature.

Talk to the toaster and tell it how brovn you want your toast.

Change radio frequencies by talking to the radio (for pilots whose hinds

are busy otherwise).

ECS analysis by the hospital computer to cut the time in half.

Computers, bar code readers, and CRT terminals used by librarians to keep track of

books.

Robots used in all types of eanufacturing to perform routine assembly tasks.

'SmartShelf, a system in which pressure-sensitive circuits are installed under

ordinary industrial shelving to weigh whet is in the warehouse; they convert the

weight to number of units on the shelf and then display any inventory changes on the

video screen of the computer which can then print out the inventory records.

'Typecorder' by Sony, an 8 1/2- by 11- by 1 1/2-inch electronic machine that weighs

under 3 pounds end is a combination typewriter, dictation/transcription machine, text

editor (with t one-line visual display), and communicator to the computer. The user

may type up to 120 pages that can be recorded on the microcessette or 60 pages of

oral dictatioe; all data can be printed out when the unit is plugged into the

computer/printer, or it can be sent back to the central computer vit the telephone.

Experimental robot with sensors that ensures everything from one's temperature to

one's strength or grip.

Electronic eater readers to send meter rszdings over the telephone lines end limit

the 'weber of meter readers.
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' Ultraphone"--a pocket-sized, portable telephone that enables the user to go up to 10

miles away from the base station (in contrast to most portable telephone's limit of

several hundred feet).

' PrivCode,' a telephone attachment that intercepts all calls before the telephone

rings. Through an electronic voice it asks the caller for his/her code number; if

the code number is on a list of approved numbers, the telephone rings and the code is

displayed on the terminal. If the nusber is not on the approved list, the telephone

remains silent and the caller is connected to an answering machine.

Pressure-sensitive circuits and computers team up with the Nalco', mat on the front

step. When callers ring the doorbell, they are weighed and examined for height by

the computer; friends who have been programmed into the computer memory previously

are then identified before the door is opened.

Customized information services to eliminate the information glut are available;

viewers select precisely what information they Nant and then microprocessors inside

radios, video screens, and news service printers (computerized) edit out all other

data.

Computer-controlled engines on Cadillacs (experimental only) record the way the

driver uses the car and stores the data; later the computer may tattle on the driver

if some part of the warranty was violated.

Redistricting congressional districts done using computer maps and data--and the

' what if' type of querying.

A 'talking' Show and Tell microwave oven that displays recipes and the ingredients

needed; it provides a printout, responds to verbal instructions, and announces in its

own voice when a seal is completed. A built-in television will show how the recipe

will look when done or let the user watch a favorite television show while the food

is cooking.

Order airline tickets by touch--air travelers view a 'Proteus' terminal that displays

a sap of the United States; the computer invites the traveler to point to the city

where the trip Nill originate. Then the terminal asks the traveler to point to the

destination city. A calendar appears on the screen and the traveler again points to

the departure day; the terminal then displays all possible flight times. The

traveler chooses one by pointing to it and then a ticket is printed.

The 'invisible' modemphone--a telephone with a built-in, full-duplex modem.

A coeputerized cookbook for grocery shopping and meal planning.

Cars with

Chips to improve fuel economy and eonitor the engine.

Electronic sap display that points out the car's destination, gives instructions

on the best route to follow, and notes the progress of the trip.
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An autolatic seat adjusteent--when a different driver enters the car, he/she

inserts a plastic card in the dashboard slot to adjust the seats, air

conditioning, and eirrors.

Electronic windshield wipers that autolatically adjust their speed to the aeuunt

of precipitation.

'Write on' computers as data entry terminals for nontypists. Each number and letter

that one prints appears instantly on the built-in display screen, one line at a tiee.

Material can be edited and errors corrected before it is sent to the lain computer.

LENS, the electronic legal library, is a coeputer-assisted legal research systes

that finds 90 percent of the topics/cases desired in less than 15 seconds.

Salespersons carry a calculator-type device with thee and key in orders while in the

purchaser's office or store. Data is translated to the seller's coeputer via the

telephone at that eoeent or later in the day.

Car with under-the-hood transeitter that broadcasts an identifying number and

diagnostic inforeation as the car approaches a dealership. The dealer's computer

could then print a work order, 14ting the owner's name and address, the repair

history of the car, an analysis of the symptoes, and an 'alert' on any outstanding

recal 1 s.

Pulse reader that contains a eicrocoeputer for nurses and doctors.

A coeputerized thermeter for taking teeperatures.

Electronic tags (much like the present price labels) to stop shoplifting.

Dow Jones News retrieval and stock earket activities using a personal coeputer or

tereinal.

'Kitchen System,' a series of four progress for the Apple II with information on

various levels of seal planning, recipes, and ingredients.

Energy eanagesent systees (tmperature, lighting, and husidity) for buildings of all

sizes, including hoses.

'TeleTune,' a device with an electronic chip; plug in the telephone and a speaker

will play back one of eight different tunes for those who are tired of the typical

telephone jangle.

A state-run occupational information systee using the coeputer.

Racers wear bar codes (much like the UPC bar codes for groceries) to enable judges to

use the computer to record times, names, and winners.

Astrologers give up crystal balls and use the computers. The coeputer shows the

positions of the sun, soon, and planets for every einute in the last 50 years in a

progree. The astrologer plugs in the client's birth day, time, and place so that the
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Coeputer in a briefcase--take it with you.

'Electronic Handkerchief,' a telephone that disguises the voice and that contains a

voice scraabler.

Cosputerized language translator about the size of a handheld calculator.

U.S. Department of Labor, Nine Safety and Health Administration's Enforceeent

Information System records all the 30,000 or so mine inspection reports sade by its

600 inspectors. All data entry is done in the local site, crosschecked, and

forsatted for cross correlations later.

Electronic 'organs' and digital synthesizers that can create the tone and sound of

any musical instrument; in fact, they can simulate the whole orchestra! The sachine

can then play all the instrusents at the same tise using any prograssed speed and

time.

Ssart theraostats that are digitized.

Speech analysis program (called 'Diction') used to analyze Presidents' speeches to

detersine speech styles; it is prograesed to analyze categorical styles as well as

individual words or groups of words which the husan can then interpret for language

style.

Talk to your wheelchair to steer it using a voice recognition device.

'Talking toabstone which is powered by the sun; it delivers a short message when

activated by a special electronic key (the visitor's voice) that allows the deceased

to deliver a recorded aessage to a loved one after death ($10,000).

A 'carrying' cosputer--the couple keys the 'I do' responses into the cosputer during

the wedding service.

'POSitalker,' a talking cash register; the tersinal contains a speech synthesizer

that calls out the prices of all itess as they are passed along the laser scanner.

Talking watches and clocks that announce the tise; sost have at least two alarm

settings; soee play susical selodies as an alars.

Hose Comeand Center, a computerized monitor that controls lights, thermostat, and

appliances.

A 'space age' turtle, a sicroprocessor transmitter is attached to big Sea turtles (an

endangered species) and persits the turtle to be tracked by satellite.

A computer that prints out braille.

Cordless telephones (often called mobile phones).
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Pocket-sized computers.

Wristwatch computers with a disc drive built in.

Encyclopedias that talk as the reader views items on the computer screen.

Coeputerized mail-order catalogs using a videodisc and two-way cable television

(Sears, Roebuck and Coepany are experimenting in Washington, D.C., and Cincinnati).

Fileless cameras in which the film cassette is first inserted in a television set to

view the photographs; if desired, they can be printed out later.

Chips that see (a combination of microscopes and telescopes with semiconductor chips

or 'imager' chips) make it possible to:

Raise a submarine's periscope at night and take pictures of a warship four miles

away by starlight alone.

Cut logs into lumber after an electronic eye determines the best way to cut the

log to get the most lueber.

Smaller, lighter cameras with more power.

Electronic aileobile without a husan driver but programed to deliver sail et

predetermined work stations in a building.

'Touch Now' television shows that permit audience interaction with the program being

watched.

Coeputers used for lobbying and politics.

lurlington Northern Railroad's computerized system to schedule, merge, and maintain

freight operations.

STOCKPAK system froa Standard and Poor's lets the user manage his/her own stock

portfolio; it provides microcomputer icalli5 to a Portfolio Management Systee, Screen

and Select Systee, Report Writing Systee, and a Dem Data Base involving 900 comon

stocks.

Kurzweil machine equipped with an OCR scanner and a voice synthesizer for reading the

ordinary printed or typewritten page for the blind.

' Speech.' calculator for the blind; it announces numbers and results (Telesensory

Systems, Inc.)

' Autocom,' a portable coemunication aid built into a special wheelchair laptray. The

verbally handicapped individual touches a square (which can be progressed in size for

his/her physical capabilities) that represents a specific word or phrase; 59
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different levels of electronic semory with various amounts of vocabulary can be

prograssed by computer in the laptray (Telesensory Systess, Inc.)

Cosputerized bathroom scales.

International sicrocosputer network to help 'boat people' find their faeilies and

friends.

Transsission of the entire ENCYCLOPAEDIA DRITANNICA in just two seconds.

Stolen autosobiles that 'beep' for help using a Tracker Mobile Sentry (a hidden

transsitter sends a signal to the control center *hen soseone taspers with the car).

Agriculture applications that include

Least-cost ration feeding prograss used by dairysen to design an appropriate

diet for their herds.

Herd improvement prograss based on genetic records.

Autosatic feeding and milk recordings for electronically identifying the most

productive cows.

Cosputer auctions for selling livestock.

Production record averages for individual anisals or herds.

Land use planning.

Calculating grain drying costs and efficiency.

ASSET, an 11111 progras begun at the University of Nebraska in 1975 that includes

a number of computerized agricultural programs.

INSTANT UPDATE provides inforsation affecting cossodity prices and crop yields

as moll as access to WASHINGTON WATCH NEWS for farmers (sponsored by Tandy

Corporation and Professional Farmers of Aserica); it includes a daily morning

newsletter, report on opening prices in the cossodity earkets, and updates on

markets throughout the day, including evening market sumearies.

Electronic tire check unit that autoeatically adjusts to the pressure; it sounds a

tone when the keyed-in target is reached.

Freight cars (68,000) tracked over an 11-state Santa Fe Railroad network of 12,000

siles of track in a three-part operation: Ill sanagement and accounting (waybill

processing), (2) freight-car routing and in-yard sanagement, and (3) 'piggybacking'

operations (NIS WEEK, 12/1/81, p. 1).

Retail stores that sell computers.

Conputerized collection schist used by Boston for parking offenders; the computer

autoestically sends a ticket directly to the offender's hose and also saps out

parking patterns of chronic violators (making their cars tore susceptible to towing).
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Resident Credit Reporting Services used by the Houston Apartment Association; it is a

computerized program to keep track of high-risk renters. Resident managers send

move-in and sove-out data such as 'broke lease,' 'skipped,' 'eviction,' and the

number of 'bad checks.' In return, they receive data about new applicants before

renting to them.

Keycard to prevent thieves from 'hot-wiring' a car. Driver inserts Keycard into a

mini-circuit board coded only for the owner.

Realty management and real estate sales software that features eortgage, incase, and

property-analysis features as well is cash flow needed for purchases.

Computer-based color-coding system that displays all accounts due; for exasple,

accounts due in 30 days are displayed in red; those due in 60 days in green; and so

on.

Coeputerized Japanese dictionary that can process thousands of different characters

directly.

Displayphone (Northern Telecom of Ontario, Canada) that combines the capabilities of

a telephone and computer. It features hands-free talking, lost -nueber redialing,

sends and receives sessages electronically, obtains information from data banks,

displays frequently used phone numbers, and dials phone upon a two-digit entry.

A pager (Motorola's PRIX) parades and/or stores a message of up to 80 letters,

numbers, and spaces across its display. OPTRIX 'beeps' but user can also be alerted

by vibrations (to avoid disturbing others or for use by deaf people).

A 'mouse' (pointer) developed by Xerox for use by a nontypist in running a coeputer.

'Srocery Mart,' a software program that runs on Radio Shack computers. It is a

computerized shopping list for homemakers that prints out a cosplete list of items in

the order they appear on the local grocery store shelves, the average ites cost

index, the approximate total cost of the shopping trip, and coupon reminders.

'Shoplist,' a software prograe that runs on Radio Shack coeputers. It features

computerized recipes for seals and prints out the ingredients for weekly meals; it

also prints out a shopping list by grocery store order.

'Dinner's On,' a software program that runs on Commodore PET computers. It provides

computerized menus for 25 days, prints out a sorted shopping list for the whole emu,

lists all ingredients for each meal, and picks a dessert for each day based on the

user's 15 favorite desserts.

Computerized diet analysis programs that analyze your diet for nutritional or caloric

deficiencies and for calorie excess. These programs also calculate ideal weight

based on height, sex, and frame size; then it keeps the records over a given time
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period (known as 'Diet Analysis' for Apple computers, 'Weight Control and Nutrition'

for Texas Instruments computers, and 'Diet Nate Weight Loss Predi,AW for Radio

Shack computers).

Irassatik' is a software program promoted as a writing-style analyzer; it locates

repeated words, 'wordy' sentences, unbalanced parentheses and/or quotation larks,

gender-specific words, awkward phrases, certain punctuation errors, and soy other

types of errors.

Digital watches with time, alarss, stopwatch. hourly tise signals, calendar, days of

the week, susic, and calculator functions.

Watches that combine het functions and in electronic gale.

Electronic cosputer-controlled drill press for the hose workshop.

Computerized genealogy progras called ROOTS89 from Heath Cospany.

Computer-simulated flight tests to teach military pilots to fly, refuel in sid-air,

drop missiles, navigate, take off and land; the simulations include 64 varying colors

with swing targets, clouds, landscapes, and sound.

Cosputerized services to help students locate scholarships.

Microprocessor-controlled automatic 'bartenders' that are installed in over 300

drinking establissents over the country by American Beverage Control Corporation;

they six lore than 1,200 different drinks, control the inventory, and keep the books.

On-line computerized food stamp program used by the Michigan Department of Social

Services to validate eligibility, autosatically generate an 'authorization to

participate' card, and post each client's transaction to the computer. The system

eliminates the possibility of the client obtaining authorization at another food

stamp center and receiving duplicate allotments.

Software that coaputes Flesch's readability forsula while checking spelling (fros

legist Automation, Arlington, Texas).

leef breeding registry service (American Angus Association) that stores registrations

of 10 million cattle, issues pedigrees, evaluates performance of cattle, and operates

a herd isprovesent records program.

A computer for losing weight (Cal-Count) with a motion sensor that calculates body

movements and converts that into calories that are worked off during exercising

activities.

Design of typefaces by computer using a 'setafont' systes.

Computerized metered sail sachines.

Cosputerized office layout programs.

'Talking Calculator' eliminates two-person 'proofing' of entries.
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Cosputerized office appointment calendar progran to make it easier for planners to

schedule aeetings at convenient times.

Voice-operated telephone dialer in testing stage by Bell Labs.

Computerized nusical instrument lets user pick any one of five instruments, record

100 notes and play then back, select pitch and tempo, and select preprograemed

rhythms. The instrument can serve as a calculator also.

Shopping via cable television and a computer through Coep-U-Card of Aserica;

customers phone a toll-free 'BOO' nusber.

Freezer and refrigerator inventories on the computer help the homemaker avoid opening

the freezer door and wasting electricity; the software program is designed to

inventory the meat (or other products) by age, weight, and amount.

Cars with computers that answer 20 different inquiries; retrieve data such as

estimated tine of arrival, distance to empty fuel tank, and instantaneous mileage

readout; and control a keyless entry system to lock/unlock door electronically.

'Hi-Ovis' (experimental two,way Optical TV Communication System in Osaka, Japan)

subscribers have an ordinary television set and television camera, microphone9 and

remote-control device for voting so that they can watch television, participate in

two-way meetings, attend class, ask and answer questions, give opinions, and even

vote--all from their ONO living rooms.

Electronic engine management system controlled by a microprocessor to automatically

regulate carburation, spark timing, and recirculate exhaust gasses through the

engine.

Computerized ticketing for sports and entertainment events available on the hose

phone via cable television systems.

Football coaches (and others) use the computer in game analyses such as key

information on plays, player tendencies, downs, and distances; it even provides

player profiles.

Microprocessor-based patient sonitoring system for intensive cart units in hospitals;

as many as eight vital signs can be traced and recorded for a 24-hour period on this

'Medivision'; they can all be graphically displayed simultaneously and even be

'frozen' in place and/or printed out. Alarms are built in, also.
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These and many other practical uses (or gadgets) are described in news items and/or are advertised in

journals and newspapers. In aost cases the electronics component only replaces some other form of 'power";

consequently, the numbers of truly 'innovative' applications that make use of the uniqueness of

electronics/computers are rare.

INTERNATIONAL CONCERNS

The four big producers of computers are the United States with $30.5 billion in sales, Japan with $8.6

billion, France with $8.3 billion, and Germany with $8.3 billion. The United States produces three times as

many computers as any one of the other three world leaders and as many as all three countries together (U.S.

Department of Commerce, 1980).

Technological progress is not necessarily tied to dominance, according to some experts. Therefore, great

concern has been expressed in the United States about workers' productivity, technological advances, and

decreased emphasis and financial support for research and development.

As a result, three major international concerns about computers emerge: (1) technological espionage, (2)

international marketing concerns, and (3) transborder data flow.

TECHNOLOSICAL ESPIONAGE

Fears about technological espionage occur most often between the four major computer countries and those

that do not have computer development capabilities. Each country's desire to market computers increases the

possibility of exporting the development and manufacturing

capability,. also.

INTERNATIONAL NARKETIN6

The United States computer industry is concerned about international marketing, especially Japanese

imports to this country without corresponding access to Japanese markets. The Japanese have been successful

in capturing a sizable proportion of the United States market for automobiles, steel, shipbuilding, ane

televisions; many fear that they may attempt tht sase success in computers by selling semiconductors with rare
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capacity in large quanitities, in manufacturing and selling iniature computers with ultiple functions, and

through selling equipment (computer in nature) at a lower cost than the American-made products.

The United States is vitally interested in maintaining and opening up international arkets in both

highly developed and Third World nations.

TRANSBORDER DATA FLOW

Transborder data flow is a term used to describe the transfer of data or information from one country to

another through various edia--television, satellite communications, films, radios, and newsprint. There are

three ajor types of policies to consider: (a) economics and informatics policies, (b) data protection

policies, and (c) telecommunications policies (BUSINESS WEEK, 8/3/81, p. 10).

Transborder data flow ay cause ever-increasing economic dependency when data flows from a nation with

telecommunicatios capabilities to one without such capabilities. The information-dependent nation becomes

heavily reliant on the information-rich nation for technical information, edia (entertainment as well as

news) products, and data processing functions. Such an imbalance causes the information-dependent nation to

become ore dependent and reduces its national sovereignty.

Policies about data protection center around the basic rights of individuals in relation to computerized

record systems that are capable of instantaneous access on a worldwide network. These concerns include

proliferation of personal data in many databanks, vulnerability of these systems, misuse, accuracy or

inaccuracy in the data, completeness of the data, control of data, and transmittal controls. The Council of

Europe and the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) are developing guidelines in these

areas.

Telecommunications policies involve governmental agencies and global networks. Technological

considerations are involved in satellite transmissions, hardware, software, and fiber optics. They involve

decisions about standards and capatibility of one system with the other. The decision to select one standard

or protocol over another, after nations and businesses have spent billions of dollars in money and effort, has

a great effect on who controls the marketplace and who has access to it.

Another concern involves a nation's control over revenues for telecommunications broadcasts to its
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citizenry and concerns about which programs are selected. For example, a government in an underdeveloped

country may not want U.S. television programs that they depict an affluent society and stress individualism to

be shown to its citizens. At the same time the United States may desire to influence the possibility of

freedom around the world; broadcasters will want to make a profit while doing it.

The policy about permitting free versus restricted transborder data flow has a great economic importance

to all nations and to any companies with international markets. Domestic issues are no longer totally

different than international issues.

Some experts predict that World War III will be fought with computers. Such a war sight occur through

direct sabotaging of a computer and its programs or possibly through filling the computer with highly

inaccurate data and causing economic chaos!

SUMMARY

The societal effects of communications technhology are very pervasive; they evolve slowly in some ways

and rapidly in others. However, technology advanced in communications, especially through computers and

telecommunications, permeat the daily life of the average citizen personally and workwise.

The Year 2000 ay be an entirely different society 'externally' through electronic forms but the inherent

'humanism' of the individual will be unaffected.
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CHAPTER IV

EDUCATION AND CAREERS

Almost every individual and every job is affected by computers. In some cases, there is a direct contact

between the worker and the computer; in others, the contact is indirect and involves computerized activities

(such as payroll preparation or inventory control in an assembly plant) that do not require direct contact.

Societal and governmental needs for inforsation are often et through the use of the computer.

Consequently, the last years of this century are directly tied to the use of.the computer; careers are

changing and will continue to change. General education and career education, both career guidance and

vocational training, ust integrate the computer as both an instructional tool and as a piece of work

equipment.

COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION

Computers in education are rapidly bcoming a necessity. Although computers have existed for a number of

years, and CAI (Computer-Assisted Instruction) and CMI (Computer-Managed Instruction) were introduced several

years ago, the integration of computers in the educational ainstream did not take place as soon as predicted.

Computers were expensive; they were difficult to program and 'unfriendly' to use. Furthermore, special

training in data processing or computer science was required, and few educators had such training.

Nevertheless, computers have changed and are now used extensively in the business and industrial world.

Costs have dropped, the amount of trained required to use a computer has dropped, and user-friendly programs

are being developed.

The icrocomputer generation brings the computer out of the backroom and out from under the control of

data processing specialists to some extent; they are operable by generalists with a minimum amount of

training. At the same time there is still a gap between those who 'know' and are trained and those expected

to 'use' and teach computer applications.
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In fact, the term 'computer literacy' (in contrast to 'computer illiteracy') is now used to describe the

minimum level of understanding needed by educators, workers, and students. Everyone should know what

computers are, what they are used for, how they operate in general, and how to write simple programs; everyone

needs to know how computers affect society and the individual.

Schools from elementary to university levels are awakening to the need to use computers in educational

programs from basic language development to basic ath development, from science education to vocational

education, and from statistical analyses for research projects to classroom and administrative management.

PURPOSES

The computer (whether it is a microcomputer or a terminal attached to a mainframe computer) may be used

for four educational purposes:

Instruction (CAI)

Classroom management (CMI)

Administrative management

Education for the handicapped

TYPES OF APPLICATIONS

Generally speaking, the computer is used for six different types of instructional applications in the

school setting:

(1) Drill and practice routines

(2) Simulation and gaming

(3) Tutorial instruction

(4) Information retrieval

(5) Problem solving and decision making

(6) Vocational training (as provided for typewriters and lathes)

The principles of learning should be followed by anyone developing educational programs for the computer.

For example, the majority of 'typing tutorial' software programs on the market by 1981 violated all known

1 o
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research on developing typewriting ("keyboarding') skills. Notably, they were based on learning nonsense

syllables, introducing comparable keys with opposite hands ('i' and 'e') in the same lesson, and other

ineffective practices. By 1982 publishers with expertise in keyboarding skill development had developed

software programs based on research data.

Computer-aided instruction programs should be innovative and use the unique features of the

computer--namely, the high speed available for branching through programmed instruction, complex simulations

involving little to assive amounts of data and many variables, logic and sequence activities, interactive

capabilities, and combinations of otion and graphics with text.

Research has been underway for any years in the area of artificial intelligence; that is, attempts to

simulate human thinking in areas *her. judgment and logic ust be applied. Such computers (and such programs)

require huge memories with volumes of varied information as well as programming that identifies and evaluates

all known alternatives. Only limited success at low levels of intelligence have been achieved so far; the

human brain is still an unfathomable resource. The educational process ust continue to work towards further

development of the individual's ability to reason and make judgments and thus reach more of the brain's

potential.

About 6 percent of the elementary and secondary schools had some computer instruction by 1980, but that

number is expected to rise to 9 percent by 1983. After that, the percentage is expected to rise sharply.

PROBLEMS

The acceptance of computers in education is occurring very slowly in many schools; only a few of the

current teachers and administrators seem to be interested in using the computer as an integral part of the

educational process. Some of the problems in promoting such integration are:

Lack of funds to buy hardware

Lack of adequate quality software

Difficulties with service on equipment

Lack of teacher training
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Lack of comatibility betAeen different brands of microcomputers

Lack of criteria fur evaluating hardware, software, and students' learning

Year 2000

SPECIAL PROSRAMS

The problem of integrating cosputers in the educational setting are being met in various ways by

educational institutions across the nation; they include special programs and new curricula. Some states have

launched eassive statewide programs whose sole aim is to integrate the computer into the educational process

at all levels.

Initially, 'Cosputer Awareness Days' are sponsored by institutions or professional groups, by consultants

providing in-house training programs, and by anufacturers of equipment or producers of software.

'The Computer Gallery' is a gue park of educational (and gaming) prograss sponsored by Anheuser-Busch

Entertainment Corporation in connection with Sesame Place.

Educational sessions for children are sponsored regularly by companies such as Control Data Corporation

and Xerox Corporation as a seans of testing software and hardware.

The Lawrence Hall of Science, an affiliate of the University of California in Berkley, is a cosplete

science museum with exhibits and study programs. They include sicrucomputers with educational software,

including gases. 'Hands on' experience and learning sessions are sponsored for both teachers and students.

Some computer camps are sponsored in the summer for children of all ages (California, Texas, Connecticut,

Chicago, and other locales).

'ComputerTown, USA' is a cosmunity-based project situated in the public library at Menlo, California.

Microcomputers are available in a special room; volunteers aid children and adults in 'hands on' experience

with both educational programs and games.

The University of South Alabama initiated a unique application integrating telecomsunications with

education. It installed satellite communications to provide foreign language students with 'live' television

broadcasts from countries representing the languages they are studying.

The Minnesota Educational Cosputer Consortius is an exasple of a state-wide project in which planned

activities support the use of aicrocomputers in the classroos. The project funded the installation of a
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microcomputer in each elementary and secondary school in the state and continues to provide workshops and

inservice training for instructors. Software programs are developed and then shared with others in the

consortium; they are available for purchase by other schools also.

CAREERS AND THE COMPUTER

The prevalence of computers in business and industry has changed and will continue to change career

patterns; in fact, computers affect the tasks and duties performed by workers on many jobs. Thus, the

computer may be viewed as a 'career changer' on one hand and a 'task changer' on the other hand. Both of

these factors affect workers and the way they are trained for work. .

TYPES OF WORKERS AFFECTED

There are four types of workers affected by the integration of the computer in the liorkplace: (a) data

processing specialists, (b) anagers and professional people, (c) computer users other than managerial

personnel, and (d) workers who are replaced by the computer.

JOBS AND COMPUTER SKILLS

Examples of job titles (found in newspaper advertisements) that require computer 'skills' and

understanding include:

IRM (Information Resources Manager which includes the

organizing, directing, training, promoting, controlling,

activities involved with the creation, collection, use,

information; includes data processing and telecommunications,

statistics, libraries, records and paperwork management)

Performance Measurement Specialist (using the computer)

Information Manager

Job Security Worker (for the computer facility)

Automated Office Worker

MIS (Management Information System) Director

planning, budgeting,

and other managerial

and dissemination of

office administration,
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Customer Services Representative (involves ability to retrieve data and handle
mistakes from the computer for customers, particularly in banking, credit bureaus,
and utility companies)

Programming Maintenance Workers

Data Entry Workers (to input data at terminals)

Sales Representative for Computer Graphic Terminals

Director of Marketing Communications

Telecommunications Planner

Electronic Communications Manager

Many of the jobs listed above require electronic engineering degrees; others require data processing or

computer science training. Some do not require any training at all; the employer provides it, espcially for

those jobs that are routine such as the data entry worker.

EFFECT OF COMPUTERIZED AUTOMATION ON JOBS

While growing numbers of workers will need some understanding of computers and some will need to learn to

operate a microcomputer, computer terminal, PCS terminal, word processor, and/or some other computerized

machines, other workers may find a computer replacing them. Automation may significantly reduce the nueber of

jobs in the following areas (BUSINESS WEEK, 8/3/81, p. 67):

In factories:

Assemblers

Checkers, examiners,

inspectors, testers

Production painters

Welders and flame cutters

Packagers

Machine operatives

Other skilled workers

In offices:

Managers

Other professionals

Secretaries and support

workers

Clerks

No. of Employees

Lost

1,289,000

746,000

185,000

713,000

626,000

2,385,000

P,043,000

9,000,000

14,000,000

5,000,000

10,000,000
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Concerns about the reduction of workers in the labor force are expressed by specific seg:ents such as

banking, printing, telephone, and textile industries. In addition, sany assesbly plants (aanufacturing) aay

install robots to perform routine work, thus reducing the nusber of assemblers needed.

For maple, autosation in the textile industries reduced the nusber of workers in one spinning mill fros

435 to 95 without reducing the quantity and quality of work. Garaeni manufacturers are turning to

computerized systems for laying out patterns on materials and to cosputer-controlled laser cutting in efforts

to reduce costs'without hurting productivity.

Banks require 30 percent fewer workers when they automate with computers and on-line terminals. Printing

plants require fewer workers because the words are typed only once; they are then manipulated by workers at

terminals and sent directly to the printing presses, thus elisinating several layers of workers and requiring

new skills of those workers remaining.

The 1980s telephone is an electronic switching device; therefore, knowledge of cosputer-based systess and

programming are required. Mechanical repair skills are being elisinated. Transmission systess craftworkers

will need fewer skills as most fiber optics and microwave systess are the 'plug in' type.

The number of telephone operators has been steadily declining because of the installation of direct

distance dialing and the use of electronic consoles to intercept calls to disconnected or nonworking nusbers

(which even give the changed number in a computer-assesbled voice response). Prewiring of buildings during

construction, 'do-it-yourself' phone installation, and charges for directory assistance have further decreased

the need for employees.

New ways of u Ing the telephone's cosmunications network, such as electronic funds transfers, electronic

mail, and home data processing, are not expected to affect the number and/or type of esployees needed by the

telephone company to any extent.

However, when electronic ail becomes a viable option to the postal system, the nusber of U.S. postal

employees needed will drop sharply.

All in all, some experts predict that approximately one fourth of all the jobs in industry are likely to

disappear by the Year 2000. The need for service workers, however, appears to be increasing.
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The latest DICTIONARY OF OCCUPATIONAL TITLES (Fourth Edition, U.S. Department of Labor, 1977)

illustrates some of the ways that jobs/job titles are changing. It contains descriptions of job duties for

20,000 occupations; 3,500 obsolete job titles were deleted and 2,000 others added in the latest edition. Some

job titles added were 'supervisor, Nord processing,"in-file operator (who operates CRT),' 'terninal-systen

operator,' 'data typist,"data-coder operator,' 'photocomposition-computer operator (using video display),'

and 'MIST (Magnetic Tape Selectric TypeNriter) operator.' The last one, the MTST operator job title, is

rapidly becoming obsolete as visual display Nord processors continue to advance in the arketplace.

Computer employees are sought at all levels, with the demand rate averaging over 20 percent per year.

According to a Fox-Morris/NPC Mid-1981 survey, 'applications programmers' with 3 1/2 years' experience will

experience a 27 percent rise in demand; 'systeas/software programmers' Nith 4 years' experience, 24.4 percent

rise; 'systems analyst' Nith 5 1/2 years' experience, 21 percent rise; 'telecommunications specialists' Nith 2

1/2 years' experience, 20.7 percent rise; 'DP auditors' Nith 3 years' experience, 19.8 percent rise; 'systems

anagers' with 6.7 years' experience, 19.2 percent rise; 'data base anagers' Nith 8.9 years' experience, 18.3

percent rise; 'software engineers' with 4.7 years' experience, 17.3 percent rise, 'MIS (Management Information

Systes) directors' with 14.3 years' experience, 11.7 percent increase; and 'B.S. computer science graduates

(entry level), 10.1 percent rise (COMPUTERWORLD, 7/20/81, p. 6).

The total number of programmers rose from 10,000 in 1955 to 80,000 in 1965 and to 220,000 in 1980; the

programaer population is expected to grow to over 300,000 by 1985. Their producitivity level grew by only 3

percent per year, however. Furthermore, the number of computers increased also, going from one general

purpose and no dedicated computers (those used for process control and manufacturing operations) in 1955, to

20 general purpose and 2.5 dedicated computers by 1965, and to 150 general purpose and 220 dedicated ones by

1975. Predictions indicate that there Nill be 925 general purpose and 330 dedicated computers in existence by

1985 (6. T. Orwick, 'The Plight of Programming,' COMPUTERWORLD, 1/15/82, p. 110). The number of programmers

peE cppputer dropped fru 10 in 1955 to 3.6 in 1965, and to .98 in 1975; they are expected to drop to a ratio

of .3 programmers per computer by 1985 (MODERN OFFICE PROCEDURES, 12/1981. p. 54).
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Obviously, the need for trained computer personnel is increasing; more people must be trained at all

levels. Furthermore, new ways to increase the productivity of such personnel must be developed. No one knows

what effect the licrocomputer will have on the need for trained computer personnel.

Two career paths have evolved and thus two different curricula are used in training computer

specialists: (a) comguter science curricula which is heavily oriented to hardware/software technical

knowledge, systems analysis, programming and languages, and heavy emphasis on math; and (b) CIS (Computer

Information Science) curricula which is geared to management/decision-making situations (especially for the

business world) using information analyzed by the computer.

As noted above, !wagers are needed in setting up and then supervising business information systems;

whether these workers need a computer science or computer information science background is an unanswered

question.

However, all managers need to be conversant with the computer and its abilities and capabilities. As

more and more electronic workstations are integrated in managers' offices, mrre and more training must be

obtained by managers for two purposes: (a) knowing what information is needed and in what form it is needed,

and (b) knowing how to obtain the data from the computer using the computer.

SUMMARY

Education and careers are affected by the computer, both in negative and positive ways. There is no

question about whether the computer will be used or not--it is here and it will stay. In fact, we could not

exist in today's world without it. We do need to utilize the computer's power and capabilities in the best

ways for our human resources. In other words, the computer is a tool, and people use tools for their own

benefit.
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CHAPTER V

PREDICTIONS AND Mt:CATIONS

Predictions and forecasts invol7e the placing of events on a time scale and a agnitude scale (Figure 12)

after assessing the most optimistic and the most pessimistic options. Forecasts tend to be tore specific

about the time at which events are likely to occur while predictions generally indicate that the event will

occur but does not give a specific time frame. Both are equally difficult to ake in terms of the magnitude

of events and/or trends. Exact time tables for predictions are not included because of the volatility of the

communications technology areas.

FIGURE 12

TREND LINE OPTIONS IN FORECASTING

Past

82

3

2

1

Future

Time Scale
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THE PREDICTIVE FRAMEWORK

Four types of communications technology mere identified for study at the outset of this project:

computers and data processing, telephones and telecommunications, Nord processing, and reprographics.

Each technology was judged by one of four levels of magnitude: (a) technologies in widespread use nom or

the Year 1983; 01 technologies in existence and products available but aot in widespread use; (c)

technologies in existence but not available for use yet; only prototype or experimental examples are on the

drawing boards or in laboratory settings; and (d) technological 'dreams' and/or advanced basic scientific

products perceived but no practical usage or foreseeable use projected as yet.

Finally, the predictions werk judged in terms of four time-linear stages; namely, categories such as

1980-1985, 1986-1990, 1991-1999, and 2000 and beyond. It is important to note that the time frames are not

equal. due to the increasing difficulty of predicting events at greater distances from today.

Therefore, a three-dimensional matrix (Figure 13) developed when the four levels of time, four types of

communications technology, and the four levels of magnitude were combined. The complexity of the topic was

multiplied as each new dimension was added until the configuration resembled a Rubik cube; each cubed cell may

be 'looked at' and 'rotated' separately. However, the computer runs through all cells and unifies them into

one technology, albeit a very complex one.

Innovation is responsible for fully 45 percent of all productivity gains in the United States in recent

decades, according to Brookings Institute; a third of that is directly traceable to the computer (FORTUNE,

4/81, p. 42).

However, the powers of the computer and the other technologies have not been fully utilized. Computer

power has generally been introduced into work and/or thinking that has existed for years; in effect, the

computer has made it easier to do the same things that have always been done. The computer is simply

replacing manual work; there are few instances where it has been used in creative ways beyogd today's

activities. The computer calculates faster than a human being, follows step-by-step procedures endlessly, and

makes routine decisions without supervision by simply following a well-designed program.
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FIGURE 13

A THREE-DIMENSIONAL VIEW OF FACTORS RELATED TO PREDICTIONS
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Communications technology has already affected the workplace and the home, and it will be an

ever-increasing consideration for vocational educators in providing initial training and retraining in the

next few years. Therefore, the following predictions are made; implications for education in general and for

vocational education are then drawn from the predictions.

PREDICTIONS

The predictions in this section relate to trends with only occasional references to the optimal time. The

predictions related here are based on the facts and data cited earlier, on experts' opinions in the various

technological areas, on predictions made by futurists, and on intuitive interpretations.

PREDICTIONS ABOUT COMPUIERS

COMPUTERS will increase in number and in power while decreasing in cost until about 1990. They will

increase in functions, capabilities, and speed; they will increase in friendliness to the user (especially the

nontrained user).

By the Year 2000

approximately 75 percent or more of the homes will have an interactive, two-way

computer/television system that will include fire and burglar alarm systems and

environmental control systems (temperature, humidity, and other controls).

90 to 95 percent of the professional and managerial workforce will carry a personal

computer (a combination computer and word processing achine).

90 percent of the adult citizens in the United States will carry at least one

microprocessor with them wherever they go--and it will most likely be embedded in a

plastic card used for electronic oney and banking purposes (and perhaps one that

serves as a driver's license and Social Security card).

Wristwatch-sized computers may exist but they will not be practical because of the difficulties of

entering data and of reading output.

TYPEWRITERS will change--electronic and electric ones will not be manufactured in the very near future,

possibly as early as 1985.
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7CRNOLOSIES WILL BLUR until there is no difference between icrocomputers, word processors, calculators,

and even copier and printers. There will be one ultifunction achine which will have a new name; it may be

called a "cooputyper.'

COMPETITION between computer manufacturers will continue to flourish through the Year 2000; however, few

of the coapanies eanufacturini icrocomputers today will be operating under the same names as today.

As the public and businesses bezome sore knowledgable about computers and acquire ore purchasing power

in the iarketplace, manufacturers will be forced to STANDARDIZE hardware, ake computers compatible with one

another, eliminate the necessity for some types of special interfaces, and develop protocols.

The COMPATIBILITY of computers and peripheral equipment manufactured by various companies will slowly

increase.

GOVERNMENT REGULATIONS WILL INCREASE as companies attempt to control all or ajor portions of

computer-related functions; namely, data enhancement during telecommunications, electronics funds transfers

involving consuaers, nationwide data bases involving private citizens, information 'hogging' or control of

inforaation, and other 'societal' functions.

INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS AND PROTOCOLS for computer systems and teleconmunication networks will be in

place by the Year 2000.

TRANSBORDER DATA FLOW will receive increasing attention and ay inhibit competition, free flow of data

and information, and arketing, thus causing further economic and information imbalance between those nation

who have and who do not have access to information systems.

The AMOUNT OF INFORMATION GENERATED will continue to grow, and the demand for information when needed and

in understandable form will continue to increase. 'Information glut' is a reality. How will the human being

ingest the vast amounts of information that is available? Will the computer be programmed to 'simplify'

information into siaplistic terms that are often isleading? A 'consensus of opinion' is a popularity contest

in any ways while one well-conceived experiment ay totally outweigh the results of the consensus survey.

The 'COMPUTYPER' may not be accepted in the executive suites until around the Year 2000 because the

middle-aged manager of the 1980s still believes that 'keyboarding' (typing) is a clerical task peforeed by

subordinates. Younger executives will not have this same attitude.
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SECRETARIES. CLERKS. AND TYPISTS WILL DECREASE IN NUMBERS; however, many of these jobs will be integrated

into 'new job titles reflecting new job tasks performed on the computer terminal or computyper.

The 'COMPUTER ILLITERATE' ADULT CITIZENS of today and in the future will become disfunctional in their

financial affairs, careers, and activities related to information. These individuals lack knowledge about the

current use of computers, have a fear about learning such a 'complicated' subject, have been 'brainwashed'

atout the difficulty level of learning to use the computer in coon applications affecting personal lives,

and believe that the computer itself makes istakes when the error is usually caused by the person using the

computer.

PREDICTIONS ABOUT COMPUTER-RELATED FUNCTIONS

The use of "DEBIT' CARDS with embedded icroprocessors (the iniature branch bank--one to a customer)

will grow at a fast rate.

A PASSPORT IN THE FORM OF A 'MEMORY' CARD will be issued by the United States and other highly developed

nations by the Year 2000.

MANUFACTURING DESIGNERS will routinely use computers and computer graphics to design parts and then to

generate tapes for running electronically controlled achine tools and robots.

Computers will TIE THE ENTIRE MANUFACTURING PROCESS together from designing the product to anufacturing

it, to inventory control, and through distribution and arketing. There will be drastic drops in

inventory-in-progress, quicker achine setup ties, and ore commonality of parts; there will be a

corresponding increase in productivity.

Health care industries will use computers in PATIENT MONITORING and DRUG DOSAGE CALCULATIONS in greater

numbers as the nursing labor force continues to dwindle in numbers.

Doctors will turn ore and ore to COMPUTERIZED DIAGNOSIS assistance.

PUBLISHERS *ill push deadline hours closer to print tir s by computerizing everything fro original

typing to editing, revision, layout and pasteup because of AUTOMATED PHOTOTYPESETTING (even want ads are typed

directly on computer terminals during phone calls now).
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A totally electronic pressviewing news only on cable television--will not move is rapidly as some

predict. Combinations of both paper and electronic news media will still exist in the Year 2000.

'DEMAND PRINTING' will become a reality. Publishers and bookstores will not need to carry an inventory.

Rather, the customer will view the book ing a computer terminal; if he/she wants to purchase it, the 'bock'

is telecommunicated to the store and printed there. Or the customer may buy the 'BOOK' IN ELECTRONIC FORM--on

disc to use in a computer.

ENERGY MANAGEMENT of buildings and homes will continue to grow in importance and functions. The

necessary computericed equipment will be installed in new buildings during construction.

OFFICES will become increasingly MORE AUTOMATED with networks that can handle voice, video, and data

trafficbut the information glut will continue to grow. These networks will tie together word processing,

data processing, telecommunications, and copying processes.

Although the population of information appliances is growing ten times faster than the workforce as a

whole, the POOL OF COMPUTER SPECIALISTS is growing at only one fourth the rate of installed computers. By the

1990s many people will be able to operate 'user-friendly' software programs but less than 10 percent of the

population will be capable of or interested in writing their own programs. However, individuals will have

more opportunity to review software programs before buying them to determine if they are indeed suitable.

BANKING will change drastically before 1990 as the EFT system grows. Consumers will be forced to accept

electronic banking in handling their finances. Banks, however, will not be housed in huge, monolithic

buildings because consumers will use inti active, two-way telephone and cable television sets to conduct their

business. If the customer does not have a facility at hone, the 24-hour bank teller machine may be used.

AUTOMATED TELLER MACHINES for banks will stay open around the clock; competing banks may even use the

same facility in locations where there is little traffic. Each bank will issue its own 24-hour identification

card as usual.

Grocery stores, restaaurants, and other types of businesses will join the retail and wholesale stores in

using ELECTRONIC POS TERMINALS in permitting customers to use 'debit' cards before the Year 2000, thereby

contributing to the 'paperless society.'

Electric and gas UTILITIES will turn to long-term forecasting of weather in planning new facilities.
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FEWER METER READERS will be needed by utility companies as their aeters are connected to the cable

television systems installed in homes.

FARMERS will use computers in greater nuebers to determine feed ixtures, irrigation amounts and times,

crop rotations, and herd improvements. They will aintain more historical data on each animal in the herd,

for example, and keep only those that are truly productive.

Both the federal and state governments will use ore CROSS-CHECKING OF MASTER FILES to eliminate fraud,

especially in welfare amd incase tax programs.

ELECTRONIC SHOPPING will be commonplace for the majority of the people by the Year 2000; it will not

totally replace the shopping mall for any individuals will want to examine the merchandise in person; others

view the mall as a socialization center to some degree.

TELECONFERENCING will be highly advertised but will be successful only for highly structured situations,

such as in-house business seetings, educational or training purposes, and small professional groups.

Conventions will continue to flourish although ajor presentations will be telecommunicated.

ERGONOMICS, the designing of furniture and equipment for computer users and computypists, ust receive

sore attention. By 1990 this emphasis will taper off.

HUMAN FACTORS AND HUMAN VALUES ust be considered in assigning work and in evaluating rewards for

different types of work; this area will continue to grow through the Year 2000.

ARTISTS will develop ore sophisticated computer imaging technology for ore of the arts. Computers will

aid in detecting forgeries in all types of art.

ANIMATED FILMS will increase in number and complexity as computer techniques are used for ost of the

repetitive drawings.

PREDICTIONS ABOUT EDUCATION AND SOCIETAL EFFECTS

The EDUCATION SYSTEM in the United States has failed for the aost part to perceive its role in the

Micronics Age; it cannot continue to blame its participation on lack of finances. Cost is not the reason--the

lack of teacher training is the major block today.
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vOCATIONAL EDUCATORS will either acquire computer skills, or the entire system say be bypassed for

business and industrial training.

There is, however, a GROWING COMPUTER LITERACY as more schools begin computer training, as parents buy

television games and handheld calculators in greater numbers, as more consumer advertising stresses computer

power, and as more home and personal computers are purchased by the general public.

SOCIAL PROBLEMS WILL INCREASE rapidly between now and the Year 2000, particularly in the areas of

invasion of privacy, freedom of information, consumerism and advertising techniques via electronic means,

equity in obtaining public information through personal computers, and socialization that commonly takes place

in schools and the workplace.

The concept of 'WORKING AT HOME' will affect some workers but will not be available to the majority of

workers and then only for workers under special conditions--handicapped workers, specialized fields where

trained workers are scarce, workers who generally perform the type of work done In isolation (word processing

of dictated materials, executives who work outside of regular hours or while traveling).

SOCIAL SYSTEMS involving electronic funds transfers, electronic voting, electronic poll-taking or

recordkeeping, and interactive programs depend on the majority of homes having the interactive, computerized

network systems and the ajority of the individuals being comfortable in using it for all such activities.

Many people will choose to use such functions; others may not have the equipment. Therefore, electronic

voting may not be possible for any, any years. The other options are tied to the financial ability to

purchase equipment and an interest in using it when it is available.

Publishers must produce educational materials to use with compuers, or electronic manufacturers will

produce their own. These aterials should be prepared for every education level--elementary, secondary,

collegiate, adult, and in-house company training.

Publishers should use computer technology in producing books to aintain currency of content and to

reduce costs.

New methods of selling computer software must be developed to replace free examination copies of books

usually sent to educators.

Colleges will offer and deliver courses to the home via computer/television.
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Students say access my data bases for almost immediate display of data or graphics on their television

screen--as soon as all the aterial is electronically recorded and if the student is skillful in searching

data bases.

The economics of saintaining a 20-to-1 student-faculty ratio in the Year 2000 will be expensive because

it is labor-intensive; also, the cost of aintaining the physical piant will be high and the cost of

coamuting/bussing will remain high.

NEGATIVE PREDICTIONS

Economic conditions, user acceptance, necessity for training, and a demonstrated need for technology and

its products shape the likelihood of an event occurring or a trend rising or falling. Some sajor blocks to

achievement of any of the previously stated predictions exist; a few are identified here:

Niseatches in interfacing an individual with a achine(s)

Lack of software support needed to use computers effectively

Reliability problems

Regulations that impede growth and usage

Decision-support systems that are too elementary at present to ake full use of

computers as aanagement tools

The attitude that the cosputer is a 'god' rather than a 'tool'

The danger of an inundation of information and worthless facts that gives the

inquirer sore data than he/she wants to know; some individuals will be 'turned off'

and confused by too uch information, especially if it is presented in a disorganized

or unfamiliar manner

Less physical labor will be needed if the computer controls any functions; those

individuals without sufficient intellectual abilities for other occupations ay be

k without work altogether

Some dire predictions were ade. While they are unlikely to occur, there is enough validity to lention

several here:

High unemployment (as high as 50 percent)

Takeover of all routine functions by robots

Takeover of some low-level intellectual capabilities by robots
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Genetics gone wrong with major changes in humans resulting

Death of the post office (average age of employees is over SO now)

Demise of the school system

POSITIVE ATTITUDE AND CREATIVITY

Ingenuity, creativity, and positive thinking will lead the fight against the negative predictions just

cited. However, there ay very well be some truth in those predictions; steps must be taken to counteract the

emotional and economic deprivations of individuals or segments of society if such changes take place.

THE MICRONICS AGE AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

The 'Micronics Age' prevails in government, industry, business, and science today, and the use of

miniaturized computers and microprocessors is expected to expand in uniquely new applications at rapid rates

through the 1990s and into the Year 2000.

VOCATIONAL NEEDS

Vocational educators--leaders, administrators, teacher educators, and teachers--face a twofold challenge:

(1) acquiring computer skills themselves and (2) training prospective (and experienced) workers to use

computers and computerized equipment on the job. The problem is complex because of the rapidity of change and

the everincreasing number of applications in every vocational field. Developing and maintaining a futuristic

viewpoint is difficult when computer technology changes every two or three years and when uniquely new

capabilities and software constantly emerge.

THE NEED IS URGENT, HOWEVER.

The computer offers creative ways to increase productivity, both in information processing and in ways

other work is performed. The power and ease of use ('friendliness') make computers easier to learn to use

than ever before. Software has been developed for many types of applications--and the average person is able

to operate computers, especially microcomputers or terminals, with a minimum of training.
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All workers--prospective or experienced ones--must understand and operate computers as tools in the same

way typewriters are used in office work, as hammers are used in construction, and as rulers are used in

drafting. Sue workers will develop new computers and service existing ones; some will use the computer's

graphics capabilities to design new tools, cars, and buildings. Other workers will use computers to control

production lines and program lathes, anage inventories, transfer funds electronically, process shipping

orders and payrolls, analyze aarket forecasts, do arkups in the retail store, and ake anagement decisions.

Caputers, especially microcoaputers, are changing work operations, work patterns, and decision aking.

All large and ost medius-sized companies have used computers for years; small coapanies of all types--and

even departments within the larger firms--are now buying and using microcomputers.

Vocational educators must use these same computer techniques in training workers.

Vocational educators ust use the 'electronic learning' networks to provide up-to-date curricula and to

aake such instruction accessible to in-school students, adults at home, workers in the workplace, and others.

Learning at home--or at the workplace--may be possible with satellite and the future 'wired home'

systems. Children ay do homework, drill and practice exercises, problem solving, and instructional

simulations on the home computer. Encyclopedias would be accessiblevia the computer in the home, and they

ay include sounds as well as pictures and words. Adults ay call up home repair information and lessons on

hobbies on the computer.

Vocational teachers ay take in-service graduate courses while at home; data for research papers would be

accessible to all via the library databases. Teachers ay teach from the home, and they may take initial

training or updated training from the home.

IMPLICATIONS FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Changes in careers and work patterns resulting from the computer and communications technologies have had

and will continue to have a profound effect on vocational education:

Vocational teachers and administrators must acquire computer skills--that is, they

must be knowledgable about computers and be able to use them skillfully in job

situations and in teaching.
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All careers will involve computer usage and therefore curricula in all vocational

programs must imcorporate the computer as a job tool and an instructional aid.

The acquisition of computers and/or computer-powered equipment is imperative.

Each vocational program must be carefully examined tc determine curricular changes resulting from the

increasing emphasis on and use of computers. A few exaeples of changes for each vocational program are:

Simulations relating to crop-rotation analysis, herd improvement records, budget

projects, and farm accounting using the computer may be incorporated in agricultural

programs. The ABET system is an exaaple of efforts to bring farm news and product

analyses computer programs to the local farm and school. Instruction using feed-cost

computer programs will enhance learning, for example.

Business education programs should require accounting students to use the computer to

prepare homework using the computer. While the traditional approach requires

students to spend a goodly amount of time calculating figures for a worksheet, a

general ledger software progras can prepare the entire worksheet and all

end-of-the-fiscal-period reports in a few seconds, Thus, more instructional time is

available for studying relationships between accounts, productivity, and

profitability. Students may advance to "what if?' problems--simulations about market

trends, cost recovery programs, aging of accounting receivables, and other types of

decision-making programs.

Word processing will be an integral part of the electronic office. This type of

office will incorporate electronic filing, database management, and electronic mail.

As the 'computypewriter" (a combination machine with word processing and data

processing functions) becomes the major office input machine, business programs must

concentrate on language arts skills, proofreading, input skills, mathematical

understandings, and 'electronic networking competencies.'

Hose economics programs must prepare homemakers for the electronic home. This 'wired

home' will incorporate the computer in shopping, home management, cooking and

nutritional analyses, and personal finances and budgets. The cooking process may be

started with computers acting as timers or they may be activated by telephone from a

remote place. Thus, future homemakers must have a basic understanding and acceptance

of the computer. Grocery inventories, recipe files (with caloric information and the

ability to increase or decrease the size of the recipe), and other applications

should be incorporated in the curriculum.

Marketing and distributive education programs must train workers to operate POS

(point-of-sale) terminals as well as to understand the types of records that result

from them--inventory records, sales analyses, accounting, and credit records. Most

important, the effect of increased sales and/or expenses should be simulated so

marketing decision-making skills can be developed. Inventory maintenance for

shipping room personnel will involve the computer and hence should be taught.

Markups should be calculated on the microcomputer. Electronic sales techniques will

need to be added to the sales skills commonly taught today.
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Data processing prograes at the vocational school level ust prepare Imre coaputer

programmers and operators to meet the ever-increasing deaand for trained computer

personnel. More teachers aust be prepared to teach these skills--and more workers

must be prepared to create new, innovative software that utilizes the unique features

of the computer in preforeing work.

Trade and industrial prograes need updating in two ways: !I) electronic training in

designing new aachines and in servicing existing ones, and (2) training in operating

cosputerized machines such as cutting machines controlled by the computer and

coaputers used in drafting and designing itees. In addition, assembly plants may

utilize electronic robots for the most part in the very near future--causing a

drastic decrease in the number of anufacturing jobs. Retraining of displaced

industrial workers will be a major problem

These are only a few examples of existing needs; technological changes are occurring very rapidly.

Hence, aure curricular changes and different equipeent are forthcoeing; they will deeand ore complex skills

by teachers and workers alike.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATORS

Vocational teachers should use the coeputer in teaching job skills and in reneging the classrooe.

Therefore, the following recommendations arc lade:

Learn to use the coeputer. Enroll in two types of courses: (1) a course on what a

computer is and what it does or does not do, and (2) a course involving simple

prograeeing and using software in a specialty area.

Acquire skill in critiquing software programs according to predetermined criteria,

such as learning effectiveness, ease of use, appropriate objectives, and appropriate

content.

Acquire skills in operating software programs in one's curricular area.

Be knowledgable about the way the computer and related communications technology is

currently used in one's specialty area. Update one's work skills in the workplace.

There are many excellent books and articles written about the %crania Age.' However, the following

articles and/or books are recommended as a MINIMUM for all vocational educators:

Martin, James. TELEMATIC SOCIETY: A CHALLESE FOR TOMORROW. Englewood Cliffs, New

Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1981. (Non-technical but highly inforeative)

Martin, Jaees. FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS IN TELECOMMUNICATIONS, Second Edition. Englewood

Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1979. (Non-technical but highly

informative)
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Shine, Harold S. 'The Silicon Age and Education,' Phi Delta Kaggig, January, 1982.

Uthe, Elaine F. 'Will Teaching Be Different in the Year 2000?' pgA Journal, Spring,

1481 (Appendix ).

VocEd, April, 1482 issue.

Year 2000

In addition, vocational educators should read about the computer's effect on society and education in a

broader sense; a number of good references appear in the bibliography for this report.

SUMMARY

The computer is here; telecommunication is here. They are causing sore career and societal upheavals

than the automobile and television did--and in a very short time. The mystic about computers must be overcook

by both adults and children.

liffv.t lies ahead? More innovative ideas, enhanced by the power of the computer and the fertile minds of

those who are trained to use it creatively.

In the Year 2000 people will still cry, laugh, eat, sleep, pay taxes, and have.birthdays. The jobs they

hold, the places in which they work, and the homes in which they live ay be quite different, however, due to

technological changes.

The past is gone; it was but a prelude to today; and today is a prelude to the future. Vocational

educators must look to the future--the Year 2000 and beyond--and prepare today to meet the challenge of

change.
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PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING:

Name of Person Providing the Information:
Mame will remain confidential and will not be
used in the final report. The name is requested
so that I may contact you later if I have
questions about your response)

Correct Job Title:

May I telephone you If I have questions/

This address is correct.
NI not, please change)

Yes. (Area

If you have reports or other materials available that explain your responses more fully, will you please send me a copy/

Please return this questionnaire (and any other materials you wish to share) to:

Dr. Elaine F. Utile
Head, Business Education
University of Kentucky
PIS Taylor Education Building
Lexington, KY aesei
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TECIINOLOGICAL INVENTIONS. What technological Inventions have been mado recently or are expected to occur in the futureones that will affect com-
munications in and between businesses? When do you anticipate actual usage?

Describe anticipated invemion andlor application in data processing, word processing, information
retrieval. records management, telephoning, reprographics, and telecommunications technology

I.

Exists Out
Not in Prac-
tical Use

Expected Time of Wide 1#age
After
2081

1981-
1985

1986-
1990

1991-
1995

19%.
2080

2.

.
q

3.

S. .,



TIIF FUTURISTIC DREAM. What predictions or dreams do you envision in data processing, word processinfi, information processing and retrieval, recordsmanagement, telephoning, reprographics, and telecommunications technology that will affect communications hi and between businesses by the Year TOM/1What factors do you foresee as malor blocks for each prediction or dreamt

Describe pre(Nctions or dreams
_

I.
Ma Or Block Is)

3,

5.

12'7

-4
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TIW FUTURISTIC DREAM. What predictions or dreams do you envision in data processing, word processing, information processing and retrieval, records
management, lelephordng, reprographics, and tekcommunications technology that will affect communications in and between bushiesses by the Year 2000?
What factors do you foresee as mafor blocks for each prediction or dream/

Descxibe pr(dictknos or dreams

I.

kialor Block is)

3,

4.

S.
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TECIINOLOGICAL INVENTIONS. What technological Inventions have been made recently or are expected to occur in the futureones that will affect coat-
manications in and between businesses/ When do you anticipate actual usage/

Describe anticipated invention and/or application in data.processing, word processing, Information
retrieval, records management, telephoning, reprographics, and telecommunications technology

....

1.,

Exists But
Not in Prac-
tical Use

Expected
19111-
1915

Time
1915-
1990

of Wide Usage
After
2001

1991-
1995

1996.
2000

.

-

,

3.

%

C

S.
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PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING:

Name of Person Providing the information:
(Name will remain confidential and will not a"--
used in the final report. The name is requested
so that I may contact you later if I have
questions about your response)

Correct Job Title:

May I telephone you if I have questions/ Yes. (Arse )

6
..

This address is cornscl.
(if not, please change)

If you have reports or other materials available that explain your responses more fully, will you please send ale a copy/

Please return this questionnaire (and any other materials you wish to share) to:

Dr. Mine F. Lithe
Head, Business Education
University of Kentucky
155 Taylor Education Building
Lexington, KY 40506



Will Teaching Be Different
In The Year 2000?

Yes, and so we must prepare today! The Electro-
nic Revolution is about over microprocessors have
been on the market for several years and are appearing in
our everyday lives even though we do not recognize
them. We are in the Electronic Age alreadyand you
probably have twenty microprocessors in your home
today.

INFLUENCES ON CURRICULUM

What are the factors influencing our curriculum?
There are many, but here are a few:

Business Factors

Mini and microcomputers will be built into a,l
new typewriters giving them the capacity to do both
data processing and word processing. Such machines
(what will they be called?) will exist in network config-
urations including printers, copiers, electronic files, and
other peripherals. Some networks may be (a) internal --
operated by one company, or (b) external through
public communications systems; but either type may
occur in local, nationwide and/or international config-

urations.
The telephone system will be interfaced with the

eomputernypewriter. Larger companies will have some
videophones (video display on computer screen of caller
and answerer), probably in top executive offices and
a:conference rooms. Teleconferences will be commonplace
and replace much of executive travel,

All but the most backward companies will install
phones that receive electronic messages in either visual
display or voice styles. In fact, when the phone rings, the
answerer can ask for a display of the phone number and

caller's name before answering the phone - thus avoid-
ing unwelcome calls.

The post office may no longer exist as the hand-
delivery system is exorbitantly expensive and all the
postal clerks and mail dooliverers have retired. Package
delivery companies (private enterprise ones) will deliver
any letters or printed materials that cannot be sent elec-

tronically.
International phone calls by a person or the

company computer will be commonplace.
Miniaturization has taken place; handheld COM.

puters installed io briefcases (or in wristwatches) travel
with every executive and sales repoesentative for record-
keeping and communicating with the company's main-
frame computer via the telephone wires. Remote tele.
Phones -- sometimes a handheld device and sometimes
in a wristwatch device are carried by all workers who
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Elaine F. lithe
University of Kentucky
145 TEO
Lexineton, KY 40506
Head, Business Education

Information is a vital commodity in business,
politics, international trade, and consumerism, for
example. As a result, teachers who prepare young people
about business and for business must revitalize and
change their curricula and teaching methods.

are needed "on demand" --executives, service represen-
tatives, and supervisors (and perhaps teachers).

Also, offices are much quieter. Typewriters (if
they are called that) have touch sensitive keypads (such

as on a microwave oven or electronic calculator) instead
of mechanical, clacky keys. In fact, Sony released the
Typecorder in early 1981, and it may be forerunner for
the Year 2000 typewriter. The Typecorder (3 pounds,
8'4" x 11" x 114" thick), has an electronic typewriter
keyboard with data processing symbols and a one-page
memory with a oneline display window for editing. The
user may store up to 120 Pages of typing or dictation oh
its built-in microcassette; it has a built-in communicator
for sending data back to the office over the telephone

Political Factors

Computers and the Information Age raise anxiety
about privacy for the individual, governmental controls,
values, and new laws.

Cable TV with interactive channels (where the
viewer can express an opinion or give an answer by pres-
sing a button on a microproccessor connected to the TV
and the station's computer) can be used for polls (such
as the A.1. Nielsen cr Gallup polls), entertainment (such
as the "The Magic Touch" program aired in Columbus,
Ohio, and elsewhere), and voting. Debates will still be
held in the Year 2000 about voting through the home
computer; it involves voter registration by name, Social
Security or other national number, and perhaps a finger.'
print. The computer will then check to see' if you are
registered, that you are the right person, and that you
have not registered or voted more than once. Perhaps
every baby born in the Year 2000 will be registered by
name, Social Security number, and fingerprint!

Nationwide telephone numbers will exist for every
person also, based on their name, Social Security
number, fingerprint-and a "geographic location" code.
Therefore, only one phone directory will be needed for
the nationand it will be In the computer. So where do
you go to get away from the phone? Flip the switch to
receive only electronic messages in memory for retriev-
ing later at your convenience!
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International Trade Factors

Satellite communications will rey;lace most "wire"
systems: fiber optics systems will replace copper wire
ones resulting in reduced costs and incieased services -
transmittal of data, video, and sound. Al &T is no longer
a protected monoply but is competing with other satel-
lite systems.

Transborder data flow-transmittal of information
across national borders-still causes problems interna-
tionally. Some governments ciantrol TV and radio sys-
tems in order to maintain control of people. collect pro-
fits from transmissions, and maintain nationalities. Roof-
top antennas that receive satellite transmissions, however,
counteract governmental controls much like the Voice
of American broadcasts during World War II and later.

A universal language-a form of English-takes over
so that international flow of information, data, and cor
puter programs are compatable.

Developing countries strive to build data proces-
sing capabilities of their own to maintain freedom, gain
access to information, and create their own data, nation-
ality, and military independence.

Consumerism and Societal Factors

Almost every home will have an electronic net-
work including a TV, telephone, computer and memory/
printer. This system will transmit video, data, sound into
the home and will also transmit it out of the home-en
interactive system. Electronic mail, electronic funds
transfer (banking), shopping, entertainment, voting, edu-
cational programs, library searches-even electronic news
and weather fr.!;.-easting-vrill enter the home on this
system.

Micronrocessors (part of the same system or stand-
alone items) will regulate appliances, the heating/cooling
system, burgular alarms, and cars. Perhaps one or more
tobots will help with the housework!

Credit cards will change: the magnetic strip on the
back will "contain" a specified amount of cash. When
the card is used for a purchase, it is run through a "point-
of-sale" register at the store (or in your home) and the
cash amount is reduced electronically. No more bad
checks! Security against a lost or stolen card is built in as
the user must know the "password" built into the
electronic strip.

Implications For Curriculum And Teaching

Every one of the factors cited above exists today
in one form or another although they are not necessarily
In practical or widespread use yet. Still others are to
come.

How will teaching be different in the Year 2000?
There are many ways, of course, but here arc a few:

The computer has and will continue to demand
changes in curriculum. "Computer literacy" must be
taught-that is, everyone must learn what a computer
is, how it works in general, what it can do and is doing
in their lives, what controls are needed, and how to run
the computer in their own lives (bank terminals, library
searches, setting burglar alarms, etc.) Programming must
be taught, both at a simple elementary level and at the
career level.

Career education about occupations affected by
the computer must be offered: (1) careers in data pro-
cessing; (2) careers in service and maintenance relating
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to computers and microprocessors:(3) careers related to
security to prevent and/or trace crimes, embezzlements,
and invasions of privacy, for example: i4) careers in eiec-
tronic engineering and design; (5) careers in businass
management and procedures; and (6) careers in other
fields that depend heavily on use of computers such as
telecommunications, health and medicine, and govern-
ment.

The secretarial function may or may not (should?)
change in the electronic office. Will secretaries still exist
if every executive has an electronic workstation that
he/she uses to gather data, put data in, file, receive mer
sages, and so forth? Or will the secretary be the execu-
tive? Or if both the executive and the secretary still exist
and work togs:tiler, what will the secretary's functions
be?

Great care and study should be directed to deter-
mining the role of the secretary in the electronic office
today and in the future; curriculum may need to place
much more emphasis on data processing and decision
making roles.

The "schoolhouse" and the "classroom" in the
Year 2000 may not resemble today's institution. Instead,
teachers may teach Irons their homes via the interactive
communications network of TV, phone, and computer;
students may study at home.

Various types of teachers will be needed: (1) ex-
pert designeis of instructional materials that unite
content using video slides and/or motion films, sound,
and print (now known as videodisc systems with corn-
puterized random-access memory; (2) master electronic-
minded teachers who use these instructional materials
while interacting with students over the interactive net-
work (with the computer grading students' input in most
cases and maintaining records while the teacher "teaches"
and smoothes the way); and (3) master discussion-type
teachers who meet with small groups of students in cen-
tral locations for verbal discussions about topics not
re.d;lv taught electronically.

Electronic teachers may teach students in many
locations-aroung the corner, in the next state, in another
country-the only limit might be the limitations of the
computer and the cost of long-distance rates; however, if
only one teacher in the nation taught Subject X a3C)
+ 44, then cost could not be a factor.

The Future

Different? Yes? How much different? No one
knows for sure. Exciting? Yes? Will we really be going all
these things by the Year 2000? We do nut have any
choice about the existence of the computer, satellites,
telecommunications, and their effect on the business
world and our private lives. There is a big question about
how much we accept as a society-for example, the clues-
tion of working/teaching/studying from your home.
Some communities may accept that earlier than others.

Furthermore, the turn-around time or obsoles-
cence factor for computers is rapidly decreasing from
five to three years, so we may see many more and very
different innovations by the Year 2000.

If you have time and the interest, I encourage you
to read a very delightful hook written in nontechnical
language by James Martin-THE WIRED SOCIETY
(Plentice-Hall, Inc., 1978).

I also urge you to enroll in 3 computer literacy
and/or a beginning level programming course-you are
the teacher today and you are teaching students for the
futurel
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Computer Literacy
for the Year 2000

ELAINE E. mITIE

'Elw computer is &creasing in size and
COM while increasing ill power as crea
tire applications expand daily. Akwng
tlw applications that alreadv exist or
nuy be practical before the year 200)
are talking ears that remind drivers
about service needs: memory cards

Everyoneregardless of
age or career goal

must develop computer
literacy, an understanding

of what computers are
and how they affect work

and personal lives.

with embedded mierimrocessors that
serve as passpOrts. transcripts. employ-
ment records or medical histories: elec-
tronic mail; "credit cards" with em-
bedded microprocessors for electronic
funds transfer; personal computers as
small as wriStWatcheS: Volee-aetivatcd
typewriters: nimputer-controlled
homes: electronic news and com-
puterized libraries.

Everyone. regardless of age or Career
goal. must develop compmer
an understanding of wlut compoters
arc and how they aftect work and
personal lives. and the ability to
operate routine programs on computer
terminals.

As the computer permeates all areas.
workers must be trained to operate rod.
tine computer prograMs in their own
specialties. l'or example. mike workers
should he trained in word protessmg
and electronic tilitig. aecoulumg and
payroll. Graphic arts and drafting
workers need training in electronic
(VocEd Technical'jnsider),

plumitypesetting and computer;
controlled printing presses. Workers
in both graphic arts and drafting need
training in generating grapliks hy

Marketing workers need to learn to
design marketing strategies on
computers. Medical secretaries and
tedmicians need training in operating
computer terminals tor nuimaining
medical records and operating
laboratory equipment. Machine shop.
electronics and drafting'engineering
programs must incorporate computer-
assisted design techniques.

As a result of the increasing use of
computers. the year 2000 will require
less physical labor for all workers. es-
pecially for information processors.
However. training si ill he needed in
problem solving. trouhleshooting. atti-
tudes and ethics, as well as clarity and
conciseness in communicating with.
computers and Nople.

More emphasis should be placed on
math. especially in judging whether
machine calculations are correct rather
than on drilling bw calculation skills,
Work simplification skills. workflow
concepts and attitudes about produc-
tivity must be stressed in all programs.

Individualized instruction will he
enhanced through the use Of videodiscs
that combine sound. motion, slides and
programmed text into one system. Nott-
ware will help teachers evaluate stu-
dents' answers. compute grades and
determine branching within the course
of study. In additi nn . coniputerized
simuLtion activities will be developed.

As telecommunication networks de-
velop. training may take place any time
and any place. The teacher may be at
home. SOO miles away or in the class-
room. and the student may he ill a tOr-
mal classroom. at work or at home.
Inulis adualized instruction can occur
using a computer ternmul and central
computer via telephones or cable
telesiston.

Training new workers and retraining
adults for a computerized future is
essential, and the need for adult educa-
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tion at school or industry settings will
continue to expand.

The generalist "computer operator-
will he a common lob title in husiness
and industry. This worker will use a
terminal to perform routine operations
in all fieldsfor taking classified adver-
tising for an elect n *c or printed
newspaper: doing literature searches:
maniuming inventory records, produc-
tion analyses, chemical testing and
medical records and other activities.

Electronic designers and service/
repair representatives will he needed in
increasing numbers and in every Odd.
Including compuers. auto mechanics.
copiers and manufacturing equipment.

Computerized graphic design may re-
place drafting just as the programmable
calculator is replacing the slide rule.

Secretarial/mid-manager positions
may merge as data processing 'And word
processing are dune on the same com-
puter terminal or electronic typewriter.
As secretaries, typists and general office
workers operate routine computer S011-
ware programs. they may become the
midmanagers of the year 2000.

The need for data processors from
programmers to systems analysts will
continue to increase. The "nunager of
Information services" will oversee data
processing, telecommunications, record
management. word processing and retro-
paphics areas. Tlw ditties of data proc-
essing librarian and records manager
will continue to inercase as filing Via
computer becomes morc widespread.

As the number of computer-related
occupations increases. master teachers
with vocational expense. programming
skills and creativity will ;te needed in
every arra.

Technology may change but em-
ployers will always want workers who
are competent. willing to work and
willing to learn. Acceptance of techno-
logical changes comes troni hatuuihiarity
and training Null for viteational
teachers and their students. Let's pre-
pare now for the year 2000!

Elaine F. Mk, is head of lutuness edu-
ctio at the Vturersity tJ Kentucky.
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The Computers In Our Lives
The computer prevails today
in gmernnwnt. industry. business

and science and the use of miniaturized
computers and microprocessors in vast
Iy new applications ;.: .:xpected to ex-
pand at tremendous rates through the
I990i and into the year 2000. The
change:. in Career and work patterns re-
sulting from new computer and cont.
in nn ication techin di igies are going to
have a profound impact upon voca-
tional education. Educators arc only
now recogniting and attempting to
meet tltis challenge.

Vocational cduc. sleaders. ad.
ministrators and teachers alikeface a
liWiplold task: acipliong einuptiler liter-
:ley Ihemsels Vs :Ind training milkers to
use computers and contputerited equip.
Meat on their iolis . l'he problem is ci mu .
plc% because of the rapidity of change
and the cver.mereasing mimber of appli
canons in every vocational field. 1)e.
veloping and walnut iiii g pnigranis is
difficult %hen cinnputer techmili Ty
changes every three to four years and
when new capabilities and software
constantly appear. The need is urgent,
however.

Already. iiitOrmathm workers com-
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prise Over 50 percent of the labor force.
Equally important. the computer is used
in so many applieation- today that tlw
entire work force is affected. All work-
ersprospective or experieneedniust
he prepared to understand and operate
cinnputers as a tool in the same way that
they Ilse a typewriter in office work, a
hammer in constrnction and a raWr in
draning. Fortunately, !inlay's nliero.
CoMputerS are easier to use than the Ind.

rootivNiZe computers of the
19ins. Tlw average persOil can learn to
use a microcomputer with a minimum
of tut iii g.

The range m 1 use is enorm i us. Busi-
ness Offices us: computers for account-
ing purls ises -.accounts receivable. bill.
ing and inv, iicing. payri )ll. inventory
cmitrol. aceinnus payable, general ledg.
et, sales analysis and Cost analysis. Word
processing is g log rapidly, often
conibLied with other computer capa.
bilities. Ilectrome mail systems via satel-
lites and telephones are rapidly emerg.
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Reeordkeeping and database func-
tions are not restricted to business of.
fires. Computers keep track of supplies.
shelf stock and equipment for grocery
stores. warehouses anal assembly plan1S.
Farmers uSe Computer software lOr herd
iin 'mem, identifying productive
animals and planning best.lecil diets.
Hospitals and doctors offices file pa-
tients' records electronically and recall
them by computer terminal. Libraries
and coinmereial data bases provide in-
formaIiini on any cinweivable top-
icprovided die user has access to a
computer and knows hon. to use it,

Computer graphWs have many appli-
ca S. Manatwrs use einnputer
graphics to condense volumes of data
into trentl.line charts, graphs and
gramsoften in color. Landscape de.
signers draw simulated cities with build.
ings, streets and plat ii i ii gs, flaming the
simulation on the screen to view all
sides and dinwnsions. Using computer.
aided design (CM)), engineers design an
auto pan. display it on the computer
screen, view it from all stdes, iniithihv it
easily, save it for later reference. The
computer can be programmed calew
late all types of stresS points and even



determine if one part meshes with
another. Buildings. shoes. nuthine
tools. airplane parts. bridges. textiles,
clothing. ecdkpinntall Call be de-

signed and modified using the coin-
puler. liven anists are using computer
graphics in their wool:.

PnibleniSt thing shmtlaihms enable
farm managers HI perform crop rot
analyses. !Homemakers and dieticians to
perform nutritional analyses. business
nunagers tit prepare budget projections
and sales managers to work out market

analyses and projections.

A s these few exminples show, elm.
puter capabilities t .11 all VtlVa

tional fields. They also give riSe ti iM
COIWCrils Climpoler

yawns in the political and social affairs

that workers.
Commuters and satchhte CM1111111MC:I.

thins have cidninned in shrink We
Hid in she sue of a din. A business.

M.III m Lexington, Kentucky, Call tele
phone hallway niutiuni the world to
Paris. France. in about the sante time

dut it takes to call s 011e just 20
miles away in Paris. Kentucky. The new
technologies raise questions abuut inter-

national trade and data flow, privacy
and II ecdom of information, security
and crime. Mit only are the lives of indi-
viduals already affecwd as consumers
anti eitilens. Ind the home itself may
change as work and learning inereasing.
ly take place in the "wired" home.

The rapidity of communications Via
satellite nukes it possible for a New
York etimpany to sell midnight-to6
a.m. computer time to foreign firms in a

ditICrent time American televisinn
sl *s are beamed around the world.
The hoying. cuuntries hecome Mllert
Caldied ill d gilt or information.de-
pendent. increasing their ectimunic

Imeraciive cable tleviston systems
raise et nwerns about the right qf an Mdi-
vidil.11 to privacy. The ides:Won com-
pany's eninputer Call easilrelledi the
mother Ot viewers for each pro.
grmit and then sell the infornutitin to
atkenisers. With a I ttttt W computer...it
may he ptissible to vote from pre.
seining problems with registratinn pros
cedures and identification. (Perhaps. the
computer will register the thninhprint
of voiceprint of the person pushing the

voting "button.")
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A balance between the government's
and the itidividual's need fur informa-
tion must he struck as computers arc
used w match IRS ft:nuns. welfare pay-
ments, unemployment benefits, crimi-
nal records and credit records against
social security nundwrs. In time,
"memory" cards with imbedded micro-
processors will encode an individual's
identity: passport, unethical history, em-
ployment record and reCol ttt enda.

tions, library card, driver's license. Vith
an electronic money card, an indi-
vidual's transactitins at stores or banks
will tralasfer (Mitts imiiuiiviluaftiv. COM-
puter crime is already a problem. Entire-

ly new careers have emerged In at-
tempts to make computers "fail.sale"
(no shut-downs). nuceessible to unlaw-
ful Users. and accurate.

The wired homehonked up by
microctimputer to a cahle system and
telepl is piing tn change the way
jwople live and wink. Whatever can be

done with a microctmq tttttt will be
done in the homestudying. research.
work. Teachers will teach hom their
hustle and lake graduate CIIIIrses ((OM
hunie. Workers will abandon comium
Mg for teleeommuting. The himte will
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bc the she for electronic shopping. elec.
IIOIIIC news. electronic banking and
clectmnic ree;cation.

rt veil this quick awervit w is sufficient
to make it clear 111:11 die technologi-

cal changes brought about by the com-
puter and advanced OHM aaaaa tica s

systems involve great societal changes.
These clunges have already begun. and
many mote will come. They will have a
profound effect upon vocational educa-
hull

Therefore, vocation:al teachers and
administraatirs must becanne ca
literate kni twledgeable als Ian et un-
miters and able to use them. hinCe JI1
careers will involve computer use. cur
riculama m %%lemmata:11 prulgrams 11111st

Illuttrporme cal1110114.N J. .1 lit ih tiM tl Jald
aar aa asa ratZlit Mal aid. The acamisninn
compmers and computerized equip.
mem I. imperative fin voemoikal
stilt and let Iinic.tI ills1111111t

Ejtii *tte.11111.11 prot.train must be
carefully exainmed to determine cair .
ricular changes made necessary by the
increasing use of conpaiters. For ex-
ample:

°Mee education mum concentrate int
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language skills. primfreading and Input
skills. Word prateessing will be impor
rant in the electronic office. Students
need to learn tiling, database manage.
mem, eh:coat:0e mail, repormeriting
using lxull words and calculations and
production typewriting.

filthiness and office programs shatuld
require acca naming Students to use the
alumina tat prepare h011IeWluk. The
time tradition:01y spent in ealetdating
figures for a worksheet can be dram!.
cally reduced: a good general ledger
software program can prepare the enure
worksheet in a mat wr of secamds at die
touch of one key. Thus, more instruc-
tional nine can be spent on studying re
knit mships and tktermining profit.
ability. Also. students may advance
Mitre LItUdIy to -WW1 dr putt,-
Icanssimailations abitut market trends,
cost feetWefy ItIng131111:i. aging of :ac-
counts receivable, and other decision
making prtiblems.

Mime et minuses p1 aw:1ms maim
prepar homemakels fur the elect Milk
Ill Hite. nett litmus win ineinpa
LUC the eammtiter in shipping. 111)1111.
management, cooking and anuritiainal.
analyses, personal finances and budgets
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and electronic shopping as well. All
these applications should be kiwi-
porated into die curriculum to prepare
future homemakers.

Marketing and distributive education
programs must train workers to operate
point-of.sale (PM) terminals as well as
to understand the type of records that
result from theminventory records,
sales analyses, accounting and credit
records. Most important, the ettect iii
increased sales and/or expenses should
be simulated so marketing decision-
making skills can be developed. Inven-
tory maintenance fin shipping mina
personnel will involve the plater
and hence should lw taught.

Trade and industrial programs need
upd. g in twit ways: electronic tram.,
ing in designing new mad and in
servicing existing ones, and training in
operating computerized machines such
LIS canting machines controlled by the
computer and !ohms used in assembly
plautts

Data processing programs al die ene2
IeVet must prepare 1111 aa c

computer programmers and aver,
to meet die ever-increasing demand,
ktoce teachers must be prepared to



teach these skillsand nmre workers
must be prepared in ereale new, innova-
live soil ware ihm utilizes ihe unique fea-
tures of the computer in performing
work.

F ew yin:animal programs are
equipped with compuiers today, ex-

cepi for those in dau processing. Tlw
acquisuion of conipmer hardware and
stalwart: has In lake place in undem
with preparing teachers to use die com
puler in uuclung job skills and manag-
ing ihe classroom

Each school should prepare a plan for
acquiring computers by first dewonin-
ing whm capalnlifies and appliemions
are essential intl alien idemilying the
brand of compuier dui liesi suppons
ninse apphtufions. hl the first year at
least one machine should be purchased
for each visemo mai program. Mlle
should be gis en to a lead teacher la the
program area to learn to operaw and
program Ike csimpuier and io develi
skill in using all solovare programs. lay
suutumal nuictuls t be developed
b teat hers and used by mihvidual sill
dems during ibis time on ail expert-
menial lusts.

During the second year die school
stundd acquire addith mal equipment lin
modems to use. Lead leachers sl Id
leach other Ewa y io use the computer.
II sl Id become a Nmillar tool in each
yocalional classfilinn. I only a liniiietl
nuinber of microcompuiers are avail.
able and only a few waiters know how
io use them, all die apphemions in a pro-
gram arca may need m be taughi in a
special computer class.

As soon as ii is financially feasible,
schimils should provide micowom
puler% ill MittItitili sitianhers and with
appropnaie SIth ware hit all vocaiional
studems ut use in ilie same Wa) as
book or a pwneil. Simkins At Id he ex.
pi ascii in the vasl .1113F of applieatia ms
being used on the job in today's world
18 work.

Meanwhile, all teachers should gel
wady for die computer in the class-
room. They need io lake two iypes of
courses: nit. firm should explain wlui a
compuier is and whai it discs; the
second should involve simple program.
ming and using Mahn:1w pfitgraills in
the appnyrule speuralty area. They
need to learn whai the st.-

iceling good stalwart,. Some. teachers

1 4

should train to design sofiware pro-
grams for instructiim.

And all vocational adininislraltIrs and
leachers should read ihree iiems wriiien
in nontechnical language abom ci int.
puiers and the fui ure: Tekmatic Society:
A Challenge for laniarrau. (1981), Fu-
ture Derelopnwuts in Teleconiniunka-
lions. second Onion (1979). by James
Martin and "The Silicon Age and Educa
lion," by Morbid G. Shane (Phi Della
Kappan. January, 1982).

Tit summarize. die microcomputer
age is here and it is causing 'Mire Career
and siwietal upheavals ilian the aumnio-
bile did. We must tiCal with die Lick of
compuier literacy IV many v./ want mai
educators (as well as etkiemors in tither
areas), the lack of teacher uaining pro
grams. die lack of eompuiers in schools
'and the lack of curriculum using coin
puierieed instruci ional programs.

l'or what lies ahead is inure innova
thin enhanced by die power of the coin
puler and ihe lende minds of those %slits
are trained io use it creatively.

About the author
El. F. lItsc is head iii nosiness eduemli in al
the l'aiversuy of Kenweky.
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